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"Ensemble IV
Is One Of The Top

Bar ins In Today's
Mar t Hearing Is

Believing!.:tereo Review

"Much Better Than
The Other Systems

We've Tried - At Half
The Price Of Many!"

Home Theater
magazine

nu,KINsGE

WARRANTYEI



This Powerful Home Theater stem With
5 Satellites, Subwoofer (St Pioneer Dolby Pro Logic
Receiver Will Change How You Watch Forever!

It's The Country's Best Value In Surround Sound-
Save $120 Right Now At Cambridge SoundWorks & Best Buy.

You Can _Spend Less.
But You'll Get Less.

There are lots of stereo stores that can sell
you a cheap Pro Logic sound system - or sell
you a receiver with "free" home theater
speakers.

But do yourself a favor, and listen before you
leap. Most systems in this price range don't
approach this one's performance.

The Pioneer VSX305 Receiver.
Just a few years ago, this receiver would have
cost hundreds more. It features:

 Even power output - 60 watts each to
left, center, right & surround channels.

 Discrete output amplifier design for a
clean, undistorted sound.

 Dolby Surround Pro Logic, and simulated
surround for non -Dolby sources.

inputs, 1 video input & 1 video
output - the heart of an NV system..

 A system remote control.

Ensemble' IV Home Theater Speaker
System By Henry Kloss.

The Cambridge SoundWorks' Ensemble IV
Home Theater system was designed by Audio
Hall of Fame member Henry Kloss (founder
of AR, KLH & Advent). It consists of 5
magnetically shielded satellite speakers and a
compact subwoofer. It has a natural, wide -
range. accurate sound with very smooth
octave -to -octave tonal balance and precise
stereo imaging. And it will fit into any room.

Pioneer VSX305 Dolby
Pro Logic Receiver and Ensemble IV

Home Theater System.

999
Reg. $619.99 - Save $120

Offer Good Now Through December 15, 1996!

"Ensemble IV produces a level 9f sound quality that
is so much bigger and better than what you'd
expect from such a tiny, inexpensive system that it's
almost ridiculous. There's a coherence and rightness
to the sound that we just haven't heard from
anything this affordable. 1nfact, we've heardfar
more expensive home theater speakers that don't
hold a candle to this ng."

Home Theater Technology

3 Easy Ways To Buy.

1. Call us toll -free at 1-800-FOR-HIFI.

2. Visit any Cambridge SoundWorks Factory -
Direct store in the New England or San
Francisco areas.

.71,7;11:.s
1 ICAVW THEATER

3. Visit inv one of 270 Ik'st Buy Stores.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.

311 Needham Sucet. Suite 102, Newton, MA 02164  Tel:1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229  Canada:1-800-525-4434  Outside U.S. or ianada:617-352-5936 re -1
.) Cambrkige SoundUorlis eaEnsernbk is a repaiered trademark of Cambridge Sinner orks M. Dolby. Why Stadound and Pro top: we relvered trademarliai of IIJh> Labratone, Liken:an Corp
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Welcome to Stage 3. A new line of Kenwood home

products designed to do nothing less than simplify the

way people interact with their technology. The first

product is the Stage 3 Home Theater Controller (KC -Z1).

A Dolby* Digital (AC -3) audio/video controller that

integrates and controls up to ten other audio and

video compcnents. It also includes THXO Cinema and six

channels of output for

surround sound. But the

heart of Stage 3 is the

portable TouchPanel.

This intuitive graphic

interface lets you oper-

ate your controller from

any room in the house. r.Fr, at Ill di!

Press an icon on the

screen and yo,i can do

everything from adjust-

ing the volume to setting digital delay. And only the

choices you need appear. Because like all Stage 3 pro-

ducts, the TouchPanel puts the power over technology

back where it belongs. In the hands of the people. For the

dealer nearest you, please call 1-800-KENWOOD or check

out our brand new web site at www.kenwoodusa.com.

KENWOOD
HOME AUDIO CAR AUDIO. COMMUNICATIONS

CIRCLE NO.24 ON READER SERVICE CARD



SURGEON GENERAL S WARN NG: Smoking
By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal
Injury, Premature Bir And Low Birti Weight. Medium: 11 mg "tar: 0.9 mg nicotine-=u11 Flavor. 16 mg

"tar: 1.1 mg nicotine av per cigarette by FTC method.
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"The holy grail
of home theater."

- VIDEO M 1C. MN!

EuR AN EWER! DI \Drss-1 V II)N Mt
MORE INFORMA I Ios. (rs. II N III
THEATER SAS! \Is. 1'41 rIE FM ItSIN
MIRAGE DEALER IN VOL It AREA.

Fortunately most people
are discerning enough to know
- and hear - the difference.

They're aware that many
manufacturers are now trying
to duplicate the unique design
and outstanding performance
of Mirage, the inventors of the
original Bipolar loudspeaker.
Yet they're equally -aware that
no one has even managed to
conic close.

Our flagship NI-Isi towers
offer the perfect case in point.
This fulls' symmetrical, three-
way Bipolar speaker has earned
the acclaim and awards of
audiophiles around the world.
Its dual 8" subwoofers in
individual chambers generate
amazingly accurate bass down
to 20Hz while proprietary
tweeter and midrange designs
ensure minimal distortion and
optimal dispersion.

Now Mirage is setting
amazing new standards in
Home Theater sound as well,
with an awesome array of full -
range speakers, center

"Since there aren't
any faults that
we can hear,

the standard in
loudspeaker design

may well be at
hand... the bench-

mark of modern
engineering."

- THE INNER EAR REPORT

channels, subwoofers and
satellite surrounds. No matter
where you are in the room,
with Mirage Bipolar you're
utterly immersed in the most
spacious, three-dimensional
music and sound effects
imaginable.

So you can put off
purchasing until the next
millennium, in hopes that the
imitators will eventually catch
up. Or you can listen to Mirage
and enjoy the future of Home
Theater today.

3641 McNIco1.1. AVENUE .
SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO

CANADA MIX 1G5
(416)321-1800 FAx (416)321-1500

CIRCLE NO 7 ON READER SERVICE CARD



The home -theater speaker systems from

M& K. B& W. and Cambridge
SoundWorks (shown top to bottom.
respectively) that were compared by an

audiophile listening panel for
our surround -sound shootout: see page

66 for test details and results.

Photograph by look P. Leung
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STEREO REVIEW ONLINE

Join us at our site on America
Online and link up with thousands
of other people who are interested
in the same good stuff you read

about in STEREO REVIEW. Browse
our message boards and put in

your 2g worth ... or ask for
opinions about equipment or a
special CD. Enter our Libraries and
find a test report from last year.

Pose your questions to the experts

in our live conferences. Somebody
swiped the August issue before
you could get to it? You can find
lots of the information you missed
on STEREO REVIEW ONLINE.

All you need is a computer, a
modem, and America Online
software. To sign up, call America
Online at I-800-603-81131 for
a free startup kit. Our
keyword is
STEREO REVIEW.
See you in cyberspace!
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BULLETIN
BY BOB ANKOSKO & WILLIAM LIVINGSTONE r
DVD DELAY
As we go to press it appears
unlikely that the first wave
of DVD movie players will hit
store shelves in September
as had been promised by
RCA, Toshiba, and other
manufacturers. There was as
yet no agreement on a
copy -protection system for
DVD players and the next
generation of super -high -
capacity DVD-ROM drives for
computers. Movie companies
are reluctant to release
films in the CD -size DVD
format without a system in
place to limit some forms of
copying and prevent others.
Many industry insiders
even expressed doubt
whether DVD would make it
to market this year at all.

Still, at a press event
announcing the first
U.S.-based DVD pressing
plant, expected to begin
production next spring,
Panasonic officials said they
believe 350,000 DVD players
could reach store shelves
by the end of the year. Stay
tuned for a full report on
DVD technology next month.

BOOMERS
Hayley Mills, Lesley Gore,
and Marianne Faithfull are
on the leading edge of Baby
Boomers who turn 50 this
year, which qualifies them
for membership in the
American Association of
Retired Persons (AARP)
whether they're retired or not.
A recent issue of AARP's
Modern Maturity magazine
also congratulated Cher,
pianist Andre Watts, and
Barry Manilow on reaching
the half -century mark. Others
born in 1946 include Linda
Ronstadt, Donovan, Al Green,
Jose Carreras, Jimmy Buffett,
and - can we still call
her a punk? - Patti Smith.

DTS Technology of Westlake
Village, CA, says that
a dozen audio companies -
including Harman
Kardon/Citation, Mondial

Designs, Counterpoint, B&K
Components, and Rotel -
have "committed to
license and implement" DTS
Digital Surround decoding
circuitry in forthcoming
AN surround -sound
processors. Like the Dolby
Digital (AC -3) format chosen
as the standard for sound-
tracks released in the DVD
format and now available on
about fifty laserdiscs, the
incompatible DTS Digital
Surround format delivers six
discrete channels of digital
audio.... Sony's first PC's,
which were scheduled to
begin hitting store shelves in
late August, will include a
3-D graphical interface
called VAIO (for Video Audio
Integrated Operation) that's
said to provide intuitive
access to A/V capabilities.

Michael Jackson begins the
"HIStory" tour in September
in Prague, Czechoslovakia.
Named for his album
released in 1995, it is his first
since he withdrew from the
"Dangerous" tour in 1993....
Highlights from the 8 -hour
gala performance last April
honoring conductor James
Levine's twenty-fifth anniver-
sary with the Metropolitan
Opera will be released on CD
by Deutsche Grammophon in
September.... The Fugees'
debut album, "The Score,"
was simultaneously certified
Gold, Platinum, and double
Platinum.... The saxophone
is 150 years old. The Belgian
instrument maker Adolphe
Sax patented it in 1846.

THE WINNERS ARE ...
Joni Mitchell and French
conductor/composer Pierre
Boulez split Sweden's Polar
Music Prize ($150,000)....
Liza Minnelli won the third
annual Liberace Legend
Award.... George Walker,
73, became the first
African -American to win the
Pulitzer Prize in music,
with Lilacs, a 16 -minute piece
for soprano and orchestra.

HYDROSOUND FOR HOME THEATER?
We've seen a lot of bizarre speaker designs over the years,
but we've never come across one quite like the HydroSonic
Interactive Bass Sound System from Sound Related
Technologies (SRT) of Virginia Beach. Engineer John Alton, Jr.,
has created one monster of a subwoofer that uses water (1)
to extend response down into the infrasonic range. He
discovered that adding a compartment with a water -filled
vinyl bladder (we're talkin' waterbeds here) to a conventional
two -chamber sub smoothed and bolstered response down to
a room -shaking "6.875 Hz." The woofers induce vibrations
in the water that are transferred to the floor.

SRT recently completed a home version of the system,
which was developed for theaters, amusement -park rides, and
other "applicaticns requiring controlled vibration." The home
SRT 12H is a 40 -inch -tall rectangular wooden structure with
five chambers. A ported chamber in the middle supports two
12 -inch woofers, one firing up into a compartment with air
holes leading to the top water chamber and one firing down
into a chamber feeding the bottom water compartment. Price
for the 125 -pound beast: $3,395. A $3,000 version with 10 -inch

drivers in a lighted, clear -acrylic enclosure is in the works.

FACTS FOR FREE
The Consumer Electronics
Manufacturers Association
(CEMA) reports that in
1995 sales of home -theater
components rose 10 percent,
to $8 billion, and sales of
add-on and upgrade car
stereo gear hit an all-time
high, $1.93 billion. These and

other fascinating facts can
be found in a 122 -page
softbound book, The Year in
Consumer Electronics 1995.
For a free copy send a 6x 9 -
inch self-addressed envelope F.
stamped with $1.93 postage 9
to CEMA Communications
Dept., 2500 Wilson Blvd.,
Arlington, VA 22201-3834.
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THE ULTIMATE MOVIE EXPERIENCE.

LASERDISCS FOR JUSTfi3 .E.A.

PLUS 1 MORE AT GREAT SAVINGS SEE DETAILS SELOW
Die Hard With
A Vengeance '1462209

Top Gun (Remastered) '1429406

Rob Roy '1423201

Predator '0364901

The Omen '1207901

The Professional '1364801

Pink Floyd:The Wall '1293802

Backdraft
Philadelphia
The Silence Of
The Lambs

*0559009

'12514;

0805309

CLUB FAVORITES
Assassins 1491109'

Spaceballs 0276600'

Raising Arizona 1491802'

Forrest Gump 1333202'

Bladerunner
(The Dir:s Cut) 1097906'

The Shawshank
Redemption 1345503'

Batman Forever 1432509'

Star Trek
Generations 1382803'

Bad Boys 1451806'

A Nightmare On
Elm Street 1460401'

Jurassic Park 1264001'

True Lies 1327105'

Cliffhanger
Bridge On The River
Kwai (Restored)

2001: A Space Odyssey

Goodfellas

1."

'1149301

'1143809

'0844308

'0969808

Immortal Beloved '1372309

The Odd Couple '1460807

Clueless '1462506

a,

I-

The Wizard Of Oz 0001404

Ferris Bueller's Day Off '0427302

The Net
Casper (The Movie) *1427905

The Fugitive

'1469907

'1197706

The Hunt For Red October '0825000

HEAT
1922400'

RETURN OF THE JEDI
(THX) 1415900'

The Empire Strikes
Back (THX)

BABE
1479302'

BRAVEHEART
1491604'

 415801
Star Wars (THX) 416007

Clive Barker's Lord
Of Illusions 471804

A Clockwork Orange 356005

Jaws
First Knight
Congo

Jade

Living In Oblivion
Something To Talk About
Clear And Present Danger
The Wild Bunch
(The Dir.'s Cut)

'0844605

GRUMPIER OLD MEN
1922301'

Close Encourters
Of The Third hind
(Special Edition)

GOLDENEYE
1920602'

*Letterbox

'1273002

Aliens (THX) '1402601

Allen (THX) 1402502

Desperado '1485101

Hackers 1482990

-460104 The Indian In -ht Cupbeertr*r456201

'-453604 'NI French Connection

'483908
-484005
'-478502
-326305

'1388008

All About Eve (Remastered) 1491000

Fair Game '1491505

The invaders

White Man's Burden

1491406

Mute Witness
American Gigolo
Cocoon
A Walk In The Clouds
Above Suspic on (1995)

'1491307

'1460203
0203000

'1469808
'1496504

1483700

Under Siege
Nine Months
The Specialist
Bonnie And C yde

pecies

opycat

lockers

'1452309
'1490804

'1

ever Talk To
trangers
ersuasion
airs Man

Vampire in
rooklyn

'1491208
s1 's7

'1502004

'1491703

1294008

'1502806

NEW RELEASES

The American
President

Devil In A Blue Dress

Get Shorty
The Bridges Of

Madison County
Leaving Las Vegas

Richard III

Sabrina (1995)

To Die For

1923309'

1498500'

1502509'

1509900'

1501808'

1932904'

1923408'

1502707'

Tremors 2: Aftershocks 1507805'
White Zombie (1932) 1944206

Wild Bill 1503002'

Under Siege 2:
Dark Territory 1483007'

Outbreak 1389501

Beyond Rangoon 1489707

The Brothers McMullen 1495902

How To Make An
American Quilt '1921204

1 077908 The Tuskegee Airmen 1935501
1479906
'1341700
'1937903
'1479401

'1371301

'1483601

'1447903

.1502905 The Usual Suspects

E.T.:
The Extra -Terrestrial

Legends Of The Fall
'0681106 Virtuosity

Interview With The
Vampire '1364405

The Abyss CB81102

Here's a great way to build a collection
of your favorite movies - on laserdisc!
Just write in the numbers of the 3
laserdiscs you want for $1.00 each, plus
shipping and handling. In exchange, you
simply agree to buy four more laserdiscs
in the next two years, at regular Club
prices (currently as low as $29.95, plus
shipping/handling)-and you may cancel
membership at any time after doing so.
What's more, you can get still one more
movie for the low price of $19.95 and
have less to buy later (see complete
details in coupon).

Free Magazine sent every four weeks
(up to 13 times a year) reviewing our
Director's Selection - plus scores of
alternate choices, including many lower -
priced laserdiscs. And you may also
receive Special Selection mailings up to
four times a year. (That's up to 17
buying opportunities a year.)

Buy only what you want! If you want
the Director's Selection, do nothing - it
will be sent automatically. If you prefer
an alternate selection, or none at all,
just mail the response card always

provided by the date specified. And
you'll always have 14 days to decide; if
not, you may return the selection at our
expense.

Money -Saving Bonus Plan. If you
continue your membership after fulfilling
your obligation, you'll be eligible for our
generous bonus plan. It enables you to
enjoy great savings on the movies you
want - for as long as you decide to
remain a member!

10 -Day Risk -Free Trial. Wet send
details of the Club's operation with your
introductory package. If not satisfied,
return everything within 10 days at our
expense for a full refund and no further
obligation.

For fastest service, use your credit card
and call us toll -free 24 hours a day:

1-800-538-2233 Z),(t

LASERDISC CLUB

Entertaining

America..,

One Person

at a Tome.*

Apollo 13
Ace Ventura:
When Nature Calls

The Fisher King 0687103

Ghost '0826008

Bram Stoker's Dracula 1102904

Dragon Slayer (Remastered) 1352103

A Few Good Men '1106301

Strange Days '1502608

Waterworld 1 472000

'1490309 Body Heat '1937804

rColumbia
House Laserdisc Club

Dept. 6EX, P.O. Box 1 1 1 2, Terre Haute, Indiana 4781 1-1 1 1 2

Yes, please enroll me under the terms outlined in this advertisement. As a member, I need
to buy only 4 more selections, at regular Club prices, in the next 2 years.
Send me these 3 Iaaae&scs for $1.00 each-plus $1.75 each shipping and handling (total $8 25)

BUY YOUR FIRST SELECTION NOW-AND HAVE LESS TO BUY LATER!
 Abe, send me rry first selection for $19.95, p
which I'm adding to my $8.25 payment (total $29.9.: roe::

only 3 more [instead of 4) in the next 2 years.

Please Check How Paying: 0 My check is enclosed
CI Charge my introductory laserdiscs and tut re Club purchases to:
ET MasterCard Diners Club AMEX 0 VISA

Acct. No.

Signature

Name

DHR/DHW
DHS/DHX

Discover

Exp Date

Address Apt

City State

Zip Phone No.(

Do any of the following apply to you? (41)
0 I own o Persona' Computer II)  I own a PC with a CDROM (2)  I plan to buy a PC with o CD-ROM PI

Note This offer a ,es to firstitime laserdisc Club members only. Limit one per household Columbia House reserves the
right to request 'tonal information, reiect any opplicohon or cancel any membership. Offer limited to the continental U S
(excluding Alaska) Applicable sales fax added so oil orders iti,
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High praise for PARADIGM® REFERENCE

SPEAKER SYSTEMS...dedicated to providing

the highest standard of technological design
excellence, and deliver breathtaking

high -end sonic performance!

toith years of design expertise and a state-of-the-art in-house R&D facility,
Paradigm engineers and acousticians set out to build the world's finest
speakers, regardless of cost! The resuk is Paradigm Reference...electrifying

and eminently satisfying high -end speaker systems that bring you closer than ever to
the live event!

And, while this stunning performance heightens the sheer enjoyment of music, it is
equally important for the best in home theater sound, especially now with the arrival of
digital AC -3.

We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm Reference Dealer and
experience this astonishing new reference standard in music and home theater sound
for yourself!



1 I go
.Craio/110 Sunlio/100 taprir/BP Lilipm/BP LCR-450 CC -450 ADP -450

Bipolar Lefi/Cenurr/Right Crum Chaund Surround

PARADIGM, REFERENCE
!HE ULTIMATE IN WON END PERFORMANCE FOR MUSIC MID HOME TREATER'

For more 10.7.1101 PI 1 if your Ileir Asthorwel &whys keirerhe 12011,
AtultoStream .H111 Bar 2410. Nnegara hill. NY '4302 (9054 632.0180

linodu tbrqd,gar. 10! Hanlon Res. WoodIrrdge. ON 141 305 '9051 050-2E89
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Stereo Review

(I-IESKY WORDS

,fe i Proud To
flirEsentirkwir
Stereo Sat.&1p
Si Home Theater
GOId Test Disc
Stereo Review and Chesky Records

have designed this disc to help you

improve every aspect of your stereo

system and home theater's performance.

Featuring demonstrations developed by

Chesky's own recording engineers with

special test signals developed by Stereo

Review's Technical Editor, David Ranada.

This GOLD CD offers a host of useful

tests (some recorded in Dolby Pro -logic),

and includes a sampling of Chesky's

best new Pop, Jazz, World Music,

and Classical recordings.

Stereo Review ^ air DEANS

GOLD
STEREO SET-UP AND

HOME THEATER TEST DISC

The Stereo Review/Chesky Records Stereo Set -Up and

Hone Theater GOLD Test Disc induces selections
from the following Chesky artists-

Oregon

Paquito °Rivera

Badi Assad

The VVestminster Choir

(and more!)

Only 59.98 $200 S&H

Please Jaw 2-4 weeks for delwery

To order Call 1(800)-294-5894
24 Hours a day -7 Days a week

Listen and Learn!
http://www.chesky.com/music

Chesky Records
Radio City Station,

P.O. Box 1268 New York, NY 10101

LETTERS
DVD vs. Laserdisc
At my favorite high -end store, I was treated
to selections from laserdiscs of Batman
Returns, True Lies, and Clear and Present
Danger. I was blown away! But when I
asked about DVD players, the salesman
told me that the format has a major problem
with picture quality because of the data
compression used. He said all the hoopla
about a better picture than laserdisc was on-
ly hype. Can you set the picture straight?

JIM VOZWORTH
Toronto, Ontario

I'm confused. Yours and other cutting -edge
technology magazines have gotten me
hyped about the fantastic new DVD format.
Now, however, I've heard that the digital
data -compression technology (MPEG-2)
isn't up to snuff for "some movies." Sup-
posedly there's a problem with digital arti-
facts when the scene changes quickly (read:
action films). I've seen this problem with
the $4,000 digital cameras when I pan
around a complex room. JIM HEALE

Seattle, WA

Picture quality has been e.vcellent in the
DVD demos we've seen, and digital arti-
facts. while occasionally apparent. have been
minor compared with the format's overall
improvements. We have no reason to suspect
that the Just players to hit stores (which may
he later than expected: see "Bulletin:' page
8) will offer anything less.

After I took the plunge and bought a laser -
disc player, my local Blockbuster Video
store quit renting laserdiscs. I was told they
are being discontinued at all Blockbuster
stores because they have problems with
discs getting scratched. If scratched DVD's
also become a problem for video stores, I
don't see much of a future for that format.

WAYNE A. PFLUGHAUPT
Katy, TX

A Blockbuster Video spokesman told us that
114 of its company -owned stores around the
country are still renting laserdiscs. Your lo-
cal store is probably owned by a franchisee
who made an independent decision. Either
way, don't he so quick to write 4 the DVD,
which is said to he constructed of a tougher
plastic than is used for laserdiscs and
should he less prone to scratching. More im-
portant, as an all -digital medium. DVD
lends itself to digital error correction in the
event the laser encounters imperfections iu
the disc surface. whereas the video signal
on a laserdisc is analog and cannot he cor-
rected during playback.

Cinepro and THX
In his July test report on the Cinepro 600X
power amplifier. Julian Hirsch relates a
claim by the manufacturer that it "is a mod -
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ified version of a THX-certified profession-
al amplifier that has been in production
since 1989." In fact, Cinepro does not sell
any amplifiers certified for either Home
THX or THX Theatre use.

We called Cinepro, and an officer of the
company indicated that the Model 600X
was derived from another company's ampli-
fier that is certified for THX Theatre use. It
is important to note that the technical para-
meters of Home THX amplifiers are a good
deal different from those of THX Theatre
amplifiers, and a model approved for one
use is not automatically appropriate for the
other. Cinepro has agreed to stop describing
the amplifier in this misleading fashion.

A complete and up-to-date list of Home
THX-certified products is on our World
Wide Web pages (http://www.thx.com).

STEPHEN H. SHENEFIELD
Product Development Manager, Home THX

Lucastilm Ltd.
San Rafael, CA

We regret that our test report on the Cinepro
Model 600X amp included information that
could he misconstrued. Thanks for setting
the record straight.

MAD Grooves
Steve Simels's August review of Mad mag-
azine's "Mad Grooves" CD reminded me of
my youthful encounters with Mad, espe-
cially the music. The songs were released
on plastic -coated cardboard squares bound
into the issue, with the record groove cut
into the plastic. You removed the record by
tearing along the perforation. Of course, a
spindle hole was needed to play it properly
on your turntable. The instructions told you
to form the hole with "a pencil or a .45 -cal-
iber bullet!"

Mr. Simels doesn't list the song lineup,
but two of my favorites were The Burp
Song, with its crescendo -like triple burp,
and She Lets Me Watch Her Mom and Pop
Fight. In my youth, many a brain cell was
skewed reading Mad and listening to these
songs. Once I get hold of this disc, it looks
like I'll finish the job. PETER W. POLACK

Meriden, CT

Megachangers
I found Daniel KUIIIIIl comparison of five
CD "megachangers- in July quite informa-
tive, but he forgot to include Fisher's DAC-
1506, a "monster" of a system that holds
150 discs. A. JORGES UPEGUI

Flushing, NY

We learned about the DAC-I 506 after the
"Megachangers" review was completed.

Why did you omit the 100 -disc Aiwa chang-
er and the 200 -disc Denon DN- I 200F/C
from "Megachangers" in July? I particular-



Discover the incredible sound
of patent #4,076,098.

I

Announcing the new B&W 600 Series
B&W was the first company to pioneer the use of keylar®
cone, in loudspeakers.

end we've applied our patented technology to some
of the world's most respected monitors-the legendary
B&W Nlatrix 801. the celebrated Silver Signature, and
our highly acclaimed TM Home Cinema

NOM B&W brings Keylar cone technology In a family
of affordable. high performance loudspeakers. Intro-
ducing the new B&W 600 Series.

Why does kevlar make such a big difference in sound
reproduction? Because of its unique properties. this space-
age. woven material virtually eliminates the effects of

global jazz grooves (CD)
for info: 312.880.5379 fax
<stavesOinteraccess.com>

resonance and standing wane,. Fspecially in critical mid-
range frequencies. So all you hear is pure. uncolored music.

Add B&W s incomparable metal dome tweeters.
minimum -diffraction cabinets. and gold-plated. biwired
speaker terminals, and you have the incredible sound
of patent #4,076.098.

We invite you to audition the new B&W 600 Series
ranging from bookshelf to floor standing. center channel
to surround sound. even an active subwoofer. For the
name of a B&W dealer near you. call 1-800-370-3710.
The difference is easy to see. And even easier to hear.

Listen and You'll See

B&Ve Loudspeakers of America
Treet, Now' Heacimg, MA 01864

tel 1-800370-3740 fax 508-664-4109
Keviar is a registered trademark of Dupont

CIRCLE NO. 8 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The Theater
The DSP-A3090 lets you choose

from 30 sound field modes. From
LA.'s Roxy and New York's Cellar Club, to

churches and concert halls around the world.
Seven -channel amplification sends 80 watts to

each of the main, center and rear speakers, plus 25
watts to both front effects speakers. Analog, video and

S -video, plus RF, coaxial and optical digital inputs link
you to today's and tomorrow's Dolby Surround AC -3 components.

We did leave out a few hundred seats, some plush carpet and the kid
screaming in the 13th row. But what we've given you instead is something
no home theater owner has ever heard before.  The theater.  It's the
expansive acoustic environment that gives a trip to the movies its sense of
grandeur. And until recently, it just wasn't possible from a sound system
designed to coexist with a sofa, an easy chair and a pair of potted plants. 

But that was before decades of Yamaha experience in sound field
measuring and processing, custom integrated circuit design and audio

microchip fabrication culminated in the new DSP-A3090 Digital
Sound Field Processor. Introducing unique technology that creates

the unmistakable sensation of a first -run theater's acoustic
spaciousness. Combined with the unparalleled accuracy and



And this is where you park.

dynamic range of Dolby Surround AC -3"" Every director has something
specific in mind when mixing a film's soundtrack for the big screen. And the
DSP-A3090's proprietary Yamaha processing techniques maintain the depth,
openness and realism of that vision. While also preserving the directional
relationships of every sound. So whether it's a musical score, or T rex's roar,
you'll hear it exactly how, and where, the director intended.  That's Tri-Field
Processing. And it's made possible by the latest generation of Yamaha The sophisticated micro -

Cinema DSP. The technology that's kept us at the forefront of home
ciCinemrcuitry that makes oura

DSP possible is d
new

designed
theater for more than a decade.  Audition the DSP-A3090 for yourself. and produced exclusively by Yamaha. Our

Just call 1-800-4YAMAHA for the dealer nearest you. Or visit us on microprocessors apply the vast library of sound

the web at http://www.yamaha.com  Then drive off carrying a field data we've amassed creating products for audio

20,000 square foot movie theater.  With the easiest parking in town. professionals, both on the stage and in the studio. And
they're manufactured with the advanced processes we've perfected

YAMAHA®

through years of experience fabricating our own custom chips.

The Technology

WHERE HOME THEATER LIVES.
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LISTEN UP. And get the performance and sound quality of an Alpine in -dash CD receiver for only
$299.* The CDE-7820 features a detachable front panel, Alpine's MaxTune' FM tuner, a skip -resistant CD
player mechanism with an 8 -times oversampling digital filter and a built-in 25 watt x 4 channel high
power amplifier. Everything you expect from Alpine, the winner for overall customer satisfaction in car
stereo, five years in a row.** If it sounds too good to be true, it's an Alpine.

CIRCLE NO. 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD / ALPINE
Car Audio and Navigation Systems

C 1996 Alpine Electronics of America, Inc. 0 1996 Alpine Electronics of Canada, Inc. Discover the future of Mobile Multimedia. For more information on the nev. CDT -7820 or the name
of an authorized dealer specialist near you, call 800 -ALPINE -1 or check out our web site at http://www.alpinel.com.  5299 factory authorized price in U.S. dollars. Prices may vary by
participating dealer. Availability is subject to dealer inventory. Alpine factory warranty applies only to goods sold by an authorized Alpine retailer. The Verity group survey 1991-1995.



LETTERS
ly like the Denon's extra capacity, locking
door, and expandability - you can link up
to four regular units, holding 800 CD's. Its
biggest drawback is its price of $4,000, but
it may be worth it. JAMES KEECH, SR.

Watertown, NY

If you're referring to the Aiwa DX-C100M,
we reviewed it in June 1995. The Denon
DN-1200, while impressive, is built for pro-
fessional use and is quite a hit more expen-
sive than the others in our comparison. We
tried to stick with affordable changers.

A feature important to me not discussed in
"Megachangers" is the ability to preset a
disc's playback level, as you can with the
Sony CDP-CX100. Also, the article pointed
out the Technics changer's poor linearity at
-90 dBFS; can you explain this further?

CHUCK HOGUET
Sacramento, CA

We are not aware of any consumer changer
with an individual -disc level -preset feature
besides the CDP-CX100, which is being
dropped from Sony's line. As for our low-
level linearity test, it measures how accu-
rately a CD player reproduces extremely
soft sounds (90 dB below a CD's maximum
recordable level). The linearity error we mea-
sured from the Technics SL-MC400 changer
was audible with a low-level 3-k11.7 test tone
played at normal volume settings. It's there-
fore possible that it could he audible with
some music, too.

I recently purchased a Pioneer PD -F904
megachanger because of its Automatic Dig-
ital Level Control (ADLC). I like this fea-
ture because CD's have different recording
levels, and nothing is more irritating than to
have to adjust volume for various discs. I

was very disappointed that Daniel Kumin
failed to mention this feature in the Pioneer
PD-FI004 he tested for "Megachangers."

DAVID S. WENDT
LaPorte, IN

Nearing Protection
I must protest Tom Nousaine's assertion, in
his article on hearing protection in July, that
"one or two . . . high-SPL encounters may
not damage your hearing permanently, but
repeated exposure will begin an irreversible
decline, even though the effects may not be
noticeable for years to come." Otologists
around the world agree that such "morning
after" effects as ringing in the ears, a dull or
clogged feeling, or a headache following
noise exposure are a 100 -percent -certain in-
dication that you have suffered some per-
manent hearing loss.

Let's not be too casual about this. Yes,
long exposures to loud sound are worse
than short exposures, but that's because
there are more opportunities in a longer

period of time for acoustic peaks and tran-
sients to occur.

The odds are that if you are a male U.S.
native above the age of eight years, you
have damaged hearing. It occurs with every
firecracker heard closer than 50 feet away,
every coach's whistle blasted into the ears
of kids on the school yard from less than 30
feet, every time a pipe or a piece of lumber
is dropped flat onto a hard surface within
30 feet, and many other times from any
number of sources during normal daily life.

DREW DANIELS
North Hills, CA

We never intended to he casual about the
perils of exposure to loud sound. Thank you
for reinforcing the point of Tom Nousaine's
article.

CD Foam Alert
After reading the warning about deteriorat-
ing foam in CD boxed sets in July "Bul-
letin," I went through all my sets and re-
moved the foam. I ended up with 106 pieces
of foam, almost all of them from sets manu-
factured by the best-known classical CD
labels. Many were beginning to turn red
where they were in contact with the discs
- and only there. In one set the foam was
starting to disintegrate and left particles on
the CD's. Many thanks for your warning!

RICHARD L. FRANCIS
Gainesville, FL

Sound Over Sense
A letter in the July issue headed "Surround
Insanity" ended with the "hope that two -
channel sound remains a consumer option
for a long time." As a classical -music lover,
I'm playing more and more chamber pieces
for the same reason I don't have (or want)
surround -sound home theater: My 12 x 15 -
foot room is no more Lincoln Center than it
is a cinema. I could fit the Cleveland Quar-
tet comfortably, but the very idea of having
the Cleveland Orchestra in for the evening
is ludicrous.

Our ability to shell out big bucks for
equipment that can never duplicate the real
thing, regardless of cost, is overpowering
our common sense. I won't quit listening to
Mahler, but neither will I blow ten grand
trying to move his horns another foot to the
left or in order to pretend that a herd of rhi-
noceroses is trotting through my apartment.

JAMES F. MCANINCH
Martins Ferry, OH

We welcome your letters. Please address
correspondence to Editor, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
You should include your address and
telephone number for verification. letters
may be edited for clarity and length.

Sounds Like A Million.

SavesYou

Yamaha's flagship DSP-A3090

processor isn't the only way to experi-

ence the critically acclaimed realism

of Dolby® Digital AC-3" Surround.

Through 1/31/97, you can take home

the same kind of excitement-plus big

savings-when you add AC -3 to your

new Yamaha home theater system.

Just buy either of our RX-V2090

or RX-V990 AC -3 -ready receivers-

add the DDP-1 AC -3 Surround

Processor-and get an instant $100

cash discount. Not to mention

system that will change the way you

listen to movies forever. For the dealer

nearest you, call 1-800-4 YAMAHA

or visit http://www.yamaha.com

YAMAHA DSP

09cr good at participating retailerN

through 113157. "a.)1991, Yamaha Eksimnici

C171001100. USA. Doll)) and AC..1 arc trail:twill.

of Dnlh3 I AKIC110111, Corporation. Yamaha Ekvironics

CotporationJ Flan Park. CA 90622
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Ever wish ou owned a movie theater?

You'd sit in a different seat each time, with your fees up. The theater would only serve your brand of

cola, and popcorn would come in one size - silo. If a movie had a great soundtrack, you'd have the

projectionist turn it up until the booming bass made the plaster cherubs that ringed the high ceiling tremble.

At NHT, we've always known a big part of the magic of movies was in the sound system. And we've

captured it in the VT -2, a no -holds barred home theater system that at the flip of a switch also provides

optimal music performance. Designed for the latest digital technology, and with a built-in subwoofer, the

VT -2 makes motion pictures come alive. So now

you can come home to your own movie theater.

Or if you're like us, simply never leave.

CIRCLE NO. 22 ON READER SERVICE CARD

)
WE'RE INSIDE YOUR HEAD.

FOR THE NHT DEALER NEAREST YOU: (U.S.) CALL 1-800-NHT-9993: (CANADA) ARTECH ELECTRONICS LTD.. 514-631-6448. NHT WEB SITE http //www.nhthifi.com
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A TECHNICS
The five -channel SA-EX900 AN

receiver from Technics has its

own 100 -watt subwoofer amplifier

and level control: other channels

deliver 100 watts each to the

left. center. right. and surrcund

speakers. Features include a

help button that directs operation

A AUDIOSOURCE
The AudioSource MCSW-1

powered subwoofer is intend3d for

use with bookshelf. multimedia,

or minicomponent systems. The

12 -inch matte -black cube cortains

an 8 -inch woofer powered by

a 50 -watt amplifier. There's

automatic power on/oft circui!ry.

000

through an on -screen display.

a universal remote. and inputs for

two VCR's. CD and laserdisc

players. a cassette deck. and a

turntable. Price: S499. Technics,

Dept. SR. One Panasonic Way.

Seacaucus. NJ 07094.

 Circle 120 on reader service card

speaker -level and line -level inputs.

a phase -reversal switch. and a

40- to 180 -Hz adustable crossover.

Bandwidth is given as 30 to

250 Hz. Price: $250. AudioSource.

Dept. SR. 1327 N. Carolan Ave..

Burlingame. CA 94010.

 Circle 122 on reader service card

THIEL 
Thiel's 52 -inch -tall CS6 speaker

has a 10 -inch aluminum woofer

with a short-coil/long-gap cesign

that's said to reduce distortion.

a low -diffraction coaxial driver

combining a 5 -inch "shallow

cone" aluminum/polystyrere

midrange with a 1 -inch aluminum -

dome tweeter. and a 12 -inch

passive radiator. All are

mounted on a concrete baffle.

Price: $6,900 a pair. Thiel.

Dept. SR. 1026 Nandino Blvd..

Lexington. KY 40511.

AIWA
Aiwa s AV -X500 combines a four -

channel. Dolby Pro Logic

receiver with a hi-fi VCR in a

single 14 -inch -wide component.

Rated for 100 watts to the left.

center, right. and surround

channels. the receiver also boasts

four DSP modes, a BBE circuit

to enhance vocals. Super T -Bass

for enhanced bass. a five -

preset equalizer. and inputs for

three video and four audio

components. The full -feature.

four -head VCR includes automatic

head cleaning. on -screen

menus. and slow-motion/freeze

functions. Price: $650. AiWE

America. Dept. SR. 800 Corporate

Dr.. Mahwah, NJ 07430.

 Circle 121 on reader service card
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 ECHOSTAR
EchoStar's Premium satellite

receiving system for its DISH

network has an 18 -inch antenna

with dual -output LNB and a

receiver with a UHF universal

remote. Features include a seven-

day on -screen program guide.

program browse, favorite -channel

listings. and parental -control

r-ILI
I 17

program lock -outs based on

ratings or channels. Programming

packages for the MPEG-2-encoded

digital TV/music service range

from $20 to $60 a month.

Price: $749. EchoStar, Dept.

SR. P.O. Box 6552, Englewood,CO

80155; phone, 1-800-333-3474.

 Circle 123 on reader service card

A CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
The Tower series from Cambridge

Sound Works and designer Henry

Kloss includes the Tower, a

38 -inch -tall. three-way bipolar

speaker (center in photo. $1,499

a pair): the Tower II, a 351/2 -inch -

tall, conventional three-way

system (left. $999 a pair); and the

Tower III, a two-way system that

stands 321/2 inches high (right,

$599 a pair). The two-way,

three -driver CenterStage center

speaker (foreground. $349) is 614

inches high and mates with all

three Tower models. Available

directly from Cambridge

SoundWorks, Dept. SR. 311

Needham St., Newton, MA 02164:

phone, 1-800-367-4434.

 Circle 125 on reader service card

TEKNA SONIC 
Tekna Sonic's S-15 speaker

stands feature its C-5 vibration

absorbers attached below

the 61 2 -inch -square top plates.

The absorbers are said to

dissipate enclosure vibrations and

reduce colorations. Available

in 14-, 21-, and 28 -inch heights,

each black steel stand has a

12 -inch -square base. Price: $250

a pair (all sizes); C-5 absorber

also available separately. $40

each. Tekna Sonic. Dept. SR. 442

Houser St., Suite E, Cotati. CA

94931; phone, 1-860-224-6968.

 Circle 124 on reader service card

A PANASONIC
The EABMPC25 multimedia

computer speaker system from

Panasonic includes two

7 -inch -tall satellites, each with

a 31.2 -inch woofer, a 11/2 -inch

tweeter, and a 5 -watt amplifier. A

single set of controls handles

power, volume, and treble for

both of the magnetically shielded

satellites. A second audio input

is provided. Bandwidth is

given as 50 Hz to 20 kHz. Price:

$79 a pair. Panasonic Computer

Peripherals Company,

Dept. SR. Two Panasonic Way,

Secaucus, NJ 07094.

 Circle 126 on reader service card

 AUTOTEK
Autotek's Mean Machine 40MXI

stereo car amplifier is said to be

conservatively rated at 20 watts

per channel into 4 ohms with

0.015 percent distortion. The 91.3

x 212 x 5 -inch unit features 24 -dB -

per -octave Linkwitz-Riley low -

and high-pass crossovers, front -

panel switches to independently

route low-pass. high-pass. or full -

range signals for amplification,

and line -output jacks. It also has

a bass boost variable from 0 to

+18 dB, a MOSFET power supply,

and a full range of protection

circuitry. Price: $299. Autotek.

Dept. SR. P.O. Box 4391.

Burlingame, CA 94011.

 Circle 127 on reader service card
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WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOUR

TASTE AND YOUR ALLOWANCE AGREED ON ANYTHING?

Okay, so your paper route never generated enough income for that red spors car you always wanted, and the convertible you

have in mind now is still a year or so away. The good news is, a serious upgrade of your audio system is now well within

your reach. Infinity's new Reference 2000' Series are high-performance speakers with a dynamic range unlike anything

in their price range. With long -throw polypropylene woofers and neodymium magnet soft -dome tweeters, they can deliver

floor -pounding bass and crystal-clear highs from as iittle as 15 watts of power. (So your amp is okay after all.) And they're

shielded for use with your video equipment. (So a home theater isn't out of the question.) You've been hearing speakers

like these in your head for years. Now, hear them on your system. For the Infinity dealer nearest you, call (800) 553-3332.

In Canada, call (905) 294-4833. reference 2000

Infinity
Reference 2000 is a registered trademark of Infinity Systems, Inc

CIRCLE NO 30 ON READER SERVICE CARD

H A Harman International Company



NEW PROM (MS
V DD -AUDIO
The DD -Stone Exquisite speaker

from DD -Audio is made out of

green and grey soapstone

mined from the Tulikivi quarries

in Finland. The 365/8 -inch -tall

cabinet holds three drivers: a 6' 2 -

inch Kevlar woofer in an internal

reflex box ported to the rear. a

5 -inch magnesium -cone midrange

element, and a 1 -inch hard -dome

tweeter. Frequency response

is given as 47 Hz to 20 kHz ±-3 dB,

sensitivity as 84 dB, impedance

as 4 ohms, and power handling

as 150 watts. Price: S6.475

a pair including isolation feet.

DD -Audio, dist. by Rexxell Corp..

Dept. SR. 1300 W. Belmont Ave..

Suite 207, Chicago. IL 60657.

 Circle 128 on reader service card

V MB QUART
MB Quart's Terra speakers

feature artful ceramic enclosures

in patterns called Delhi White.

Magic Wood. and Algerique

(shown) or in glossy piano black.

Included are the DL T 50

satellite/surround with a 5 -inch

woofer and coaxial 34 -inch

dome tweeter ($799 to $849 a

4 JAZZ
The Jazz JS -300 3-D multimedia

speaker system offers three

3-D sound modes: Music. Theater.

and Game. Also provided are

controls for volume. bass, treble,

balance. mute. and power as well

as two audio inputs, a headphone

jack, and a microphone bypass

jack. Each 11 -inch -tall speaker

contains two 3 -inch woofers

and a 1 -inch cone tweeter driven

by its own 20 -watt amplifier.

Price: $125. Jazz. Dept. SR. 1355

Darius Ct., Industry, CA 91745.

 Circle 131 on reader service card

4 SMART DESIGNS
The 4 -foot -tall Ne-Onn Rax from

Smart Designs has a fluorescent

lighting system with changeable

filters behind the fifty jewel boxes

it holds. Constructed of 20 -gauge

steel. it is also available in a

double stack that holds a hundred

CD's. Price: $99 (single) or $169

(double): pine or maple available

at extra cost. Smart Designs,

Dept. SR. 1737 W. 132nd St.,

Gardena, CA 90249.

 Circle 129 on reader service card

pair depending on finish), the

matching DL T 30 center speaker

($425 to $500 each). and the

DL T 60. a 12'2 -inch -tall passive

subwoofer with dual 6 -inch

woofers ($749 to S799 each).

MB Quart. Dept. SR, 25 Walpole

Park S.. Walpole, MA 02081.

 Circle 130 on reader service card

Z -MAN
The Z -Man ASE is an analog

processer said to remove

brightness from the sound of a CD

player while expanding the

soundstage and enhancing

warmth. Price: S198. Available

from Z -Man. Dept. SR. 2118

Batchawana S.E., Grand Rapids.

Ml 49508: 1-800-478-9727.

 Circle 132 on reader service card
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Patented
Acoustimass' bass
module. Helps make
a 60 -ton runaway
train sound like,
well, a 60 -ton run-
away train. Hides
out of view.

Movie theater drama,
concert hall excite-
ment. Surround
sound from five
Virtually Invisible'

cube speakers for
left, center, right,

and rear channels.
Each about 6" high.

Home Theater Made Easy

[The Bose- Lifestyle 12 home theater system

So simple it
comes in one
box. Within

minutes you'll
be enjoying your

favorite movies and
music more than ever.

Lifestyle* music center replaces

an entire rack of components.
Includes built-in CD player and
AM/FM tuner. Technology
inside, simplicity outside.

Remote with real
control. Automatically
sets to surround sound
for movies and TV, or
two -channel stereo for
music. Works right
through walls.

"You might call this product 'home theater in a box,' because everything is included and carefully thought

out.... The performance is awesome, and system operation is very intuitive." - Home Theater Technology

'The challenge was clear. Develop the best sounding, easiest to use home theater system ever. The result

is the Lifestyle" 12 system. Smaller. More convenient. With the kind of dramatic, lifelike performance
you expect from the most respected name in sound. But hearing is believing, so call for dealers near you,

1-800-444-BOSE ext. 800.

HOST
Eietter sound through research.

01995 Row C:orrooratton JN95708



4 respasSers will acooke ,

vibrated, humidified, dropped
and reduced to the point of
whimpering "Mommy" to
our sound.

1996 Pioneer f lect rows IVA cc., Long Beach, CA.
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Premier is the or stereo that pain built. If the sound

gets aggressive at Um( s, it's because our merciless testing

hammers sorr ething c3I ed stereo angst into the soul of

ea:h unit. Mo: t of you lave heard this condition referred

to as high -veiny sour d It answers to either one.

After the headunits are shaken like they're out of their

minds, nerand in 35 percent humidity, subjected to tem-

pe-atures from -40 to -76 degrees and dropped from nail-

biting heights. theyre able to arm w'estle your car and win.

Our P-emier'speakers wish they could be so lucky.

Their hell oasis -.s o' acoustical analysis tests, strength

tests, ultraviobt radiat on tests, more extreme temper-

ature tests an I weatherability irradiation tests, which

force them to pelt out in obscene amount of volume for

150 head -kick ng hours.

Whew! i W pe swea: from forehead and flick.)

Special robotics anc computer -aided design and man-

ufacturing techniques were built by our own hands to

;ure a nod tom our 'urrow-browed engineers.Then to

keep the obsessive -compulsive dedication to sound

qu3lity onsis ent, Ne :hiseled Premier dealers from the

same slab of oncrete as the engineers.

Hopefully tie heath_ nits inherit some of our approach -

11E -and-get-rackec attit ide. But we felt the fools lurking.

So Premier invented Detachable Face Security' and then

added a car alarm, buil: into the unit itself, that blasts its

warning inside the car tc terrorize the thieving rodents

rt-) scannperi ig away without your beloved stereo.

These prem ses, dies? conditions, these posture -perfect

engineers Exit solely b bodyguaro the reliability and

ult mate soun f per'ormance of your Premier system. But

if you're able to crew to a more unlikely condition in your

ow car than iur tests simulate (good luck), and the

stereo starts tc cover, cur warranty will be idling for two

long years, amiousl i awaiting the chance to participate.

is disappo ntment iuickly silenced by an earful of

sot I-searchinc sou id.

:all 1-800-7-6-6337 hr the Premier dealer nearest you.

High Volta. e output se 'ids improved dynamic range input to

amplif ers vith les noire -floor and distortion.

Assembled with hi ih-gx ality components by bare hands, these

am)lifiers lave a crossover and come dressed in purple.

Depending gn the ipealer s frequency demands, Rigilite'Com-
posite Cone contailthe )erfect tailor-blenced mix of maximum-
perrornane mateials it order to be both rigid and light.

r



STAFF] OF
THE ART
What's Up with
Wireless Speakers?
BY RICH WARREN

hiders spin their webs because
they must, but some of us face
the tangled webs we weave by
choice: telephone wires, AC

power cords, computer cables, exten-
sion cords, and, last but not least,
speaker wires. Running wire to a cou-
ple of speakers is no big deal. But
throw in a center speaker, a subwoof-
er, and a couple of surround speakers
to create a home theater, or add a sec-
ondary set of speakers in the room
down the hall, and suddenly you've
got quite a job on your hands - espe-
cially if you plan on concealing all
those extra wires! If only they would
vanish like the Cheshire Cat, leaving
just the smile of sound.

There have been several attempts
over the years to make speaker wire
disappear. A few companies have tried
using infrared (IR) technology to send
audio signals to speakers equipped
with IR receivers. It works fine - as
long as there is a direct line of sight
between the transmitter and the speak-
er. But if you want to put speakers out
on the patio or in a room other than
the one where your audio gear is lo-
cated, you're out of luck.

To overcome IR's line -of -sight limi-
tation, manufacturers developed wire-
less speaker systems that transmitted
audio signals over the airwaves -
specifically, the 49 -MHz band, which
is at the low end of the VHF band
used for TV. But since 49 MHz was
also used by cordless telephones, baby
monitors, and other wireless consumer
devices, it was overcrowded and prone
to interference. Its operating range
was also limited to about 100 feet.

The future of wireless technology
brightened in 1989 when the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC)

opened the 900 -MHz band (which ac-
tually ranges from 902 MHz to 928
MHz) for residential consumer prod-
ucts. Compared with 49 MHz, this
part of the broadcast spectrum offered
better fidelity, lower noise, and ex-
tended range. It was also as wide open
as Montana - at least in the early
days. Makers of cordless phones and
baby monitors quickly migrated over
to 900 MHz, and in just a few years a
half -dozen or so companies, led by
Recoton, were selling wireless speak-
ers and extolling the virtues of 900 -
MHz technology.

Sound Quality
Three tactors determine the sound
quality of a wireless speaker system:
the transmitting/receiving circuitry, the
amplifiers (most models are self -pow-
ered), and the design of the speaker it-
self. Since the transmission -reception
process imposes definite sonic limita-
tions, most companies use modest
drivers and amplifiers in their wireless
speakers, which for the most part rele-
gates them to secondary -listening sta-
tus - for use in the kitchen, on the
patio, and so on. And some companies
confine their wireless offerings to sur-
round speakers whose job is to repro-
duce the limited -bandwidth signal
carried by the surround channel in a
Dolby Pro Logic home -theater system.

Theoretically, the best 900 -MHz
wireless transmitters/receivers should
- at close range, anyway - approach
the sound quality of the average FM
radio station. That means a frequency
response of about 50 Hz to 15 kHz
plus or minus a few decibels and a sig-
nal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of about 70
dB. But S/N deteriorates rapidly as the
receiver (the speaker) is moved away
from the transmitter. Other factors that
can affect sound quality include build-
ing construction (steel girders do won-
ders for reception) and interference
from other 900 -MHz devices operat-
ing in the immediate area. Fortunately,

Recoton's W450 wireless speaker system ($450) includes a pair of two-way
speakers, each with a 25 -watt power amplifier inside its 1 -foot -tall ported cabinet,
and an AWACS -style 900 -MHz transmitter with a 150 -foot operating range.
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"Pole's SRT System will give you a tun a minute"
David Ranada, Stereo Review, January, 1996

The most influential audio journals of Europe and America agree, tie Pclk Audio Signature

Reference Theater system is a stunning achievement.

"The sound was extremely clean and extremely powerful, I was scared... an amazing

combination of flatness and low frequency extension we have

never before measured in our listening room... the effects pro-

duced by SDA had to be heard to be believed...

spectacular directional and spatial effects..."

David Ranada, Stereo Review, January, 1996

"...better than real cinema."

"... this is cinema shakeup, cinema shake-

down, cinema turn -it -upside-down. You're

not on the edge of your seat, you're forced

back into it. The realism is intense... this is a

system which can excel with music sources...

breathy and clear... admirable speed and

grace... totally absorbing"

What Hi-Fi?, Great Britain. February, 1996

For more information and the loca-

tion of a Polk SRT dealer near you, call

(800) 377-7655. Or visit our web site

at http://www.polkaudio.com.

Dealer Locator Number

01 1-800-992-2520

I Ad code: 10014

The SRT system consists of 35 active drive units housed in

seven enclosures (including two 300 watt powered sub -

woofers) and a Control Center with wireless remote.

Matthew Polk
Co-founder, Polk Audio

WARNING: THIS SYSTEM IS CAPABLE Of EXTREME SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS. SRT SYSTEMS ARE SUPPLIED WITH

A SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL METER TO HELP YOU DETERMINE SAFE LISTENING LEVELS.

Polk
The Spedker Spec idliqs

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA (410)358-3600.
"Polk Audio"," The Speaker Specialists" and "Dynamic Balance" are registered trademarks of Polk Investment Corporation used under license by Polk Audio Incorporated.

CIRCLE NO. 34 ON READER SERVICE CARD



STATE OF THE ART
900 -MHz wireless speakers usually
have a frequency -tuning dial so you
can attempt to tune out interference.

What's Out There
Recoton - the company that created
the consumer wireless -speaker busi-
ness, first using household AC wiring
(in 1987) to transmit the signal and
then migrating to the 900 -MHz band
- holds three patents pertaining to
900 -MHz wireless technology (with
others pending). Its technology, which
it licenses to other companies, is used
in about a dozen wireless systems, in-
cluding headphones and microphones,
most of which include a transmitter
with a 150 -foot operating range that
resembles an AWACS military plane
(see photo on page 26).

Recoton's current crop of wireless
speakers includes several compact
powered systems that range in price
from $200 to $450 for the top -of -the -
line W450. Each speaker in the W450
package mates a 61/2 -inch woofer and

Music, Movies, and Magic speaker
packages. The Magic 2 system, which
originally sold for $649, comprised a
pair of two-way satellite speakers. a
20 -watt -per -channel amplifier, and a
900 -MHz transmitter - all of which
fit on a unique "Taxi" stand with a car-
rying handle. While it was unquestion-
ably the best -sounding wireless speak-
er system then available, it was appar-
ently a bit too pricey for most folks.
Earlier this year JBL replaced its Mag-
ic speakers with the WRKW1000, a
$280 wireless system comprising a
900 -MHz transmitter with a 150 -foot
operating range and a pair of compact,
two-way speakers. Each speaker has a
built-in 10 -watt power amp with vol-
ume and tone controls.

Altec Lansing entered the 900 -MHz
wireless speaker market this year with
several models that use proprietary
digital spread -spectrum technology,
which chops the audio signal up into
bits and transmits it rapid fire across
wide areas of the frequency band to

The new 2.4-GHz band offers clear advantages

over current wireless -speaker technology, including lower

noise, greater range, and wider bandwidth.

a 1/2 -inch tweeter in a 1 -foot -tall, port-
ed black woodgrain-vinyl cabinet that
also houses a 25 -watt power amplifier.
Recoton rates its S/N at a respectable
60 dB and channel separation at 30 dB,
which is in line with that of an average
FM tuner. On the home -theater front,
Recoton offers the WHT421 powered
subwoofer ($300), which packs a 50 -
watt amplifier and 10 -inch driver in a
15 -inch -tall cabinet, and the 111/2 -
inch -tall WHT462 powered surround
speaker ($330 a pair with transmitter),
which uses a single 5 -inch driver.

For those who want music poolside,
Recoton also offers the dome -shaped
W410 indoor/outdoor speaker ($280),
a battery- or AC -powered model that
looks like a prop from a 1950's sci-
ence -fiction movie. Designed for casu-
al listening, this mono speaker con-
tains a rechargeable lead -acid battery
that is said to last up to 18 hours (the
system includes a battery charger/AC
adaptor).

JBL cut the cables back in 1993
when it introduced its SoundEffects

avoid interference with other 900 -
MHz receivers.

The company's most intriguing sys-
tem is the ITW268 ($500), the first in -
wall speakers that are both powered
and wireless. Altec also offers the
PSW2 wireless subwoofer ($200),
which puts a 6 -inch driver, a 40 -watt
power amp, and RF receiving circuitry
in a compact, plastic enclosure with
dual ports. And if you want a single
wireless speaker that you can also jack
a Walkman -type CD or tape player in-
to, there's the Model 59 ($150).

Sony's $950 SA-VA55 home -enter-
tainment system consists of two tower
front speakers - featuring built-in
Dolby Pro Logic decoding, a sub -
woofer, a "center" speaker, and ampli-
fication - and a pair of powered wire-
less surround speakers. An IR trans-
mitter in each of the front speakers
sends the surround signal to the rear
speakers. Using infrared insures that
there will be no interference from ba-
by monitors, but if you stand up and
block the signal path, the rear channels

will fade. Although you don't have to
run wires to the back of the room, you
do have to run a wire between the sur-
round speakers, because one of them
contains both power amps.

Unlike AC -powered wireless speak-
ers, which aren't truly wireless be-
cause you still have to run a power cord
to them, the BA Audio Designs TRX-
7000 transportable speaker system
($599) from Paradox of Canoga Park,
California, runs on a pair of 24 -volt
rechargeable nickel -cadmium (Ni-Cd)
batteries, which provide 8 hours of
uninterrupted playing. The system in-
cludes a compact transmitter, a pair of
101/4 -inch -tall powered speakers, each
with a detachable battery pack and
built-in charger, and an AC adaptor.
Each ported speaker has volume, bass,
and treble controls, sports a classy
black Nextel finish, and houses a 4 -
inch woofer, a 2 -inch Mylar tweeter,
and an 11 -watt power amp. Available
for $450 without the Ni-Cd batteries,
the TRX-7000 system incorporates an
automatic frequency control (AFC)
circuit that's said to prevent the signal
from drifting once it's tuned in.

Chase Technologies of St. Peters-
burg, Florida, markets the WS -5500
wireless speaker system ($299), which
comprises a transmitter and a pair of
exceptionally attractive, wedge-shaped
speakers that can be powered by six D
batteries per speaker or by an AC
power adaptor. Chase claims that alka-
line batteries will drive the speakers
for up to 80 hours at half power or 48
hours at full power - twice the time
you'd get from standard rechargeable
D -cells, according to Chase. The port-
ed speakers incorporate an automatic
level control that's designed to im-
prove S/N and increase range. The
WS -5500's S/N is given as 70 dB and
its operating range as 180 feet.

Finally. Terk Technologies, the
compan known for its AM/FM anten-
nas, is working on a 900 -MHz pow-
ered speaker system that automatically
scans the frequency band and locks
onto the signal, eliminating the need
for manual tuning. Dubbed the Trou-
badour 5.1, the system is expected to
be available late this year for $400.

New Technology
New wireless technology looms on the
horizon as the 900 -MHz band be-
comes increasingly congested. Once
again, going up in frequency - this
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Le( Us
As a professional association

of audio/video specialty stores.

PARA sets the standards for

high quality retail shopping.

Member dealers know quality.

service, and most of all. they

know music and home theater.

Enieriain You!
anamr.infe

PARA Home Theater Specialists

PARA stores will take the time to ask about what you already own
and suggest home theater components that will integrate into your
current system.

PARA home entertainment professionals are educated to explain
the newest technologies in clear, friendly language, helping you get
the best value for your money.

Let us help you choose the system that's just right for you.

CALL 1-800 4-PARA 94 to find the PARA dealer nearest you! Professional AudioVideo Retailers Associabon

qb

\ q Stereo Review
PRESENTS

THE BASIC REPERTORY
ON COMPACT DISC

A CRITICAL DISCOGRAPHY

Noted critic Richard Freed's
choices of the best current
CD's of the most often

performed music in the classical
orchestral repertory, revised and
updated for this edition. Hundreds
of recordings of symphonic works
from Bach to Wagner!

To receive your copy of this handy
guide, send a self-addressed bus-

iness -size (#10) envelope, stamped with 550 postage, and a check or
money order for $3 payable to Stereo Review (no cash, please), to The
Basic Repertory, Stereo Review, 1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
Orders from outside the U.S.A. must be accompanied by a self-addressed
envelope and $4 (payable in U.S. funds).

time all the way to 2.4 gigahertz
(GHz) - promises to reduce noise,
extend range, and widen bandwidth to
improve fidelity. The 2.4-GHz spec-
trum will be as wide open as the 900 -
MHz band was half a dozen years ago,
which should help ease interference, at
least in the near term. Larry Schotz,
president of L. S. Research, a major
consultant to the audio industry, gave
this appraisal of 2.4 GHz: "The 2.4-
GHz product we've developed is actu-
ally a spread -spectrum digital wireless
link. We can take the digital output of
a CD player or a DAT player and
transmit that directly, or we can trans-
mit the analog output, to provide full
CD quality."

The 2.4-GHz band offers clear-cut
advantages over current wireless tech-
nology, according to Schotz. "One is
that it's allowed in Europe, where 900
MHz is not, and the 2.4-GHz band is
also wider than the 900 -MHz band.
[That's important because) we need a
lot of bandwidth to send digital spread -
spectrum information." While an oper-
ating range of more than a mile is pos-
sible, Schotz says, "we've cut power
down to keep the range reasonable, up
to about 200 feet." And even at 200
feet, reception is very good, he claims.
"It's

Recoton engineer Frank Rodriguez,
who jokingly calls 2.4 GHz "the mi-
crowave -oven band," says that "it has
different characteristics than lower -
frequency bands, so it's more suscepti-
ble to path loss. Walls and doors have
a greater effect on the signal than on
900 MHz. It's also more directional
than 900 MHz - even people walking
between the transmitter and receiver
can cause signal loss. Exotic modula-
tion techniques such as spread -spec-
trum can compensate somewhat and
make it more robust. One advantage of
2.4 GHz is that it goes from 2.400 to
2.483 GHz, a bandwidth that is much
wider than 900 MHz. The 900 -MHz
technology is a relatively mature and
inexpensive one, while the newer 2.4-
GHz products [due out this fall] re-
quire costly components like gallium -
arsenide transistors." While Recoton is
looking at new technologies, company
officials would not say which ones.

In a remarkably candid statement,
Bob Rapoport, president of Chase
Technologies, admitted that "hard wire
will always be better than RF." So if
high -quality sound remains your goal,
stick with wire. But if convenience
and flexibility appeal to you, consider
wireless speakers.



Worker ants spend their
entire lives bringing home sustenance

to the queen and her young.
(We apologize if this sounds familiar.)

Work, work, work. And what do you have to show for it?

We'd like to suggest the most thrilling home entertain-

ment experience ever. A Pioneer' Dolby.' Surround

AC-3-Audio/Video Receiver and LaserDisc Player.

The first in the industry, our VSX-D3S receiver with

 ."

advanced AC -3 technology gives you the distinct

pleasure of hearing six independent digital channels

for true surround sound. Plus, all the power you

demand from an advanced home theater system. The

result? With our AC -3 receivers and AC -3 compatible

LaserDisc players, your home theater can deliver

exciting digital surround sound, which until now was

heard only in top theaters. Call us at 1 -800 -PIONEER

to find out more about our complete range of home

theater equipment and for a dealer near you. After all,

worker ants don't get much time off. So you might as

well make the most of it.

ADVANCED HOME THEATER

CD PIONEER
The Art of Entertainment

0199i Pinear Elea...nth, I I NA) Inn. Long lienth. CA.
Dolby and AC -5 are inzdenlarko of Iliothy lathennorieo Liernoig4 Corponnion.
CIMMIll how theater eabinary by ECLECTICS, North Thu, CA 91;41



Inside Definitive's Rt-volutionary BP2000

Low treque-v,
tuhec colurr

25 rr m pure alu min Jr -
dome , aper bic
transnissicr-ine zweeter

LOW diffract on dryer
baffle interfa

Complex Lirt.mtzRiley
crcsmver retwol<

Frcnt rnirror-imaced
D'Appolito bpo ar arr E. in
non-resonar t chamte-

Massye sut woofer
magnet stricture

Electr )nic crosso.er

Accelerometer optimize I
cabinet braces

1" thick high -hnsty
medite front baffle

Toroidel transformer

-Dan.) gloss black
or gloss cherry

endcaps.

1" thick rear
medite baffle

High definition pure
copper wire

Ntilti-livjered dampening
Fads ihe entire cabinet

17 cm mineral-filled
Jolyrrer figh-definitiont ass/

midrange drivers

Rear
nwror-imagedC 3polto t 'polar array in

narer--33onant chamber

1 5 ' high-power
bi-laminate

pol.rner subwoofer driver

C3r-iple built-in powered
sLbwciafer system

Gold -pia -fed !oh -level subwoofer
nput for optional use)

Golc-plated trewirable
spa3br level inputs

Higl---arrerst 3DO-watt RMS
suinico-er amplifier

3onoprer"1.3,---_-r
ntemal darrzenirg

1 " /4" .hick
high -density

ritedite cebret sidewall

"Definitive's new BP2000 absolutely kills mostmore -expensive
speakers!"

-Brent Bt.
ttrwo-th. 11.)me

Theater "Techr.olcg:



Julian Hirsch
Says,"...I Would
Choose These
Speakers for

Myself."
BP2000 is "the first speaker I have been able to audition in

my own familiar surroundings that has given me that
special thrill that usually costs ten or more times its price..."

"This slammin' system will
probably kill any other you've
ever heard or seen."

-Brent Butterworth, Home Theater

Speaker of the Decade
The experts agree: Definitive's

BP2000s are an amazing achieve-
ment! We have literally reinvented
the loudspeaker and combined a
six -driver dual D'Appolito bipolar
array with a built-in (side -firing) 300 -
watt powered 15" subwoofer. (Yes,
a complete powered subwoofer
built into each speaker!) The result
is extraordinary sonic performance
beyond anything you've ever heard.

Both music and movies are
reproduced with unequalled purity,
transparency and lifelike realism.
And the astounding high resolution
imaging and awesome bass impact
totally envelop you in sonic ecstasy.

Definitive's complete AC -3* ready BP2000 Home Theater System
is the perfect choice for ultimate music and movie performance.

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See our dealer list on page 34

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

The Ultimate Home Theater
In addition to being an audiophile's

dream, the BP2000s are also the main
speakers in Definitive's AC -3* ready
Ultimate Home Theater System. This
astonishing system is absolutely the
finest sounding available. It recreates
a "you are there" spatial reality that
actually puts you into the soundspace
of the original cinematic action.

The complete system combines the
BP2000s ($1499 ea) with a C/L/R 2000
center ($650 ea) and BPX bipolar sur-
rounds (from $399 ea.). Of course, dual
15" powered subwoofers are already
built into the sleek BP2000 towers.
Truly the ultimate listening experience!
Visit your Definitive dealer today.
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Upgrading to Dolby Digital
Ap.1/. 1 ; receiver thi, ,,!,
11Ijacks fins the front channels and line -
level outputs that permit connection of an
external amplifier for the .surround chan-
nels. Is there any way I can upgrade the re-
ceiver for the Dolby Digital (AC -3) sur-
round format. or will I have to scrap it?

AHMED HUSSAIN
Brooklyn. NY

A There's probably no reason to scrap it.
Da When you eventually get a Dolby Digi-
tal decoder, you can feed its analog inputs
from the front left and right pre -outs on
your receiver: leave the receiver in stereo
mode and let the AC -3 decoder handle the
Pro Logic decoding. The RF output of your
laserdisc or DVD player can be fed directly
to the AC -3 decoder. The three front -chan-
nel outputs of the decoder can then be fed to
the main -in jacks on your receiver. The sur-
round channels will, however, have to be
powered by an external amplifier, as those
amplifiers' inputs are not accessible in your
receiver. That's not a had idea anyway. as
most receivers skimp somewhat on sur-
round -channel power. and Dolby Digital re-
ally demands full output in the surrounds.

Subwoofer Connections
ph rye /heard that in the absence of a line -

Were' subwoofer output, hooking up a
powered sub to a receiver's Speaker B out-
puts could work if the B outputs run in par-
allel with the A outputs. How can I tell if my
receiver's speaker outputs inn in series or
in parallel, and is it okay to hook tip a pow-
ered sub to it that way? Ham* D. Solo

West Hartford, CT

AHook up two pairs of normal speakers
(not subwoofers) to your receiver in the

manufacturer's recommended fashion, and
play something through both pairs simulta-
neously. While the music is playing, careful-
ly disconnect the left speaker in pair A. If
the left speaker in pair B stops playing, too.
then the A and B pairs are connected in se-
ries, and you cannot use these outputs for a
subwoofer. If the left B speaker keeps play-
ing, then the A and B pairs are wired in par-
allel, and you can use the B outputs to drive
a powered subwoofer's speaker -level inputs.

Unbalanced Ears
QFurquite a while I've been troubled by
the channel balance of my stereo sys-

tem. Tice image is always pulled to the right
of the soundstage. and the (Ilea can only he
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partially corrected by adjusting the balance
control. As it turns out, the problem is most
likely in my ears: An audiogram showed sig-
nificant hearing loss in my left ear at about
1 kH: and between 4 and 8 Could I use
a graphic equaliser to boost the left -channel
signal at those frequencies to correct the
perceived imbalance? ROBERT STEELE

Jacksonville, FL

AThat might work with headphones but
not with loudspeakers. When we listen

to speakers, each ear receives information
from both speakers: we can image success-
fully because the sound from the left speak-
er arrives at the left ear first, so we localize
it on that side. We do still hear it with the
right ear. however, so if you alter the spec-
tral balance of one channel, it will affect the
overall balance you hear. And that's only the
direct sound: a large portion of the sound we
hear reaches us after reflection from the lis-
tening room's surfaces, and that includes
sound from both speakers. Perhaps the best
solution is to use a good hearing aid to cor-
rect the imbalance at ils source.

Deteriorating Tapes
(aril! HOIfred that all my audio cassettes
of a particular brand and type have

developed a screeching. chewing -like sound
toward the end of the tape. Overall. most of
my tapes. regardless of age. play well, but
the ones I have trouble with are all five to
ten years old. Have they deteriorated some-
how or is there something wrong with that
type of tape? DON SHIFFRIN

Los Angeles, CA

AOf all the questions I receive, this is
perhaps the most common. Usually I

suggest that this form of "scrape flutter" can
sometimes he cleared up by a thorough
cleaning of your deck's tape path and per-
haps fluffing up the felt pad behind the tape
in the cassette shell. Because you are only
experiencing the effect during a portion of
the tape's play. that might be what's happen-
ing in your case. But several readers have
reminded me that this effect can result from
a much more serious and troubling problem.
Major repositories of archival tapes, includ-
ing the National Archives and the Library of
Congress. report that a significant number of
their tapes have self-destructed on the shelf:
estimates run as high as 10 or 15 percent.
Audio cassettes and open -reel tapes, video-
cassettes, and DAT's have all been affected.

When a tape is manufactured, the plastic
strip is coated with oxide, and sometimes a
lubricant, mixed in a sort of glue called a
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"binder." Over the years, various formulas
have been used for the binders, and now
some of these binders are breaking down,
sometimes because of moisture. The prob-
lem only affects certain formulations of cer-
tain brands of tape made in certain years.
The binder becomes sticky and causes the
tape surface to grab and release the metal
parts it moves past, causing a characteristic
squeal. Usually, once a portion of tape has
been played this way, it's ruined. Archivists
have discovered that literally baking an af-

fected tape will re -cure the binder long enough
to get a few good plays, so copies can be
made, but it's not really a practical solution
when millions of tapes are involved.

Whether that is what has happened to
your tapes is hard to say. It would be pru-
dent to try any other solution to get your
tapes to play before heading to the oven. A
different machine might help, or try clean-
ing your deck as described above. If nothing
works, you probably have nothing to lose by
baking the tape. Use the lowest possible
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heat (approximately I 30°F), and bake it for
6 to 8 hours. I'd suggest you try this first on
only one cassette - something that isn't of
critical interest or that can be easily replaced.

Woofer Options
caIn shopping for speakers, I have no-
ticed the multiplicity of ways in which

manufacturers configure the low -frequency
drivers. Some use a single large speaker.
others two smaller ones, in ported or sealed
boxes or whatever. All claim that their sys-
tems will produce the least -distorted low
frequencies. Will one large woofer always
outperform an array of smaller ones, or is
there merit in each of the different designs?

TED CUMUZE
Nashville, TN

AWith speakers, there are no absolutes.
If everybody agreed about the best tech-

nique for reproducing sound there would be
only one type of speaker. When it comes to
reproduction of low frequencies, the chal-
lenge is to find a device that can move a lot
of air with the least amount of distortion and
to prevent the wave radiating from the rear
of the diaphragm from canceling the front
wave. The first job dictates using a large
sound radiator or several smaller radiators
moving back and forth only a small amount,
or a single small radiator moving a greater
distance. The handling of the back wave is
the job of the enclosure: A sealed box con-
tains it, for instance, while a ported enclo-
sure uses the rear wave to reinforce rather
than cancel the front. All these techniques
have their fans, but it's hard to finger any
one as "best," as there are excellent (and
lousy) examples of each one.

DVD in a Laserdisc Player
laserchAr player haA a true Mar ac-

cepts many different disc sizes. Does
that mean I'll he able to play the new digital
versatile discs (DVD's) with it, or will I
have to buy a new player? Could laserdisc
players be fitted with an adaptor for playing
DVD's? JASON WINDFIELD

South Salem, NY

A No existing laserdisc player will play
DVD's, and adaptors would be imprac-

tical. The new technology depends partly on
much shorter -wavelength lasers than are
now used to play laserdiscs, and partly on
heavy video compression, which allows a
vast amount of data to be stored on a CD -
size disc. The data must be decompressed
and decoded by the player, and your laser-
disc player lacks the appropriate circuitry.
So far, only Pioneer has said it will market a
machine that will play both laserdiscs and
DVD's, though all DVD machines are ex-
pected to play CD's as well as DVD's.

If you have a question about audio,
send it to Q&A, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
Sorry, only questions chosen
for publication can be answered.
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SIGNALS
KEN C. POHLMANN

Phone Home
In 1870, the British physicist John
Tyndall demonstrated a rather curi-
ous physical effect. Using just a can-
dle and two beakers of water, he

showed that light could travel within a
stream of flowing water. History does not
record the reaction of any observers, but
in all likelihood they thought the effect
mildly interesting - and wholly useless.
From a scientific standpoint, though, the
discovery was incredibly significant. In
fact, it changed the way the world com-
municates, and today it is changing the
way high-fidelity recordings are made.

Seizing upon Tyndall's nineteenth-cen-
tury discovery, twentieth-century scien-
tists designed an entirely new transmis-
sion medium. They used a strand of very
pure glass, surrounded by a cladding ma-
terial, to create a light pipe. All of the
light entering the pipe is reflected by the

core/cladding interface and continues to
move down the pipe, with very little loss,
for hundreds or thousands of miles. Be-
cause light, and not electricity, carries any
information transmitted, it is immune to
electromagnetic interference. Moreover,
the bandwidth is very wide.

Not surprisingly, it was the telephone
industry that first seized upon "fiber op-
tics." By the 1960's, fiber-optic technolo-
gy was viable, and the demands of the
war in Vietnam had caused copper prices
to skyrocket. Phone companies began in-
stalling fiber-optic cables instead of cop-
per wires. Today, fiber interlaces cities
around the world; a single thin fiber
might carry 500,000 simultaneous phone
calls, and one cable might contain hun-
dreds of fibers. Yes, most people still use
copper wires to connect from their homes
or businesses to the long -haul carriers, but

it's fiber from there on. A long-distance
phone call has the same fidelity as a local
call because the audio signals are digital-
ly conveyed along glass fiber. Fibers con-
nect telephone exchanges around the
world, and it is fiber that carries the Inter-
net to millions of computers. From a
communications standpoint, without fiber
we would all still be living in the 1950's.

The significance of fiber struck me
with full force about three years ago. I
was working in the University of Miami's
recording studio, a million -dollar facility
devoted to recording and replaying music.
I needed about 30 seconds of high -quality
music to test a reverberation algorithm. I
asked a student to grab a piece of music
for me. Note that we were sitting in a stu-
dio, with an entire archive of recordings
nearby. The student returned a few min-
utes later with a floppy disk. I played it -
an absolutely great recording. I asked
where she got it. From Australia, she
replied. Rather than mess with the studio,
or our archive, she had simply logged on-
to the Internet and downloaded the sam-
ple from an archive in Sydney. The power
of fiber optics to collapse long distances,
making Australia more convenient than
the room next door, was manifestly evi-
dent. If I had been a little smarter, I would
have immediately picked up the phone,
called an attorney, and started a company
to interconnect recording studios with
fiber optics. As it turns out, I wasn't that
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smart, and besides, smarter people had al-
ready seen the light.

In 1992, Tom Kobayashi and Tom
Scott founded a company called Enter-
tainment Digital Network, Inc., known as
EDnet. Using fiber-optic lines, they net-
worked seven recording studios, enabling
the studios to convey high -quality digital
audio signals from one to another.

Specifically, EDnet is a wide -area net-
work (WAN) dedicated to audio (and vid-
eo) production. For example, suppose that
an album is being recorded in a studio in
New York City, and the producer wishes
to add a guitar part from a performer in
Los Angeles. With EDnet, the producer in
New York uses point -and -click software
to send a cue mix over the fiber in real
time to Los Angeles. The guitarist listens
to the mix and plays his part, which is
sent back over the fiber to New York. To
compensate for the time lag incurred by
the coast -to -coast round trip, the producer
in New York delays the cue -mix feed to
his monitors. He can then listen to the
guitarist's part in time with the mix.
Moreover, using a simultaneous voice
channel, the producer and performer can
talk to each other freely. When the track-
ing session is over, the guitar part is sim-
ply bumped forward in time to coincide
with the other tracks, and remixing takes
place. The guitar part completed, the pro-
ducer phones London for the vocals ....

The benefits of using EDnet are evi-

dent to everyone who tries it. Rather than
flying performers or tapes around the
world, the network allows interaction that
is considerably easier and cheaper. Com-
pared with earlier phone methods, which
were unreliable and often sounded bad,
EDnet efficiently supports high -quality

Audio tracks for CD's,

commercials, or movies can

be moved from studio to

studio at light speed.

Performers can literally

phone in their parts.

data -compressed (or even bit -for -bit,
uncompressed) 44.1 -kHz, I6 -bit sound
quality in real time. Audio tracks for al-
bums, commercials, movies, and other
applications can all be moved from studio
to studio at light speed. Performers can
literally phone in their parts.

Today, EDnet is a public company with
over 400 network affiliates worldwide.
The affiliates and their clients include re-
cording and mastering studios, sound -ef-
fects libraries, screening rooms, post -pro-
duction studios, TV and motion -picture
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studios. and ad agencies, all shooting dig-
ital audio, video, and other data around
the world. Everyone from Frank Sinatra
to Forrest Gump is using EDnet.

Most audiophiles are greatly concerned
about the several boxes and cables in
their homes but somewhat less concerned
about the many, many boxes and cables
that are needed to generate the recordings
they listen to. They might not want to
know that even a recording as "simple" to
produce as a CD of a jazz quintet may
contain hundreds of edits and other work-
station tricks in its data file. And EDnet
brilliantly demonstrates how modern tech-
nology such as fiber optics gives us yet
more opportunity to create great record-
ings by allowing the use of microphone
cables that are thousands of miles long.

Moreover, with the sophistication of
today's network technology, there is no
reason why a globally recorded album
cannot sound as good as an old-fashioned
locally recorded one. Purists may shudder
at the thought of a jazz quintet recorded
by five artists playing in five different
time zones. But without networked stu-
dios, it's entirely possible that the record-
ing would never have been made at all.

So, next time you listen to music, take
inventory of your hardware. You'll find a
collection of parts from America, Japan,
the Pacific Rim, and Europe. Now listen
to the music. Very possibly, those parts
are just as international.

R....one road that can take you anywhere. For more information about the United States Air Force, -FoRcE
see your local recruiter or call 1 -800 -423 -USAF. Visit us at http://www.airforce.com Aim High

-Al



TECHNICAL TALK
JULIAN HIRSCH

Loudspeakers, Then and Now
Have you ever had the experience
of listening to a loudspeaker.
perhaps at a dealer's showroom
or an audio show, or even in

someone's home, and being so impressed
with the sound that its memory remained
with you for years? I have had a number
of such auditory experiences that remain
vivid after more than forty years.

This subject comes to mind because
of a letter from a reader who has a pair of
speakers that I had given a highly favor-
able review almost thirty years ago. At
the time, the Rectilinear III (long gone
from the audio scene) impressed me in an
AB comparison as being a virtual match
in most respects for one of home audio's
classics, the Quad Electrostatic, except in
the low -bass region, where the Rectilinear
clearly surpassed the Quad. Of course.
that statement, while perfectly true, is
akin to saying that a Ferrari is much faster
than a Rolls-Royce. True, but hardly rele-
vant to the intended uses of two very dis-
similar products.

My correspondent is the recipient of
considerable ribbing by his audiophile
friends about his pair of Rectilinear III's,
now worth about $35 each, he tells me.
He asks whether my standards have
evolved through the years, and he deliber-
ately gives no hint of how he currently
feels about his speakers.

Of course, my testing and listening
standards have evolved in parallel with
the strides that have been made (and are
still being made) in loudspeaker design
and measurement technology, and with
my subsequent exposure to many hun-
dreds of different speakers. Nothing re-
mains constant except the basic laws of
nature (assuming they are truly fixed).

Essentially, what I said in my Decem-
ber 1967 review of the Rectilinear III was
that, in my opinion, none of the other
speakers to which I had compared it
could match its overall listening perfor-
mance. This specifically included the
Quad Electrostatic, whose sound was
unique and unforgettable, although un-
fortunately its reliability fell short of
matching its superb listening quality. The
high -voltage power supply on my Quad
(singular, in those pre -stereo times) failed
after a couple of years, and the replace-
ment was not much better.

Nowadays it is easy to accept that
loudspeakers are "forever." Barring mis-
use or gross physical damage, speakers
(at least those for the home audio market)
tend to last indefinitely. My unfortunate
experience with the early Quad Electro-
static would be unlikely to occur today.
Other than the old Quad, the only loud-
speakers (and there have been only a
handful) to suffer mortal injury while in
my possession were victims of my own
carelessness. Used properly, any good
speaker should last for many years. On
the other hand, testing (or listening to) a
small speaker that's powered by an amp-
lifier capable of delivering hundreds of
watts is a recipe for disaster!

The reader also questions a statement I
made in the review of the Rectilinear III
to the effect that I had "never heard better
sound reproduction in my home, from

A major advance came in the work of
Neville Thiele and Richard Small, pub-
lished in the Journal of the Audio Eni-
neering Society in the early 1970's. which
provided the basis for the truly scientific
design of low -frequency drivers, or woof-
ers. Most of today's high -quality speakers
were developed through the use of the
Thiele-Small parameters. As a result.
modern home audio speakers can be
made to deliver almost any type of bass
performance chosen by the designer, sub-
ject to economic and aesthetic limitations.

I had the Rectilinear III for several
years in the late 1960's and early '70's.
and it as an excellent -sounding speaker
in every respect. To be sure, nothing
sounds quite like a full -range electrostat-
ic, but in most respects the Rectilinear
was a worthy rival.

Actually, in my 1967 review I said that
none of the (unnamed) speakers to which
I compared the Rectilinear could match it
in all the principal characteristics (fre-
quency range, smoothness, distortion, ef-
ficiency, dispersion, and transient re-
sponse), although some outperformed it
in one or more of those areas.

Would I make such a statement in a
1996 review? Only if I believed it was
true, which was also the criterion applied
in the Rectilinear review. The point is
moot, in any case, for several reasons. For
one thing. I rarely have more than a cou-
ple of speakers available for listening at

Today, speakers can be made to deliver almost

any type of bass performance chosen by the designer,

subject to economic and aesthetic limitations.

any speaker of any size or price." Well.
that was literally true, although I would
hardly risk such a sweeping statement
nowadays! The operative words were "in
my home." Unquestionably, there were
better speakers made in that time, but I
had never heard them in my home, and as
I've said time and time again, the listen-
ing environment can have an enormous
impact on the sound of any speaker.

My correspondent's letter closes with a
rather sweeping question: What has been
the nature of progress in the field of
sound reproduction? Although I cannot
give a simple answer to that question, I
will be glad to offer some of my views on
the subject.

Thirty or forty years ago, speaker de-
sign was considerably cruder than it is to-
day. A lot of it was done through largely
empirical methods, "by guess and by
gosh," particularly when the designer had
little formal training in acoustics. The re-
sult could range from terrible to surpris-
ingly good. the latter being more likely if
the designer was musically trained.

the same time (and they don't necessarily
have comparable acoustic properties). For
another, today's speakers are considerably
improved over their predecessors of the
1960's. to the point where it would be
foolhardy to claim that any one of them is
"better" than every other! I'll admit to be-
ing curious about how the old Rectilinear
III would fare in a comparison to some of
the speakers I've tested in recent years.
but we will never know.

Today's technology makes it possible
to design a speaker with almost any de-
sired acoustical or electrical properties. A
great deal of this lies in the realm of art,
rather than pure science. Nevertheless.
there are so many other factors to consid-
er, including appearance, size, and price,
that I doubt that loudspeaker sound per-
formance will ever be defined as precisely
as that of electronic components, at least
in their subjective qualities. And keep in
mind that a major part of a speaker's per-
formance - the listening room - is be-
yond the control of its designer. and often
of the user as well.
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Boston Acoustics
Home Theater Options

Movie Buffs,
Audiophiles, Tightwads,

Lend Us Your Ears.

The $699 MSRP six -piece SubSat6 II

Theater Package includes four

SubSat6 II Satellites, a PV12 subwoofer

and CR1 center channel speaker.

SubSat Three -Piece Systems
Tiny satellites and big theater
sound.

Compact Reference
Incredible sound from compact
speakers.

Lynnfield VR
Audiophile sound quality with
video flexibility.

Boston/THV
Dubbing studio quality sound.

THE $699 SUBSAT6 II THEATER SYSTEM F LLS YOUR ROOM WITH
GREAT SOUND YET, IT WON'T EMPTv YOUR BANK ACCOUNT.

Good news. You don't have to sell Aunt Edna's priceless figurine collection to have a

spectacular home theater. The SubSat6 II system, a five -time HiFi Grand Prix Award

Winner, features four sculpted wide -dispersion SubSat satellites. These tiny "sats," as we

affectionately call them, sit on stands, shelves or hang on your walls. Down below, the

PV12 subwoofer provides exceptional lows. And in the middle is a CR1 broad -dispersion

center channel speaker. This is a complete system, designed and tuned for smooth pans

and true theater envelopment. Stereo Review called the SubSat6, "Superior." To learn

more, lend an ear to your Boston dealer. They'll pay you back with interest.

BostonAcoustics
Get a copy of our awesome music and speaker 'zine: Number 03. Write to BA, 70 Broadway, Lynnfield, MA 01940.





ILD BLUES...YONDER
- '

Beale Street is the real street for
Mississippi Delta Blues. The
incredible new MACH Audio System
can take you there. Only
MACH Audio Systems are it
designed and built 4/ik
specifically to match the 0
acoustics of your vehicle. i
So, you can go...where the ,..711.

wild Blues blow any time
you drive your vehicle.

The incredible MACH

R.

..1011018.
Audio System lets you .....--

t rs.10111111:00.0.---
experience your favorite
music with the true
qual ty sound of a live
performance. From Blues to Bach,
from Country to Rock...MACH can
take you there.

MACH Audio Systems also give
you the added advantage of incorpo-
rating the cost into your Ford Credit
financing or Red Carpet Lease plan.
And, to protect your sound
investment, it's backed by the
factory warranty.

Test listen the incredible new MACH
Audio System at your nearest Ford
or Mercury dealer. You have to 1 -ear
it...to believe it.
Audio system shown Is the Mach 460 available
only on the 1997 Ford Mustang. Other Mach Audio
Systems are available on 1997 Ford Taints,
Mercury Sabia and Ford Expedition. ASK jour
dealer for a oopy of the limited warranty.

MACH
AUDIO SYSTEMS

For more information call:
1-800-367-3333.



TEST REPORTS

Harman Kardon AVR80
Audio/Video Receiver
DAVID RANADA  TECHNICAL EDITOR

Ihad a suspicion that Harman Kar-
don's AVR80 A/V receiver - one
of the few models incorporating
Home THX processing - was

going to be a good unit even as I was
unpacking it. It was the connector lay-
out of the rear panel -a feature that
directly reflects the layout and installa-
tion of the circuit boards inside - that
tipped me off, for it indicated that the
AVR80 was nearly identical to another
receiver we had recently reviewed fa-
vorably: the Marantz SR -96 (in the
August issue).

The rear -panel resemblance was
more than skin deep. I pulled off the
covers of both receivers and found
that their innards were practically the
same. The similarity extended to the
layout and part numbers of most of the
printed circuit boards and - more im-
portant, because they are the compo-
nents that help determine output per-
formance - the part numbers of the
large power transformer, most of the
power -supply capacitors, and all of
the output transistors. With one signif-
icant exception, the Harman Kardon
AVR80 and the Marantz SR -96 seem
to be, electronically speaking, the same
receiver. For the most part, even their
remote controls are interchangeable.

There's nothing wrong with that. At
last we have a case where all other
things are indeed equal, so you can
safely make a buying decision be-

tween these two fine products based
on price, availability, styling, or the
small number of features that differ
between them. I wonder, in fact, why
we haven't seen as much of such prod-
uct "cloning" in audio as occurs in
video, where there are a lot fewer
camcorder manufacturers than cam-
corder brands.

In the case of the AVR80, it is prob-
ably the strict performance specifica-
tions laid down in Lucasfilm's Home
THX standards that would lead several
manufacturers to market a THX-pre-
approved design rather than each hav-
ing to go though the time-consuming
and costly process of designing a com-
plex new component from scratch and
getting its THX certification.

And it is precisely the THX perfor-
mance requirements that elevate the
Harman Kardon AVR80 and the Ma-
rantz SR -96 above other A/V receivers
with similar output ratings. Lucasfilm
not only requires a THX receiver to
have certain minimum output capabili-

DIMENSIONS: 171/2 inches wide, 61/2 inches
high. 18 inches deep

WEIGHT: 31 pounds

PRICE: 51,599

MANUFACTURER: Harman Kardon,
Dept. SR. 80 Crossways Park W.. Woodbury,
NY 11797; telephone. 1-800-645-7484

ties in each channel but also to have
complex bass -management circuitry to
optimize the receiver's output into
THX-certified home -theater speaker
systems and similar high-performance
systems. The AVR80 also provides the
full complement of THX surround -
sound processing (re -equalization, sur-
round equalization, surround decorre-
lation), all performed digitally, as are
standard Dolby Pro Logic decoding
and processing for the receiver's other
surround modes.

Complex bass -management circuit-
ry (consisting of a subwoofer crossov-
er and main -channel high-pass filter-
ing) is made even more necessary by
the AVR80's ability to amplify dis-
crete multichannel signals, such as a
Dolby Digital (AC -3) soundtrack de-
coded by an outboard box. Such sig-
nals, which can contain immense
amounts of low bass, are fed into a set
of rear -panel line -level connectors, all
clustered together and called the 6 -Ch.
Direct Input. You switch the receiver
to amplify these signals by pressing a
front -panel button labeled 6 -Ch Direct
Mode. Since the discrete multichannel
inputs are what protect this receiver
from obsolescence under the impact of
new multichannel media, it's surpris-
ing that you can't also switch them
in with the supplied programmable
remote (you can with Marantz's re-
mote). You also can't apply THX proc-
essing, or any other surround process-
ing, to discrete multichannel signals.

Rear -panel facilities duplicate, for
the most part, those of the Marantz
SR -96: audio -only connections for a
CD player and two audio recorders as
well as A/V connections for two
VCR's, a laserdisc player, and an aux-
iliary A/V source. Another auxiliary
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If you could see sound, you'd see the
difference Bose technology makes.

Introducing the new 301® Series IV Direct/Reflecting® speaker system.
Lifelike spaciousness. Stereo Everywhere® speaker performance.

IANT BE 1 I ER Sour.ro? Nothing

improves the sound of your stereo

like new speakers. And if you could see

sound, choosing the best speakers would

be as easy as comparing a few photos. ,.

You'd see how conventional speakers send

their sound directly into the room, straight

out like a flashlight beam. You'd also see

how 301 speakers produce both reflected

and direct sound - much closer to your

favorite concert hall. 301 speakers give

you better sound three

ways. First, you hear

exceptional clarity. Sec-

ond, every instrument

and voice comes from

The new 301 speakers.

Compare to others

costing hundreds more.

its proper location - left from left, right

from right - regardless of where you're

sitting. Third, a lot of what you hear

reflects off the walls before it reaches

your ears. This combination of clarity,

Stereo Everywhere® speaker performance

and lifelike spaciousness is

what makes 301 speakers

sound so real. So even

though you can't see sound,

you can hear the difference

Bose technology makes. For a free bro-

chure and Bose dealers near you call:

1-800-444-BOSE Ext. 782

_1717ME"
Better sound through teseath®



TEST REPORTS
A/V input is located on the front panel
for hookup to a camcorder or video -
game console. All video connections,
including the single TV -monitor out-
put, are supplied with both composite -
video and S -video jacks. The recorder
connections allow taping one program
while watching or listening to another.
The AVR80 differs slightly from the
Marantz receiver in having more elab-
orate facilities for multiroom opera-
tion, so its connector array for that
purpose is different.

Speaker connections are via multi -
way binding posts that accept dual
banana plugs. An F -connector jack
serves as the connection for an FM an-
tenna, while the supplied AM loop an-
tenna is attached with spring clips. A
complete (five -channel) set of jump-
ered pre-out/main-in connectors is
provided (ideal for use with a multi-
channel equalizer) along with a line -
level subwoofer output. There are two
AC convenience outlets, one switched
and one unswitched.

The primary feature that distin-
guishes the AVR80 from the SR -96 is
its rear -panel coaxial S/PDIF digital au-

dio connection. Whenever you switch
the receiver to the laserdisc input, if
there is a signal present at this connec-
tor, that signal (and not the one at the
analog laserdisc audio -input connec-
tors) will go directly to the digital
surround -sound processing circuitry,
without the cycle of analog -to -digital
conversion all other input signals must
undergo. Even in stereo listening the
digital laserdisc audio input is auto-
matically used if connected, but you
must still select the analog laserdisc

input for playback of older laserdiscs
without digital soundtracks. A digital
audio signal fed in through the coaxial
input is not made available for analog
recording at any of the tape outputs,
however.

Like the Marantz SR -96, the Har-
man Kardon AVR80 has, besides Dol-
by Pro Logic and full Home THX
processing and Dolby Digital corn-
patability, three auxiliary DSP modes:
Movie, Hall, and Matrix. Movie mode
is Dolby Pro Logic decoding with
the surround -channel delay time ad-
justable up to 90 milliseconds (ms) in-
stead of the Pro Logic maximum of 30
ms. The Hall mode generates multiple
artificial reflections and sends them
through all speakers of a system. The
Matrix mode is similar in action to
Hall but derives its reflection signals
differently and feeds the center speak-
er with a reflection -free signal. Unlike
the Marantz manual, the generally su-
perior Harman Kardon instructions
correctly describe the Dolby 3 Stereo
mode as being for home -theater setups
without surround speakers. Finally, as
in other THX products, the mono

DOLBY PRO LOGIC PERFORMANCE
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
left, right 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0, -1.2 dB
center 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0. -1.5 dB
surround 20 Hz to 7.7 kHz +0.1, -3 dB

OUTPUT AT CLIPPING (8 -ohm loads)
left, center, right 118 to 142 watts
surround 101 watts

NOISE (re I -watt output. A-wtd)
left, right -72 dB
center -72 dB
surround -72 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N. I kHz, I -watt output)
left, right 0 01'
center 0.03'
surround 0 01',

SURROUND -DECODER INPUT -OVERLOAD
MARGINS (at 1 kHz)
left, right (re 2 -volt input) +1.2 dB
center (re 1.4 -volt input) +4.2 dB
surround (re 1.4 -volt input) +4.2 dB

SURROUND -CHANNEL NOISE -REDUCTION
CALIBRATION ERROR
re TUX spec (141.4 mV) 0 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION (100 Hz to 7 kHz)
lett output, right driven >57 dB
left output, center driven >48 dB
left output, surround driven >53 dB
center output, left driven >55 dB
center output, surround driven >59 dB
surround output, left driven >52 dB
surround output, center driven >62 dB

THX RE -EQUALIZATION ERROR
16 kHz -05 dB
20 kHz -2 dB

MEASUREMENTS
THX SURROUND -EQUALIZATION ERROR
worst case +0.9 dB at 1.6 kHz

TUNER SECTION

All figures for FM only except frequency
response.

SENSITIVITY (50 -dB quieting)
mono 20 dBf
stereo 32 dBf

NOISE (at 65 dBf)
mono -67.5 dB
stereo -66.5 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N at 65 dBf)
mono 0 17'
stereo (including pilot leakage) 0 17S..,

CAPTURE RATIO (at 65 dFlf) 1 5 dB

AM REJECTION 62 dB

SELECTIVITY
alternate -channel 67 dB
adjacent -channel 8 dB

PILOT -CARRIER LEAKAGE
I9 -kHz -78 dB
38 -kHz -67 dB

HUM -80 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION
100 II/ 41 dB
1 kHz 44 dB
10 kHz 39 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
FM 30 Hz to 15 kHz +0.1, -1.7 dB
AM 77 Hz to 3.5 kHz ±6 dB

AMPLIFIER SECTION
All data for two -channel stereo operation.

OUTPUT AT CLIPPING (at I kHz)
8 ohms 123 watts
4 ohms 197 watts

CLIPPING HEADROOM (re 100 -watt rating)
8 ohm, 0 88 dB

DYNAMIC POWER
8 ohm. 144 watts
4 ohm, 250 watts

DYNAMIC HEADROOM (re 100 -watt rating)
8 ohms I 6 dB

DISTORTION AT RATED POWER 0 02%

SENSITIVITY (for 1 watt output into 8 ohms)
CD input 26.5 mV

NOISE (re I -watt output in 8 ohms, A-wtd)
CD input -84 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (tone controls centered)
20 Hi to 20 Hi/ +0 dB, -0.47 dB

TONE -CONTROL RANGE
100 Hz t11.6 dB
10 kHz +10.3, -10 dB

DIGITAL INPUT LINEARITY (-20 dBFS* = I watt
output) +1.2 dB at -90 dBFS*

DIGITAL INPUT EXCESS NOISE
(same readings with and without signal)
ENI6 4 0 dB
EN20 21.4 dB

* decibels referred to digital full-scale
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You get home, your heart pounding as you put the box on the floor. You take a deep

breath. You open it, and there it is. Celestion's award -winning Home Theatre in a Box (HTiB).

First you lift out the powered subwoofer unit. With its built-in Dolby Pro -Logic decoder

and its six channels of amplification delivering 210 watts. Next come the four small, powerful

effects speakers. The centre channel. The remote control. And, yes, the cabling. Simple.

You plug it in. And head for the nearest seat. Here's where Celestion's 70 years of

producing outstanding loudspeakers comes into its own. The moment you've been waiting for.

Celestion International Ltd.. Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk, 1P3 8JP, England. Tel: 01473 322222. Fax 01473 729662.

Celestion Industries Inc.. 89 Doug Brown Way. Holliston, MA 01746, USA. Tel: 508 429 6706. Fox: 508 429 2426.

CIRCLE NO. 38 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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TEST REPORTS

THE

L I T T LE

SPEAKE
THAT ARE

MAKING IT

I N

MUSIC
LAND'

MOVIES.

They're on display

in the Design

Museum in

London. And

they've quickly

become one

of the decade's best selling small

loudspeakers.  Why are Solid speakers

so wildly successful? Simply because

they produce superb, high quality sound

that one would expect only from

speakers many

times their size

and price.  The
reason? They're

acoustically

engineered by

world-renowned B&W Loudspeakers.

The same people who created the

legendary B&W Matrix 801 - the speaker

used for nearly eighty percent of all

classical recordings. Start with a single

pair. Then build a

complete home

theater system

including a Power -

Bass subwoofer to

capture the earth-

shaking realism of films like Jurassic Park.

Call 1.800.370.3742 for the name of the

Solid dealer nearest you. And find out how

to get big sound without spending big money.

They play big.

Rock Solid Sounds
of America
54 Concord Street
North Reading. MA
01864-2699
1.800.370.3792 T E L

1.508.664.4109 FAX
CIRCLE NO. 53 ON READER SERVICE CARD

"mode- turns the amplifier output into
strict mono and sends it to the center-
channel speaker, if any.

Curiously, Harman Kardon, with its
tradition of "high -current" design,
rates the stereo operation of the
AVR80 at 100 watts per channel into 8
ohms, while the Marantz SR -96 re-
ceiver carries a 110 -watt rating (re-
flecting a difference in maximum po-
tential output of an inaudible 0.41 dB).
With surround operation, the AVR80
is rated still more conservatively: 85
watts each for the front speakers (Ma-
rantz: 110 watts), 60 watts to each sur-
round speaker (Marantz: 90 watts).

No matter, for within our margins of
measurement error - which stem
from a combination of test -equipment
error, operator judgment calls, and, es-
pecially with tuner measurements, the
variations of the instrument readings
- and within expected sample -to -
sample variability, the AVR80's test -

bench performance was essentially
identical to that of the Marantz SR -96.
Harman Kardon could have easily
used the Marantz output power ratings
in both stereo and surround operation,
although the AVR80's lower rated
power increases its two headroom fig-
ures, which are based on rated power.
The one measurement we made that
may back up Harman Kardon's claims
of higher output -current capability than
the SR -96 is that for power at clipping
with 4 -ohm loads, which is slightly
(0.23 dB) higher than Marantz's 187
watts. FM performance of the thirty -
preset tuner was again average.

In use, the AVR80 had the same
strengths and weaknesses as the SR -

96. Strengths included massive power
reserves, accurate and low -noise sur-
round decoding, the improvements
provided by THX processing on sound-
tracks, and a good on -screen display
system. Weaknesses included the use-
lessness of the Hall and Matrix modes
and the lack of a continuous numerical
volume readout in the otherwise useful
front -panel display (it appears only
when you change certain settings).

As we went to press, we were able
to hook up a brand-new external Dol-
by Digital decoder to the AVR80. Af-
ter some confusion in trying to sort
out the decoder's operating settings,
we confirmed that the Harman Kardon
receiver is both future -ready and fu-
ture -compatible (it was a Marantz de-
coder). The AVR80's power reserves
and background noise levels were ful-
ly up to the task of delivering all that a
Dolby Digital soundtrack can give. o



Tracy Chapman:
New Beginning
(Elektra) 05224

Tracy Chapman
(Elektra) 53582

Joni Mitchell: For The
Roses (Asylum) 01801
Lou Reed In The 70's:
Different Times
(RCA) 12726*
Tori Amos: Under The
Pink (Atlantic) 02460

Paul Westerberg:
Eventually
(Reprise) 12548

Sarah McLachlan:
Fumbling Towards
Ecstasy (Arista) 02536
The Best Of Sting
1984-1994: Fields Of
Gold (A&M) 06357

Sheryl Crow:
Tuesday Night Music
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Elton John: Greatest Hits
Vol. 2 (Polydor) 03078
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Whitney Houston. TLC,
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Whitney Houston:
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Red Hot ChM Peppers:
One Hot Minute
(Warner Bros.) 03556 *
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(Loud Records) 00061
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(RCA) 00083

Red Hot Chili Peppers:
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The Bonnie Ram Collection
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Elton John.
Made In England
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All You Can Eat
(Warner Bros.) 05102
Neil Young: Mirror
Ball (Reprise) 08873
PJ Harvey:

alp To Bring You My
Love (Island) 08066

Jackson 3rowne:
Running On Empty
(Elektra) 11056

Jackson Browne:
Looking East
(Elektra) 11977

Elton John: Greatest
Hits (Polydor) 03077

Mark Knopfler:
Golden Heart
(Warner Bros.) 12340

Joe Jackson: Greatest
Hits (A&M) 12633

James Taylor: Greatest
Hits (Reprise) 23790

Melissa Etheridge:
Your Little Secret
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The Johi Lennon
Collection
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Tori Amos:
Boys For Pele
(Atlantic) 11660

Simon & Garfunkel:
The Concert In
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Patti Smith: Gone Again
(Arista) 12721
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A8M) 03819
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AC/DC:
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Dream
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Change
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03937

Seal (1334)
(Warner Bros./Sire)

05907

Seal
(Warner Bros.) 61992

Collective Soul iAtlartoci08133

Ray Charles:
The Best 01 The Atlantic Years

05755

Barry White: All -Time
Greatest Hits

.Morcurr 05866

Brooks & Dunn:
Waitin On
Sundown
IAristm 05888

Anita Baker:
Rhythm Of Love
:Elektra: 05980

Alabama:
Greatest Hits,
Vol. III
(RCA) 05996

Boyz I Men:
(Mc4own) 08028

R.EM.: Monster
(Warner Bros.)

06164

Bon Jovi:
Cross Road
(Greatest Hits)
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Ea PWeSt) 03939 Big Boy Jive: 04506 *
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lead Presidents, Vol I/
04310Sdtrk. (Capitol)

Blues Traveler: Four
(ABM) 06046

Elues Traveler
(ABM) 03386
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Goodie Mob: Soul Food
iLaFace) 04590 $

Rally
And true

em00Crawford:N,aked

04663

Green Day: Insomniac
(Reonse) 05095 a

Dwight Yoakam: Gone
(Reprise) 05096

David Sanborn: Love Songs
(Warner Bros ) 05105

Madonna: Something To
Remember (Warner Bros
Maverick( 03110

Silt (Elektra) 05227

Everything But The Girl
Amplified Heart
(Atlantic) 06724

iKirk Franklin & The Fa ;1.11;2
(Gospo-Centric)

Goo Goo Dolls: A Boy
Named Goo (Warner Ekce:
Metal Blade) 08127

John Michael Montgomery
(Atlantic) 08251

Redlohead: The Bends
(Capitol) 08299

David Sanborn: Pearls
06258 (Elektra) 08324

Spacehog: Resident Alien
(Sire) 11561

Torn Petty: Wildflowers
(Warner Bros 06260

Frank Sinatra: Duets II
(Capitol) 06269

TLC: CrazySexyCool
(LaFaceiAnstal 06352

The Unplugged Collection,
Vol. 1 Rod Stewart
Pad McCartney. olners
(Warner Bros ) 06393

Vert Helen: Balance
(Warner Bros I 06394

The Chieftains: The Long
Black Veil Featuring Sting
The Rolling Stones others
(RCA Victor) 06408

Natalie Merchant:
Tigerlily (Elektra) 08921
10,000 Maniacs:
MTV Unplugged
(Elektra) 35061

Jewel:
Pieces Of You
(At.z.ntic) 03972

The :ranberries:
No Need To Argue
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Mr. Holland's Opus/Sdtrk.
(Polydor 11775131%ii1Gr..

IMEIL* UmMN, QM%
SERVICE.=-

Tracy Perverse.:
Time Starches On
(Atlantic Nashville) 11665

Rusted Root: When I Woke
(MercuryMp) 08460

The &h Of
Madison County/Senn.
Dinah Washington.
Johnny Hartman, more
(Malpaso) 08709

Monks: Miss 'Mang
(Rowdy Records) 08792

Enys: The Celts
(Repnse) 08872

Jeff Foxworthy:
Games Rednecks Play
(Warner Bros 08877

And The Music Speaks
lAttanticSlitzzi 08917

The Best 01 Miles Davis -
The Capitol/Blue Note Years
(Blue Note) 11000

War: The Best 01 War...And
More (Avenue Records) 11160

Clay Walker: Hypnotize The
Moon (Giant) 11300

Jerald Deemyon: Thinking
About You iGRP) 11331

Boyz II Men:
Cooleyhighhannony
(Motown) 11415

Total (Bad BoyAnsta) 11428

La Bouche: Sweet Dreams
(RCA) 11471

The Songs 01 West Side
Story (RCA Victor) 11472

Kenny Wayne Shepherd:
Ledbetter Heights
(Giant) 11581

Steely Den: Alive In America
(Giant: 11583

Danzig: 4p
(American( 116331

Will Downing: Moods
(Mercury) 11691

The D.O.C.: Reiter Weeder
(Giant) 11708 $

rant

,.
N

Robert Alagna
Angela Gheorghlu:
Duets & Arias
(EMI Classics) 12647
Angela Gheorghiu:
Arias (London) 12659

The Benedictine Monks Of
Santo Domingo de Silos)
Chant 02957

The Benedictine Monks Of
Santo Domingo de Silos:
Chant II (Angel) 04093

Golden Smog:
Down By The Old Mainstream
(Ryhodisc) 11718

Adam Sandler
What The Hell
Happened To Me?
(Warner Bros ) 11722 $

A Thin Line Between Love
Hate/Sdtrk. R Kelly.

Tevn Cariptel, Smuts, otters
(Warner Bros ) 11723$

Gipsy Kings: Tierra Ghana
(Nonesuch) 11763

Phantom 01 The Opera/
Cast Recording -
Highlights
(Polydor ABM) 11839 L
Bryan White: Between
Now & Forever (Asytin) 11860

The Tiuth About Cats 8 Dogs/
Sdtrk. With Sting.
Suzanne Vega more
(ABM) 11906

Saturday Night Fever/
Sdtrk. (Polydor/
ABM( 11927

John McLaughlin:
The Promise
(Verve) 11953

The Chieftains:
Film Cuts
(RCA Victor) 11999

Jai Sample:
Old Place
Old Faces
(Warner Bros.( 12013

1996 Grammy°
Nominees Cooler,
Alanis Morissette.
others
(Grammy Recordings) 12027 $

Mr. 519: Hey Man
(Atlantic) 12033

I Shot Andy WerhoVS4MIL
REM The Rentals. Pavel,
others (TagiAtlanbc) 12047

Richard Elliot: City Speak
iBlue Note) 12092

Russ Freeman 8
The Rippingtons:
Brave New World
iGRP) 12181

George Howard: Attitude
Adjustment (GAP) 12182

Kiss: Unplugged
(Mercury) 12216

Marble Hancock: The New
Standard (Verve) 12232

Preellev,isco
SO/

Romeo & AIM
San Franc
Michael Tolson Thomas.
(RCA Victor Red Seal) 04659

Cecilia Bartoli Mozart Portraits
(L 04923

Pops Stoppers  Greatest
Hits of the Boston Pops
Orchestra W :.

08573
Pavarotti it Friends 2

-clams. others
08892 C

Erich Kunzel Symphonic
Star Trek .Telarc) 12715

Songs In The Key Of X -
Music From & Inspired
By The X -Files
Foo Fighters, R E M .
Fitter, others
(Warner Bros ) 12343 $

Liza klinnelll: Gently
($) 12301

SWV: New Beginning
(RCA) 12420

SWV: It's About Time
(RCA) 00151

Busts Rhymes: Rhythm Of The Game -
The Coming (Elektra) 12464 1 1996 Olympic Games Album

Christian McBride: Number Gloria Estetan Boy/ li Men.
Two Express (Verve) 12409 others,I,Face, 12600

Surrender To The Air The Beet 01 Aretha Franklin
tElpiitrat 12529 (Atlantic) 20078

Frank Sinatra: All The Best Kenny G: Breathless
(Capitol) 05012 o (Ansta) 54317

Ella Fevered: Dean Marlin: Capitol Collectors
The Best Of The Song Bees Series (Capitol) 62295 0
Venie I 34616

- 11110
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4
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Shania Twain:
The Woman In Me
(Mercury Nashville) 06935

Shania Twain
(Mercury) 03851

Mootie II The Blowfish:
Cracked Rear View
(Atlann;) 05872

CDs MR
THE

Cassandra Wilson:
New Moon Daughter
(Blue Note) 12088

PRICE OF

Eagles: Greatest Hits, Vol. 2
(Asylum) 63318

Jefferson Starahlp: Gold
(RCA) 64132

Van MoMeon: Moondance
(Warner Bros.) 64585

Ends Presley: The Number
One Hits (RCA) 72t90

Rod Stewart:
Unplugged...And Seated
(Warner Bros 73684

Frank Sinatra: Sinatra
Reprise -The Very Good

Years (Reprise: 80304

Bost 01 The Grateful Dead
Skeletons From The Closet

(Warner B)os 83892

Allman Brothers
Band The Fillmore
Concerts

. 01159

Rod Stewart The
Mercury Anthology
Mercury, 01161

David Bowie. The
Singles 1969-1993

BUNSE \JEW

(Rykodist 01659
The Elest Of

\N IT 141311"146 141°Wi To 0.00. The Police: Live

Diana Ross 8
The Supremes:
Anthology
Motown) 03611

ALSO AVAILABLE
ON CASSETTES-

Wonder (Motown) 10218

(A&M) 08551 n

Steve Wonder: Natural

410*-41/1"11"1"1"Williew
Earl Klugh:
Sudden Burst Of Energy
(Warner Bros.) 12339

Girl 8/Sdtrk. Spike Lee
comedy teat Pnnce. more
(Warner Bros.) 12342 0

Los Lobos: Colossal Head
(Warner Bros.) 12341

Billy Dean:
It's What I Do
(Capitol Nashville) 12379

Casablanca Records
Greatest Hits 20 Saco
classics! Donna Summer
Village People. Cher, etc
(Casablanca) 12380

Toby Keith: Blue Moon
(Polydor Nashville) 12399

CLASSICAL
Jamas Galway: Thekedic
Minstrel The Chieftains
(RCA Victor) 11699

Cecilia Bartok: A Portrait
Anus by Mozart & Rossini
(London) 11918 0

TheLondon Philharmonic
Orchestra: Us 8 Them -
Symphonic Pink Floyd
(Point) 11971 C

Anonymous 4:
Miracles Of Santlago
Medieval chant and polyphony
(Ramona Munch) 12058 C

Twister/Sdtrk. Ton Amos,
Eric Clapton, k.d. tang, others
(Sunset/Warner.Bros.) 12549

Diane Schwa:
Love Walked in
(GAP:

Spyro Gyra: Heart Of
The Night (GRP)

Cully Cel: Kills Kali
(Jive/Sick Wid It) 12599 $

Pantera: The Great
Southern Trendkill
(EastWest)

Sammy Kershaw:
Politics Religion And Her
(Mercury Nashville) 12668

Kansas City/Sdtrk.
(Verve) 12696

12595

12596

12779

Vladimir Horowitz: The Last
Romantic A best-seling
release (DG( 15542E

Carreras, Domigo 8 Pavarotti:
The 3 Tenors In Concert
Menlo conducts
(London) 35078

Puccini, La Boheme
Freni Pavarotti et a. Benin
PO/Karajan. The best -seeing
opera recording of all tinsel
(London) 05615 o

Vivaldi, The Four Seasons
Gil ShaharrniOrpheus Chamber
Orchestra. (DG) 08093
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Lionel Riche: Beck To Front
(Motown) 35210

You?d MeTill:rn'
(CalP9901) 12911 o

MCOPKegadeth: Hidden Treesures
(01) 20501

The Very Best of Yes
(Atlantic) 20671

ABBA: Gold -Greatest Hits
(Polydor) 20679

AC/DC: Who Made Who -
Greatest Hits
(Atlantic) 20774

Ea.411.s11:,gHitsreatest

(Asylum) 23481

The Bee Of
The Beech Boys
(Capitol) 23946

Fleetwood Mac:
Rumours
(Warner Bros 24025

ThF:1781est
And

...

(Atlan0crnd 24722

Stone Temple Pilots:
Purple (Atlantic) 24738

The Steve Miller Band:
Greenest Hits 1974-1978
(Capitol) 33199

The Big ChM/Sdtrk
(Motown) 33970

The Moody Blues:
Legend Of
A Band
(Greatest Hits)
(Threshiod. 34284
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SAVE

Savings start from day
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Bette Midler: Belle Of Roses
gm. The Islay Brothers:(Atlantic)

TLC: O000000lthh... Mlulon To Please
On The TLC Tlp (Island) 12654
(LaFace) 50167 Grateful Deed: Europe '72
Enya: Shepherd Moons (Warner Bros.) 53931 ,0
(Repnse) 53190 Madonna: The Immaculate
The TGoempleton.: 17Great 1et Collection (Sire) 54164
Hits (rdy) The Best Of The Doors5340 it

(Island)
nT1d7, Joshua Tree

53501
(Elektra) 70407 a

Bob Meley:1-egend Prince: The Hits 1

(Island) 53521 (Wa/PaisieY Park) 02228*
Marvin Gaye: 15 Greene Hits HIM aaaabnia: All -Time
(Motown) 51534 e Greatest Hits (RCA) 54508 0
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TEST REPORTS

Definitive Technology
BP 2002 Speaker
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

Last year (September 1995) we
reviewed an impressive new
speaker system from Definitive
Technology, the BP 2000. Its

novelty did not lie so much in the spe-
cific design or size of its drivers and
enclosure, or even in its built-in pow-
ered subwoofers, but rather in the
combination of those features and oth-
ers to create a distinct advance in over-
all performance quality and utility in
high -quality, affordable home loud-
speaker systems. To be sure, there are
some speaker systems that are larger,
have more drivers, and could probably
outperform the BP 2000 in sheer
sound volume. But they are also likely
to fill a good -size room physically (as
well as acoustically), and they are cer-

tam to cost much more than it does at
$3,000 a pair.

Definitive Technology has used its
experience with the BP 2000 to create
a smaller and even more affordable
system embodying the same basic de-

DIMENSIONSc 43 inches high.
774 inches wise, 1474 inches deep

WEIGHT: 65 pounds

PRICES: $1.998 a pair with piano -black
end caps; $2,198 a pair with cherry end :aps

MANUFACTURER: Definitive Technology.
Dept. SR, 1 1 150 Valley Heights Dr..
Baltimore, MD 21117;
telephone, 41( -363-7148; World Wide Web,
hup://www.so indsite.com/definitive

0

sign features and qualities. The new
BP 2002 resembles the BP 2000 in
configuration and finish, but it is sub-
stantially smaller and lighter than its
illustrious ancestor (it occupies only
2/3 square foot of floor space) and sells
for about two-thirds its price. The
principal performance difference be-
tween the two is in the deep bass ex-
tension of their powered subwoofers.

The BP 2002 is a columnar speaker,
with a glossy black "piano finish" top
plate and bottom edge trim (cherry
end caps are available at added cost).
Like the BP 2000, the BP 2002 has a
heavily braced cabinet made of 3/4 -

inch, 1 -inch, and 11/2 -inch high -densi-
ty fiberboard bonded to foam damping
pads. The cabinet, covered on all four
sides (except for a jack/control panel
on the back) by a black cloth "sock"
that can be removed for access to the
drivers, is fitted with adjustable feet to
simplify leveling.

Also like the BP 2000 and several
earlier Definitive Technology speak-
ers, the BP 2002 is a bipolar system. It
has two midrange/tweeter complements
at the top of its slender cabinet, one on
the front panel facing forward and the
other on the back panel facing rear-
ward. In each case, the I -inch alumi-
num -dome tweeter is close to and be-
low the 51/2 -inch -cone midrange driv-
er. The front and rear drivers radiate in
phase, in contrast to dipolar speaker
systems, whose front and rear drivers
are out of phase with each other.

Although the two pairs of drivers
are identical, their enclosure volumes
are different and their crossover net-
works have different slope characteris-
tics. The result is said to be a smoother
overall frequency response and im-
proved blending with the subwoofer
output. The signals from the rear driv-
ers reflect from the wall behind the
speaker, enhancing the sense of spa-
ciousness. Definitive Technology rec-
ommends positioning the speaker at
least 8 inches from the wall behind it.

Each BP 2002 has a powered sub -
woofer built into its base, with a 12 -
inch driver on the side of the cabinet,
near the bottom. The subwoofer enclo-
sure is vented through a rectangular
port at the bottom rear of the cabinet.
Although the BP 2002's can be set up
with the side -mounted woofers facing
each other (the left and right speakers
are otherwise identical), the manufac-
turer recommends setting them up with
the woofers firing outward, which is
what we did for our tests.

The subwoofer is driven by an inter -
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CRUTCHFIELD,
Sony
DSS
is Here!

on the perfect '

stereo

FREE
Stereo Catalog

Discover
the fun, comfortable alternative to

those dizzying, frustrating mega -stereo
stores. Relax with your new
Crutchfield catalog and
find out why Catalog
Age magazine calls
Crutchfield the
"King of Service"

Information you
can't find
anywhere else
You'll love the detailed
product descriptions,
color photos, comparison
charts and honest specs. All
those technical terms are explained
in the simple language that's helped make
Crutchfield famous.

Discounts on major
brands, with loads of
information to help you
shop and compare!

You'll find

Home Theater

components
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Satellite

Systems, too.

You won't believe
the selection
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authorized dealer

offering discount prices
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TEST REPORTS
nal 125 -watt amplifier, which switches
on automatically when a signal is ap-
plied and shuts off a few minutes after
it is removed. The lower third of the
enclosure's rear panel contains a level
control for the subwoofer and three
pairs of dual binding posts for the
speaker inputs (high-, middle-, and
low -frequency), which are normally
paralleled by jumpers so that the sys-
tem can be driven by a single stereo
amplifier. The jumpers can be re-
moved for biwiring or triwiring the
system.

The BP 2002, in addition to its mu-
sic -playing capabilities, is designed to
serve in a home -theater system in con-
junction with Definitive Technology's
center and surround speakers, which
were not part of our test. Added bass
flexibility is provided by a line -level
(RCA -jack) input to the subwoofer

IMMUNE/a

r -

*AS

Nam

1.
m m

amplifier, which alloys it to be driven
directly from a preamplifier output,
and another jack with an adjacent
bass -level control knob for use in
home -theater systems that have a low-
bass output.

We made our room -response mea-
surements of the BP 2002 system with
several settings of the subwoofer level
control. Obviously, individual installa-
tions will differ according to the lis-
tening environment and personal taste.
We obtained the most pleasing audible
balance (and flattest room response)
with the subwoofer level control set
to approximately its 10 o'clock posi-
tion. This yielded an averaged and
smoothed response in our room of ±5
dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. With the
subwoofer level set to 12 o'clock the
bass output was 5 to 10 dB stronger
below 100 Hz - very impressive but
somewhat larger than life.

Our quasi-anechoic MLS frequen-
cy -response measurement, which is

valid at frequencies above a few hun-
dred hertz, was flat within ±2 dB from
500 Hz to 20 kHz at distances of 1 to
3 meters (on -axis). This measurement
showed moderate tweeter resonances
at 15 and 19 kHz and a 2 -dB dip at 2.6
kHz that may have been a crossover
effect.

The tweeter's horizontal dispersion
over a ±45 -degree range was good,
with a drop of only 8 dB in the 10- to
20 -kHz range compared to the on -
axis response. The close-miked sub -
woofer response, including the contri-
bution of the port, was within ±2 dB
from 100 to 35 Hz and down 6 dB at
30 Hz. The upper limit of its frequen-
cy range appeared to be about 120 Hz
at -6 dB.

The BP 2002 is a relatively efficient
speaker. It has a rated sensitivity of 92
dB sound -pressure level (SPL) at 1

meter with a 2.83 -volt random -noise
input. The nominal impedance is giv-
en as 8 ohms, but we measured a mini-
mum of 3 ohms between 150 and 400
Hz, a smooth rise to 31 ohms at 20
Hz, and a broad peak of 8 ohms at 2
kHz, presumably related to the cross-
over between the high -frequency and
midrange drivers. From 4 kHz to 20
kHz, the impedance remained between
6 and 8 ohms. Although a 3 -ohm min-
imum impedance might present a
problem for some amplifier/speaker
combinations (because it could require
a high -current output from the amp),
the BP 2002's high efficiency allows it
to deliver a high output level with only
moderate amplifier power demands.

We measured a sensitivity of 91 dB
for the BP 2002 system. It was not
particularly meaningful to measure the
subwoofer distortion, which was audi-
bly (actually inaudibly) low, since its
output level normally has no fixed re-
lationship to the overall signal applied
to the other drivers and is set by ear
for the most pleasing sound balance.
The system easily generated a clean,
full -range output at room -shaking lev-
els, and with no signs of strain, play-
ing a variety of music.

The slim profile of the BP 2002 (on-
ly 71/4 inches wide) not only makes it
relatively unobtrusive but provides a
wider angular coverage in the horizon-
tal plane than a similar system with a
wider front panel. Clearly, Definitive
Technology has achieved its goal of
creating a relatively compact and af-
fordable speaker with the basic virtues
of its flagship BP 2000 system and
without any significant sacrifice of
performance or styling.

CIRCLE NO. 11 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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"Selling Direct Allows Camb
Speakers Hundreds Of Doll

Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures
critically acclaimed speakers and music
systems designed by Audio Hall of Fame
member Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH
and Advent). We sell them - along with
components from Harman Kardon, Pioneer,
Sony and others - factory -direct, so you can
save hundreds of dollars. Audio magazine
says we may have "the best value in the
world." Home Theater Technology says our
speakers "sound much better than other
systems - at half the price."

Ensemble
Ensemble is our best speaker system. We

think it competes with audiophile tower
speakers selling for over $1,000 a pair. Yet
its unique four -piece design literally
disappears in your room.

Ensemble consists of two compact, two-
way satellite
speakers

Our dual-
subwoofer
Ensemble
outperforms
expensive tower
speakers
because of its
great room
placement

$599.99

and two slim-
line (4 1/2" thick)
subwoofer cabinets
enclosing 8" woofers.
Because the bass
produced by the
subwoofers is non -directional, you can put
them in out-of-the-way places...even behind
or under furniture. Then place the satellite
speakers to create a realistic stereo image.
High Performance Review describes Ensemble
by saying "...stereo imaging is phenomenally
sharp...the dynamics are stunning...some of
the speakers I'm comparing it to cost $1900
to $2800." White or charcoal grey. $599.99

Ensemble II
Ensemble II is our best value high-

performance speaker system. It uses the
same satellites as Ensemble, but with a single
subwoofer cabinet that holds two 6 1/2"
woofers in an acoustic suspension enclosure.

Ensemble II is our best value in a high-performance
speaker system. Its satellite speakers are identical
to Ensemble's. $499.99

Because 90% of the music is reproduced by
the satellites,
Ensemble II
sounds much like
Ensemble. Stereo
Review says
"Ensemble 11 can
be compared only
with much larger
speakers at
substantially
higher prices."
White or charcoal
grey. $499.99

Ensemble III
Ensemble Ili

was designed to
bring big sound into smaller rooms. It
has two small, two-way satellites and

a subwoofer cabinet that encloses a single
6 1/2" woofer with two voice coils.
Ensemble III maintains
the smooth, natural tonal
balance of our more
expensive systems, but
without the same deep
bass extension. Stereo
Review says it "sounds
first rate in every
respect." $349.99

Ensemble III brings
high-performance
sound into even very
small rooms.
$349.99

Ensemble IV
Our most compact and affordable sub-

woofer/satellite speaker system is Ensemble
IV It consists of two "cube" satellites
containing wide -range 3" speaker drivers and
a shoebox-sized subwoofer with a 5 3/4"
woofer. It doesn't have the same deep bass
extension as our
more

expensive
speakers -
but it
sounds
terrific.

Ensemble IV is our most
affordable subwoofer/satellite speaker
system. $249.99

Home Theater Technology says "Ensemble IV
produces a level of sound quality that is so
much bigger and better than you'd expect
from an inexpensive system that it's almost
ridiculous." $249.99

The Outdoor
Our all-weather

speaker is called
The Outdoor. It has the
natural, accurate,
wide -range sound that
Henry Kloss designs
are known for.
We don't know of any
all-weather speaker

that sounds
better. Free-
standing (shown), $299.99pr.
In -wall version, $349.99pr.

Center
Channel Speakers

Cambridge SoundWorks
manufactures two speakers
specifically for use as center
channel speakers in Dolby®
Pro Logic® home theater
systems. Both are magneti-
cally shielded so they can be
placed near a TV or computer



ridgc SoundWorks To Rice
arSBelow The Competition."

Center Channel

monitor. Center
Channel is
identical to an
Ensemble
satellite (but

with magnetic shielding). $159.99. Center
Channel Plus uses an ultra -low, ultra -wide
design that is ideal for placement above
(or, with optional support stand, below) a
TV monitor. It is, we believe, the finest
center channel speaker
available. $229.99

Surround Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks

makes two "dipole radiator"
surround sound speakers.
Dolby Laboratories recom-
mends dipole radiator
speakers for use as surround
speakers. The Surround has
high power handling
capacity and is often selected
for "high end" surround
sound systems. $399.99 pr
The smaller The Surround II
is arguably the country's best
value in a dipole radiator
speaker. $249.99 pr.

The Surround 11

Center Channel Plus

with a 140 -watt amplifier and a built-in
electronic crossover. Stereo Review said it
provides "deep powerful bass...31.5 Hz bass
output was obtainable at a room -shaking
level... it opens the way to having a 'killer'
system for an affordable price." $699.99.
Our Slave Subwoofer uses the same woofer
driver and cabinet, but does not include the
electronic crossover. It can be used only in

Powered Subwoofer

The Surround

Powered Subwoofers
The Powered Subwoofer by Cambridge

SoundWorks uses a heavy-duty 12" woofer
housed in an acoustic suspension cabinet

lave
Subwoofer Powered

Subwoofer 11

conjunction with the Powered
Subwocyer.
$299.99 The
new Powered
Subwoofer II uses
a 120 -watt
amplifier with a
custom designed
8" woofer.
$399.99

SoundWorks Amplified Speakers
SoundWorks is a compact, amplied,

subwoofer/satellite speaker system. Never
before has so much "big" sound ccme from

somethiig so small. Connect it to a
portable CD/tape player, boombox, TV or
computer - anything with an earphone jack
- for beautiful, room -filling sound. Audio

called it "really amazing...exceptionally
good." PC Computing named SoundWorks
"the best multimedia sound system costing

over $100." Available in
black or computer -beige.
$219.99

Factory -Direct Savings
Our speakers are available
only directly from Cambridge
SoundWorks, and through
cost-efficient Best Buy
stores! Order them, then
listen in your own home. If
you aren't satisfied, return
them

within 30
days for a

full refund.
',actual prices may vary by store.

To Order, For a Free Catalog, Or For
The Nearest Store Location, Call

1-8091:0F395r) HIFI

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS 8

Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.
311 Needham Street, Suite 102, Newton, MA 02164

Tel:1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434 www.hifi.com

Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
0 lma Cambndge SournMorks ®Ensembk is a reggtered uademark Cambndge
SoundUork: Inc KI II a a trademark of KIM Inc AR and Ad, cm are trademarks of
Internanorral Jensen Inc ®Polb, and ®Pro Lopa am remitted tradernarl. of Nib)

Laboratones ruing Corp Cambridge SoundWorks . not affiliated null KLH. Advent or AR

Fr I
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Niles SI-1200 Twelve-

Channel Power Amplifier
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

Iles Audio Corporation is
primarily known as a man-
ufacturer of in -wall loud-
speakers and related prod-

ucts used for custom installations of
home audio and A/V systems. Its new
SI-1200, which Niles calls a System
Integration Amplifier, is a unique
product, containing twelve separate
power amplifiers rated to deliver (si-
multaneously!) 25 watts per channel
into 8 -ohm loads, from 20 Hz to 20
kHz, with less than 0.13 percent total
harmonic distortion (THD). The am-
plifiers can also be bridged to form six
channels, each rated for 50 watts into
8 ohms with 0.1 percent distortion.

As befits an amplifier capable of de-
livering 300 continuous watts, the SI-
1200 is relatively large and heavy,
comparable to typical two -channel
power amplifiers with similar total
output ratings. Its steel cover and bot-
tom plate are extensively perforated,
and Niles says that no fan is needed in
normal installations.

The front panel of the SI-1200 con-
tains only a rocker -type power switch,
which connects the amplifier to AC
power, with a small red LED indicator
above it. A nearby green LED indi-

cates that the amplifier circuitry has
been activated, which can also be done
via a signal -sensing circuit from a re-
mote point. There is a pair of red
LED's, one for each DC fuse, to indi-
cate if one of these has blown.

The rear of the amplifier is fully
populated by an imposing array of
twelve pairs of binding -post speaker
terminals suitable for lugs, wire ends,
or single banana plugs. Unfortunately,
they are too widely spaced to accept
dual banana plugs. Above each speak-
er terminal is a gold-plated phono-jack
input connector, a small level -adjust-
ment knob, and a bridging switch to
convert that pair of channels to mono.

Also located above each speaker
terminal is a group of miniature Bus -
Matrix switches that are used to assign
that channel's output to the desired in -

DIMENSIONS: 17 inches wide, 51/2 inches
high, 15 inches deep

WEIGHT: 30 pounds

PRICE: $1,000

MANUFACTURER: Niles, Dept. SR.
12331 S.W. 130th St., Miami, FL 33186;
telephone, 1-800-289-4434

put source, either the dedicated input
from the plug below it or a left, right,
or mono signal from a common pro-
gram source fed to the amplifier's
Main Bus. For example, the switches
can be set to provide surround sound
in the master bedroom, stereo in the
den, and mono in the powder room.
The connection versatility of the SI-
1200 is limited only by the available
program sources and the wiring from
the amplifier to the speakers.

Installation versatility is further en-
hanced by the individual level adjust-
ments for each of the twelve channels
and by the three turn -on modes. In ad-
dition to the manual rocker power
switch on the front panel, the rear -pan-
el selector can be set to turn on the
amplifier automatically when a pro-
gram signal is present (Music Sense)
or when an external control voltage is
applied.

Other rear -apron features include
the Main Bus signal inputs (standard
RCA jacks), two 15 -ampere fuse hold-
ers, a Ground Lift switch to minimize
hum caused by ground loops, and Cas-
cade Bus outputs that allow the SI-
1200 to be daisy -chained with other
amplifiers for greater total power or
coverage of more remote areas.

Removing the cover of the SI-1200
reveals a single circuit board contain-
ing all twelve amplifier sections, in
two rows of six. Each power -output
stage is a single integrated circuit
mounted on one of the two large heat
sinks. A multitude of cables join the
sections to the connectors and controls
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For ncark half a uentury Acoustic

Research been innovating

hreakomiugh technologies that

1v, become standards in the

audio u i]istrv. I tune Theater and

)olby DiLtital.' 5.1 channel

systems are now replacing

!radii- offal rwo channel stereo.

r cw digital -ready I ligh

Output Series was desigta

these ley, ilio.untary new lOtmats.

High Output
Higher Fideltty

For tl-e first time, high efficieny

and audiophile sound quali-y have

been combined in beautifully

hand-crafted furniture to deliver

troth the delicacy and

dynamics of multi -channel sound.

With eschisive technologi2s such

as Energy Control Commit Baffle,

Multil'crt Slot ._trading an] Voice

Balanced Tonal Matching, Acoustic

Resear.:b. is leading the way into the

digital future with its new High

Cutout Seri .s loudspeakers.

I I igher Fidelii

To experience the future of audio today
call 1-818-407-4820 for the

location of your local AR dealer.

Agotistic Research is a trademark of Christie Design Ct. yr%
a wholly owned subsidiary of Recoton Corporariiin
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TEST REPORTSnigital Phase"'

Thunderous, accurate bass is the only way to

describe the Digital Phase Acousta-Reed

Technoloor. :ncredibly
_reunite home ttrater

and two channel stereo

can now be accom-

plished with one system'

and without sacrifice to

either! With Acousta-

Bass, subs are no onger needed, simplifying

placement and installation. And with our

one piece dome tweeter. high frequency

extension is superb with the open and

natural character of live music! In the Nov.

95 issue, Stereo Review's Julian Hirsch said:

For a small; affordably priced speaker

with a pair of 3 -inch

woofers, such perfor-

mance is nothing

less than

amazing...In fact, yl
had to sum up the sornul of

the AP -.7 in a few words, I

would describe a as

"balamced, natured,

and uncolored."

Those adjectives are

overused in the hi-fi

world, but they are the

right choice forthis

speaker!" These

comments were made

while Beviewing oLT

smallest bookshelf

speaker. Imagine what

our larger modeis can

do! Call today fora free

One

tweeterdotue

Acousta-Reed
away view

boochtre or visit our Rr

new web site on the

interne: at the address shown below:

1 (800) 554-7325

on the rear apron of the amplifier. The
power supply, which occupies about
40 percent of the area inside the SI-
1200, is based on a large, shielded to-
roidal transformer.

Although we did not use the SE -
1200 for a multiroom setup, we did
confirm its essential performance as
an audio amplifier by testing all twelve
of its channels two at a time. Disre-
garding the "low" nominal power rat-
ing of each channel for the moment, it
was soon clear that the SI-1200's basic
design was sound (pun intended). Its
ratings are conservative on the evi-
dence of our two -channel measure-
ments. Considering each two -channel
module by itself, performance in the
major characteristics of power output,
clipping and dynamic headroom, dis-
tortion, noise, and frequency response
was first-rate.

In an actual installation, the effec-
tive power is likely to be considerably
greater than our steady-state measure -

MEASUREMENTS
All measurements are per channel,
with two channels driven into 8 ohms.

OUTPUT AT CLIPPING
(at I kW .... 40 watts

CLIPPING HEADROOM
(re rated power) 2 dB

DYNAMIC POWER 40 watts

DYNAMIC HEADROOM 2 dB

DISTORTION AT RATED POWER(25 watts)...0.011%
SENSITIVITY
(for I watt into 8 ohms)... . 29 mV

NOISE (re 1 watt, A-wtd).. -83.5 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0, -0.09 dB

ments might suggest (on the assump-
tion that all twelve channels are not
likely to carry the same program at
high levels). In two -channel operation,
the amplifier clipped at close to 40
watts per channel (approximately the
dynaniic power in our tests). Also, the
distortion of each amplifier module
was very low, measuring only about
0.01 percent at most power levels up
to the clipping point (at 1 kHz). In the
worst case (delivering 25 watts per
channel into 8 ohms at 20 kHz), the
distortion was a mere 0.08 percent.

And one should not forget that the
SI-1200 was never designed to fill the
role of a two -channel stereo amplifier.
Many of its features are not needed in
a conventional home music system,
for which its exceptional versatility
would amount to overkill.

Still, the possibility of having twelve
high -quality, conservatively rated 25 -
watt power amplifiers in a single com-
pact package for $1,000 (only $83 per
channel, or $166 per stereo pair) is in-
triguing. In addition to its intended
role as the nucleus of a multiroom mu-
sic system, the versatility and com-
pactness of the SI-1200 would be hard
to match with more conventional com-
ponents.

The instruction manual for the SI-
1200 is especially important given that
the amplifier is such an unusual prod-
uct. To Niles's credit, it is a very good
manual, clearly and unambiguously
presenting the amplifier's control lay-
out, some of its many possible appli-
cations, and the functions of each of
its special features.

All in all, the Niles SI-1200 is one
of the most interesting amplifiers we
have tested, as well as being a first-
rate performer and a good value. Who
could ask for anything more?

http://vi ww.mindsaritg.comt-tigpow/dphase.htrn
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PR SENTING THE ADVENT B2R SER][ESTM

EXPERIENCE THE ONE SPEAKER LINE THAT BRINGS OUT THE BEST IN ANY STYLE OF MUSIC...

FROM A SOPHISTICATED CLASSICAL ORCHESTRA, TO HOME THEATER, TO A DOWNANDDRTY ROCK CONCERT.

THE RESULT OF EXTENSIVE RESEARCH. THE NEW B2R SERIES IS THE PF OVEN CONSUMER'S CHOICE FOR TASTEFUL CABINETRY AND ACCLRATE SOUND

REPRODUCTION. FOR "SOUND AS IT WAS MEANT TO BE HEARD." DISCOVER THE B2R SERIES... NOW PLAYING AT YOUR LOCAL ADVENT RETAILER.

p s.01.3
Advent's "Perfect Formula for Sound"
appearing in a home near you.

For more information call, 800-477-3257 ViDVE\T Advent is a registered trademark ascl B2R Series
is a trademark of International Jensen Incorporated.



"Is that turbulence
or is my vodka martini

wearing off?"

30,000 FEET
Air currents move
to a groovy beat.
Aircraft passengers
feel compelled
to either tap feet
or vomit.

(th PIONEER
The Art of Entertainment

20,000 FEET
Due to changes
in pressure, clouds
form into the shape
of an enormous
phlegm ball.



15,000 FEET
Causes mild
incontinence in
migrating sparrows
and high -flying
fruit bats.

8_,000 FEET
Clear sound is
picked up on TV
antennas. Hot -oil
midget wrestling
preempted.
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disrupt Bigfoot
mating season.

GROUND LEVEL

Driver hits Play and
Pioneer car speakers
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respond.

Passengers

feel compelled
to tear off
shirts and

mosh in

backseat.
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treme.sound

cuses rock
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TEST REPORTS

Bose Lifestyle 901
Music System
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

About thirty years ago, an
unconventional loudspeak-
er was developed by Dr.
Amar Bose, a professor of

electrical engineering and acoustics
at M.I.T. The Bose 901 (which I
reviewed here in September 1968)
aroused considerable interest and con-
troversy at the time because it depart-
ed radically from traditional speaker -
design practice.

The novelty of the Bose 901's de -

The Music Center with the supplied
remote control and AM antenna

sign arose from its five -sided yet dis-
tinctly triangular shape and its sound,
both of which were clearly different
from contemporary box speakers -
and still are. Over the past three dec-
ades, the Bose 901 has undergone nu-
merous refinements and improvements
while retaining the original design
concept. It remains the premier model
in the Bose speaker line to this day.

Essentially, Dr. Bose designed the
Model 901 to produce in the listening
room approximately the same ratio of
direct to reflected sound that exists in
a typical concert hall. To accomplish
this, the Bose 901 uses nine identical
41/2 -inch cone drivers (the original 901
had slightly smaller drivers), eight of
which radiate to the rear while the
ninth is centered on the front panel,
facing the listening area. All of them
carry the same signal, with no cross-
over networks. The rear -radiating driv-
ers are in two groups of four; each
group is angled about 30 degrees from
the perpendicular axis to the wall be-
hind the speaker, one to the left and

one to the right, thus forming a "V" -
shaped rear section. Three air vents,
which Bose describes as an "Acoustic
Matrix with three reactive air col-
umns," extend an inch or two from the
rear of the cabinet.

The result of this unusual driver
configuration is that about 89 percent
of the output is reflected from the wall
behind the speaker, imparting a slight
time delay relative to the 11 percent
that reaches the listener on a direct
path. Of course, the actual delay in the
reflected sound is a function of the lo-
cation of the speakers in the room.
Bose suggests placing them at least 2
feet or more from any sound -ab-
sorbent furnishings, 2 to 4 feet from
the side walls, and with the rear panel
ideally about 16 inches from the wall
behind the speaker.

To compensate for the losses inher-
ent in the reflection process, the origi-
nal Bose 901 had a separate active

DIMENSIONS
Speakers: 21 inches wide, 13 inches deep,
31 inches high (with pedestals)
Music Center: 151/2 inches wide, 8 inches
deep, 21/2 inches high

WEIGHT
Speakers: 52 pounds each
Music Center: 6 pounds

FINISH
Speakers: high -gloss black acrylic
end caps, black grille cloth, and black
anodized -aluminum pedestals
Music Center: brushed aluminum

PRICE: $4,200

MANUFACTURER: Bose, Dept. SR,
The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701;
telephone, 1-800-444-2673

equalizer that was inserted in the sys-
tem amplifier's signal path. That func-
tion is now handled by the integral
100 -watt -per -channel amplifier that
powers the Lifestyle 901 system.

In recent years, Bose has added sev-
eral Lifestyle music systems to its
product line. Initially, these consisted
of ultra -compact satellite speakers
with a separate powered bass module
and a unique Music Center incorporat-
ing a preamp, an AM/FM tuner, and
a CD player or, more recently, a six -
disc CD changer.

The new Lifestyle 901 system com-
bines the control center of the Life-
style 20 system (reviewed here in
March 1996) with a pair of powered
Model 901 speakers to create a rare
amalgam of elegant styling, operating
ease, and high -quality sound.
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Packed stadiums. Crowded movie theaters. Sold -out events.

With the Mitsubishi 40 -inch direct -view TV,
there's no ticket shortage for the

best seats in the house.
When the first 40 -inch direct -view television

was introduced in 1993, we envisioned bringing
our Diamond Vision' stadium -sized screen into
your living room. Mitsubishi is proud to introduce
its complete family of 40 -inch televisions.

The Mitsubishi giant 40 -inch sets deliver the
highest possible picture quality with a screen size
rivaling that of a big screen projection television.

The 40 -inch models offer surround or level
sound audio systems, creating realistic, top-quality
sound to complement the high-performance picture.

Mitsubishi's new 40 -inch models incorporate
the high -end features you would expect to find in
a discriminating home theater system.

For tickets to the best seat in the house. call
1-800-937-0000, Ext. 932 for the Mitsubishi
dealer near you.

MITSUBISHI
THE BIG SCREEN COMPANY
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TEST REPORTS
The Music Center is a sleek, low -

profile component, only 21/2 inches
high, finished in brushed aluminum
with rounded front and rear edges.
The right third of its front "panel" is a
display window, black when the unit is
off, that presents the full operating sta-
tus of the system in highly visible
green characters. It contains an AM/
FM stereo tuner that can store up to
twenty-five AM and twenty-five FM
station frequencies for instant recall
and a six -disc CD changer. Lifting the
hinged front panel of the Music Center
reveals a six -disc magazine that is
ejected by pressing an adjacent button.

Although the Music Center's CD
changer does not have the extensive
programming capability offered by
many stand-alone CD players (you
cannot reorder tracks, for example), it
does provide a random -play mode af-
fecting all the discs in the magazine.
The player can also select or skip any
disc (or track) in the magazine, but it
lacks the usual fast-forward/reverse
scanning mode.

The Lifestyle 901 system includes a
remote control, using UHF radio sig-
nals instead of infrared, that can oper-
ate the system without being in the
same room as the Music Center (its
range is said to be 65 feet). Like the

main display, the remote is a model of
clarity, with crisp black letters and
symbols on a white background. Most
of its buttons are duplicated under the
hinged front panel of the Music Cen-
ter, where there are a couple of addi-
tional buttons that are used to program
the tuner presets.

The rear panel of the Music Center
contains sockets for its power supply

can be adjusted to control only the
speakers in the secondary zone.)

Each speaker is attached to a ped-
estal, made of black anodized alumi-
num, that places the top of the enclo-
sure 31 inches above the floor. The top
and bottom plates of the speaker cabi-
net are made of medium -density fiber-
board finished in a piano -like high -
gloss black acrylic; the drivers are

The Bose Lifestyle 901 system combines a

control center/tuner/CD changer with a pair of powered

speakers in a rare amalgam of

elegant styling, operating ease, and high -quality sound.

(a small separate unit), the supplied
AM and FM antennas, a set of tape-
recording inputs and outputs, inputs
for one aux and two video sources,
and multipin jacks for driving speak-
ers in two different areas (zones) of a
house. A second powered speaker sys-
tem can be operated and controlled
from the Music Center, with either the
same or separate program sources in
the two zones. (A separate remote -
control unit is available from Bose that

MEASUREMENTS
CD CHANGER

MAXIMUM OUTPUT (tape out) .... 2.44 volts

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
de -emphasis off +0.2, -0.1 dB
de -emphasis on +0.1, -1.1 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION
111{) it, -130 dB
klii -66 dB

2(1 kiii -33 dB

NOISE LEVEL (A-wtd)
de -emphasis off/on -83 dB (both)

DISTORTION
at 0 dBFS* 0 014%
at -20 dBFS 0 145%

LINEARITY
at -60 dBFS* -0.13 dB
at -90 df1FS* -7.8 dB

EXCESS NOISE I with/without signal)
16 bits (EN16) 8 1/5.7 dB
20 bits (EN20) 25.2/23 dB

PITCH ERROR (in cents*) 0

DEFECT TRACKING
Pierre Verany test disc 3 0 mm

IMPACT RESISTANCE A

CUEING TIME
Disc Ito Disc 2 12 seconds
Disc 1 to Disc 6 . 12 seconds

 decibels referred to digital full-scale

TUNER SECTION

All data for FM only except frequency
response

SENSITIVITY (50 -dB quieting)
mono 18 dBf
stereo 36 dBf

NOISE (at 65 dBf)
mono -75 dB
stereo -71 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N at 65 dBf)
mono 0 22%
stereo (mostly pilot -carrier leakage) 2.1%

CAPTURE RATIO (at 65 dBf) 1 5 dB

SELECTIVITY
alternate -channel 76 dB
adjacent -channel 11 dB

PILOT -CARRIER LEAKAGE
19 -kHz -70 dB
38 -kHz -70 dB

HUM (60/120/180 Mn-73 dB
CHANNEL SEPARATION
100 ft, 37 dB
I kHz 36 dB
10 kHz 34 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
FM 20 Hz to 15 kHz +0.5, -0 dB
AM 40 Hz to 2.9 kHz +0.3, -6 dB

 one -hundredths of a musical semitone

concealed by a black cloth grille. The
support column of the left speaker
contains all the amplifier components,
and on the rear of that column are the
connectors and controls for the sys-
tem. They include center-detented
bass and treble tone controls (which
are not accessible via the remote) and
a system power switch, which can be
left on at all times since the Music
Center controls power to the system.
The left speaker pedestal also has con-
nectors for the cable carrying the au-
dio signals from the Music Center and
for sending the right -channel program
to the right speaker. The Lifestyle 901
system includes all necessary inter-
connecting cables.

For this test, we evaluated the pow-
ered Model 901 speakers driven
through the aux input of the Music
Center. We were unable to place the
speakers at the recommended 16 -inch
distance from the wall behind them
(about 26 inches was the best we
could do), but the other suggested
placement criteria were satisfied. The
room response, averaged for the left
and right speakers, was measured
from a point 12 feet from the left
speaker, on its axis and about 30 de-
grees off the axis of the right speaker.
The smoothed room response, aver-
aged for both speakers, was within ±5
dB from 400 Hz to 16 kHz. Below
400 Hz the response showed the ef-
fects of room resonance (rather large
variations in output readings).

As past experience has demonstrat-
ed (and as these measurements con-
firmed), defining the "frequency re-
sponse" of a speaker that depends on
both direct and reflected sound is con-
siderably less exact than measuring
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TimeWindow SurroundScape:

The New Playing Field

DCM's critically acclaimed

TimeWindowTM loudspeakers set

new benchmarks for stereo imaging

and soundstaging in 1974.

Now, our new TimeWindow

SurroundScapeTM speaker system

expands the performance envelope

for home theater, and eliminates the

need for rear channel speakers and

the extra wiring they require.

Using DCM's PrestiDigitalTM

LOUDSPEAKERS

crossover electronics and ShadowTM

driver management technologies,

two TimeWindow SurroundScape

speakers create the surround sound -

stage of front and rear speakers.

DCM SurroundScape speakers

"enlarge" your room, enhance the

excitement of movies, and add

greater depth to your music.

For the DCM dealer nearest -

you, please call 1 -800 -878 -TIME.

Hear why the critics say, "When it

comes to designing home theater

speakers that are exceptionally

musical, nobody does it like DCM:'
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THE BIRTH OF THE
10TH

CANADIAN
CONSUMER

ELECTRONICS
EXPOSITION

CO FPRFNCE

ARRIVES ON
SEPTEMBER 14-15

1996
(RAMADAI40111. - HWY. 404 & SHEPPARD AVE.,

TORONTO, ONTARIO)

Div over the latest in electronic technology,

inchtding:

 Home Theatre
 Audio & Video

 Mid-fi and Hi-fi
Electronics

 Canadian
Manufacturing

 Extensive seminars
and conferences
presented industry
professionals

 Come see the best of tomorrow's
technology!

For Tickets or Information to attend:
TEL (416) 620-6620 FAX (416) 620-4271

TEST REPORTS
the response of a conventional for-
ward -firing system (and even those
measurements are not necessarily easi-
ly interpreted). The unpredictable ef-
fects of multiple reflections, always a
problem in speaker measurement, are
a basic limitation in establishing nu-
merical response ratings for the Life-
style 901 system. Even "quasi-anecho-
ic" measurements, such as the MLS
system we use for conventional re-
sponse testing, do not solve the prob-
lem, although they do give some idea
of the overall response contours. This
is probably one of the reasons Bose
does not give out any numerical fre-
quency -response data for its speakers.

The best way for me to describe the
sound of the Lifestyle 901 system is to
say that it was smooth and notably
lacking in "edginess" despite a strong
response up to the 16- to 20 -kHz
range. The stereo imaging, unlike that
of some conventional speakers, was
not of the "pinpoint" variety (which
could hardly be expected given the un-
certainties introduced by an undefined
reflection delay from the 901's rear
drivers). The bass was powerful and
strikingly clean down to about 30 Hz,
and we found that the system could
easily deliver uncomfortably loud lev-
els without audible distortion.

With some music, the Lifestyle 901
sounded a bit on the heavy side. But
the tone controls on the left speaker
pedestal provide about ±6 dB of ad-
justment, which should be adequate
for achieving a balanced response in

most setups. We experimented with
these controls and found their center-
detented positions to be just about
right for most music.

We were curious about the stereo
imaging qualities of the Lifestyle 901
(especially in our less than ideal in-
stallation), but the Delos "Surround
Spectacular" demo/test CD (DE3179)
put any doubts to rest. The imaging
test tracks (produced by STEREO RE-
VIEW'S technical editor, David Rana-
da) delivered clear, unambiguous lo-
calization of the test -tone position.

The Lifestyle 901

system was smooth and

notably lacking in

"edginess," and the bass

was powerful.

Although the system doesn't necessar-
ily sound like other speakers, it will
hold its own with the best of them.

The Bose Lifestyle 901 system is
very simple and straightforward, which
may disappoint people who thrive on
numerous control knobs, operating
modes, and buttons. But for sheer ele-
gance and an ease of operation years
ahead of many conventional systems,
it is in a class by itself. Best of all, the
system sounds as good as it looks! o

"Hon, this is Mr. Pelletier. Remember when
I bought my speakers, the salesman called me nuts? Mr. Pelletier

tells me the salesman called him nuts, too."
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Listening Tests

Surround
Audiophiles rate three

Shootout!
home -theater speaker systems

by Tom Nousaine
There's no denying that home theater and surround sound have moved audio

into the family mainstream. Not too long ago, many an audiophile's biggest

problem was convincing other family members to spend precious household in-

come on hi-fi gear. Now, the family often encourages investment in a home the-

ater, and the audiophile's No. 1 problem is competing with them to get a few

hours on the system just to listen to music. What a turn of event.'

As with conventional stereo, the speakers are a critical element of any surround

setup. and where much of the system budget is likely to be spent. Three fronts,

two surrounds, and a powered subwoofer add up quickly, and it's not unusual for

the demanding audiophile to shell out
$2,(XX1 or more just on the speakers.
So, to get a taste of what's available
around that price, STEREO REVIEW
asked three respected manufacturers
- B&W, Cambridge SoundWorks,
and M&K - to send me their best
surround -sound speaker system under
$2,500. I then put this trio to a blind
listening test with a panel of audio-
philes to see how well they compared
to a topnotch stereo reference system
and, most important, to each other.

The Experiment
Surround -sound systems bring a new
dimension to judging speakers. Al-
though the main left and right front
speakers still operate as a stereo pair,
the center and surround channels have
entirely different functions and require
some additional listening and mea-
surement skills.

For this test, the listening panel in -

eluded five audio enthusiasts, all ex-
perienced listeners ranging in age
from 31 to 52. Following a training
session and a dry run, the panelists rat-
ed each surround system relative to a
high -quality stereo satellite/subwoofer
"anchor" system composed of a pair
of two-way bass -reflex monitors with
a matching 12 -inch powered sub. The
anchor system. listed at $1,750, was
from a manufacturer other than the
three being tested to prevent any col-
oring of the results. Using a stereo an-
chor provided a reliable reference
against which each surround setup
could be tested, and it emulated a
common shopping situation in which
the owner of a high -quality, two -chan-
nel stereo system upgrades to home
theater. This procedure also allowed
me to gauge the acceptance of sur-
round sound in general against a two -
channel stereo system of similar or
better quality.

Using both movie scenes and Dol-
by -encoded music tracks, each sur-
round system was evaluated in three
areas. "Timbral accuracy/spectral bal-
ance" described a system's ability to
reproduce acoustic instruments, natur-
al sounds, and voices with clarity and
realism. "Ambience reproduction" re-
ferred to a system's ability to provide
a natural and spacious ambient field
of the venue portrayed in the program
material, such as a concert hall or a
forest. And "localization" described
the system's ability to place voices, in-
struments, or sound effects accurately
in the sound field and, where applica-
ble, to track the movement of sounds
properly.

For each criterion, the test systems
were given a numerical rating on a
scale of +5 to -5, with the stereo an-
chor system assigned an arbitrary
score of 0. Thus, a score of +2 indicat-
ed that the listener found the test sys-
tem better than the anchor, and a score
of -2 meant he found it worse. Fol-
lowing the listening tests, I measured
the output of each subwoofer to fur-
ther gauge the full extent of its dynam-
ic capabilities.

The listening sessions were held in
a 22 x I2 -foot living room with a 51 -
inch rear -projection TV set located in
the center of a short wall. All speakers,
including the anchor, were draped
with acoustically transparent cloth to ,11
hide their identities. Listeners were
given no direct input as to type, cost,
or topology of the three test systems or
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Listening Tests

CENTER: CC6 center -channel
speaker

L/R MAIN: DM602 speaker $550 pr

$350

SURROUND: DS6 THX-certified
di p. $600 pr

SUBWOOFER: AS6 powered
subwoofer $699

TOTAL SYSTEM COST

MANUFACTURER'S
SPECIFICATIONS

$2.199

L/R MAIN: frequency response, 52 Hz to
20 kHz ±3 dB; sensitivity (1W/Im), 90 dB;
impedance, 8 ohms; power handling, 100
watts; dimensions, 193/s x 91/4 x 12 inches
(H x W x D); weight, 213/s pounds.

CENTER: frequency response. 724 Hz to
20 kHz ±3 dB: sensitivity (1W/Im), 89 dB;
impedance. 8 ohms; power handling. 120
watts; dimensions, 6 x 171/4 x I 07zSt inches
(H x W x D): weight, 133Ai pounds.

SURROUND: frequency response, 85 Hz
to 8 kHz ±3 dB: sensitivity (1W/Im), 89 dB:
impedance. 8 ohms; power handling, 100
watts; dimensions, 93/4 x 151/4 x 71/4 inches
(H r W s D): weight, 9% pounds.

SUBWOOFER: frequency response.
30 to 140 Hz ±3 dB; amplifier, 100 watts;
dimensions, 20 x 171/4 x IVA inches
(H x W x D); weight, 521/4 pounds.

WARRANTY: Five years. pans.

MANUFACTURER: B&W. Dept. SR,
54 Concord St., North Reading. MA 01864.

the anchor. The test systems were in-
stalled one at a time using identical
speaker positions for all channels. The
main left and right speakers were on
stands arrayed across the front with
the center speaker, which was placed
atop the TV set. The surrounds were
mounted directly to the sides of the
main listening couch at an elevation of
6 feet. The left/right anchor speakers
were on stands just to the inside of the
main left/right test speakers and cross-
fired to enhance the stereo image; they
never moved during the evaluation. All
subwoofers were placed in the right
rear corner, except for the anchor sys-
tem sub, which was located in the left
front corner.

For the listening sessions, panelists
were assigned seats in one of three lo-
cations: the center of the main listen-
ing couch (the "sweet spot"), which
was 12 feet from the screen and 6 feet
from the rear short wall; the end of the
couch (slightly off -center), and the
"cheap seats," which were wing chairs

along either side wall. Listeners kept
the same seat assignments for the en-
tire 21/2- to 31/2 -hour session, leaving
the room only to allow setup of the
next test system.

programs included 21/2 -minute
excerpts from the Harrison
Ford thriller Clear and Present

Danger, both in Dolby Pro Logic
and Dolby Digital (AC -3), the U2
Rattle and Hum stadium concert from
a Dolby Digital laserdisc, and Dolby
Surround -encoded excerpts of Cop -
land's Fanfare for the Common Man
from Track 9 of the Delos "Surround
Spectacular" test disc and the allegro
pesante from Track 1 of the Delos
CD "Macal Conducts Gliere." All
were played on the Marantz AC -3 -
capable LV520 laserdisc/CD player
and processed by the Yamaha RX-
V2090 Dolby Pro Logic receiver with
matching DDP-1 AC -3 decoder. The
initial order of the system compar-
isons was determined by a coin flip

and was rotated for subsequent listen-
ing sessions. Program order was also
originally assigned by a coin flip and
subsequently alternated in order.

Switching between the stereo an-
chor and the current test system was
conducted by the test administrator,
and segments were not concluded un-
til each listener had completed his
ratings. Listeners were not allowed to
discuss the systems during the ses-
sions, although full details were dis-
closed upon completion.

An AudioControl 3050 spectrum
analyzer was used to match the level
of speakers within a surround system
and to balance the subwoofer's bass
output to the rest of the system. Levels
were also matched between the test
system and the anchor and rematched
when switching from Dolby Pro Logic
to AC -3 program material. After the
listening sessions, I measured the out-
put of each subwoofer below 80 Hz,
where you need solid performance to
achieve convincing dynamic impact.

The Systems
Two of the surround -sound suites, the
B&W and M&K systems, contained
six pieces: the main left and right
speakers, a magnetically shielded cen-
ter -channel speaker, a pair of surround
speakers, and a powered subwoofer.
The Cambridge SoundWorks system
was an eight -piece array with two sep-
arate cabinets for each of its main
left and right speakers, as described
below. All three systems had in com-
mon banana -jack input terminals and
a subwoofer with a 12 -inch driver,
an adjustable crossover, a two -position
phase switch, a volume control, and
both line- and speaker -level inputs.

B&W 600 Series System
B&W is best known among audio-
philes for the Matrix 801 reference
speaker, which has found its way into
recording studios around the world.
The system tested here, with a suggest-
ed retail price of $2,199, is based on
the recently revised 600 Series, which
offers several different stereo monitors
and, for the first time, a matching cen-
ter speaker, a subwoofer, and a dipole
surround for home theater.

The main left/right speaker is the
DM602, a two-way speaker with a
193/8 -inch -tall bass -reflex cabinet. It
uses a 7 -inch Kevlar cone woofer and
a 1 -inch aluminum -dome tweeter. The
woven Kevlar cone, which was devel-
oped by B&W for the Matrix and oth-
er speakers, is said to reduce cone res-
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onances that can muddy the sound.
Like all the 600 Series monitors, the
DM602 has sculpted edges on the
front baffle, rounded clamping rings
for each driver, and rounded edges on
the grilles, all to reduce edge diffrac-
tion. Flared cabinet ports control port
noise. B&W rates the speaker's low -
frequency limit as 52 Hz ±3 dB or 43
Hz ±6 dB.

The CC6 bass -reflex center speaker
uses a pair of 5 -inch Kevlar cones
flanking the same metal tweeter used in
the DM602. The 6 -inch -high by 173/4 -
inch -wide speaker uses the horizontal
topology popular today. It's rated to de-
liver bass down to 78 Hz ±3 dB.

Following the principle that it's
best to use similar drivers in
all channels, B&W has given

the DS6 dipolar surround speaker the
same 5 -inch Kevlar woofer found in
the CC6, mated with a pair of 3 -inch
paper midrange/tweeter cones. Among
the three test systems, the DS6 is the
only THX-certified surround speaker.
Its sealed cabinet is made of black (or
white) plastic and is designed to be
hung on a wall; the cabinet's shape,
with its protruding baffle and uneven
bottom, makes it a bit awkward for a
shelf or a stand.

The AS6 subwoofer, with its 12 -
inch, long -throw paper cone, has a 20 -
inch -tall cube -like cabinet vented with
two ports. Its built-in amplifier deliv-
ers 100 watts continuous power and
has a "soft -limiting" circuit to prevent
hard clipping. The low-pass crossover
is adjustable from 40 to 140 Hz, and a
high-pass filter for feeding satellites is
fixed at 80 Hz. Low -frequency re-
sponse is given as 30 Hz ±3 dB.

Except for the two plastic surround
speakers, all the B&W cabinets are
constructed from wood finished in
black -ash vinyl. Each has an attractive,
tough -looking black composite baffle
embossed with a nice honeycomb pat-
tern, as well as plastic snap -on grilles
wrapped in black fabric.

Cambridge SoundWorks
Ensemble System
Cambridge SoundWorks offers several
possible variations for home theater
systems. The one we tested is based
on the Ensemble, the company's top
stereo satellite/woofer system. With
a total package price of $1,930, it is
the least expensive of the three sur-
round -sound speaker suites chosen for
our shootout.

The Ensemble stereo speaker sys-

tem, which reproduces the main left
and right channels, is a four -box affair.
There are two 81/8 -inch -high satellites,
each having a 4 -inch midrange and a
13/4 -inch cone tweeter with an integral
5/8 -inch dome at its center. Two match-
ing main left/right woofer modules
each have an 8 -inch long -throw driver
mounted in a slender, internally braced
enclosure measuring 21 inches tall by
41/2 inches deep. Cambridge says the
woofer modules can be tucked away
almost anywhere, which allows plenty
of placement flexibility. I put them
against the side walls next to the satel-
lites, a position that usually enhances
bass performance.

The satellites have a two -position
midrange tone control that boosts fre-
quencies between 600 Hz and 12 kHz
by 2 dB in the "increase" position. A
three -position high -frequency control

offers a "normal" setting and either a
2 -dB boost or cut above 3 kHz. I used
the "normal" settings for both controls
in this installation.

The Center Channel Plus is unusu-
ally wide and slim even for a center
speaker, measuring just 4 inches high
and 25 inches wide; it can sit on the
TV set or directly below it with an
optional stand that supports the TV.
The speaker uses the 1 -3/4 -inch cone/
dome tweeter found in the Ensemble,
flanked by four horizontally placed 3 -
inch cone midranges.

The aptly named Surround has a di-
pole design that places a single 4 -inch
midrange on the face of each speaker
and a 3 1/2 -inch cone radiating from
each side of the cabinet. The Sur-
rounds are sold as a matched pair and
have left and right designations since
certain drivers in each speaker are

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS
ENSEMBLE
SYSTEM

1.112 MAIN: Ensemble dual satellite/
woofer system $600

CENTER: Center Channel Plus $230

SURROUND: Surround dipole
surround $400 pr

SUBWOOFER: Powered
$700

TOTAL SYSTEM COST $1.930

MANUFACTURER'S
SPECIFICATIONS

Li R MAIN: sensitivity (1W/Im), 85 dB;
impedance. 6 ohms; power handling.
200 watts; dimensions, 81/2 x 51/4 x 4 inches

(satellite, H x w x 13). 21 x 12
x 41/2 inches (woofer module, H x
W x D); weight. 41 pounds (satellite),
161/2 pounds (woofer module).

CENTER: impedance, 6 ohms; power
handling, 100 watts; dimensions,
4 x 25 x 65A inches (H x W x D); weight.
113/s pounds.

SURROUND: impedance. 6 ohms; power
handling. [IX) watts; dimensions, 81/2 x 51/4 x

51/4 inches (H x W x D); weight, 6 pounds.

SU BWOO FER: amplifier, 140 watts;
ditiletiYons. 27 x 151/2 x 12

inches (PI x W x 13); weight. 56 pounds.

WARRANTY: Seven years, parts and labor
(iv.,, sans tor the Powered
Subwoofer): 30 -day money -back guarantee.

MANUFACTURER: ( 'ambridge
SoundSsorks. Dept. SR, 311 Needham St..

Newton. MA 02164. Telephone for
direct sales. 1-800-367-4434.
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Listening Tests

1413 MAIN: S-85 monitor $695 pr

CENTER: S -85C center -channel
speaker $350

SURROUNDS: S-85 monitor $695 pr

SUBWOOFER: V-75 powered
subwoofer $625

TOTAL SYSTEM COST $2,365

MANUFACTURER'S
SPECIFICATIONS

Li R MAIN: frequency response,
87 Hz to 20 kHz ±2 dB; impedance,
4 ohms; power handling, 10 to 200 watts;
dimensions, 101/2 x 61/4 x 81/4 inches

(H x W x D); weight, 9 pounds.

CENTER: frequency response, 87 Hz to
20 kHz ±2 dB; impedance. 4 ohms;

power handling, 10 to 200 watts;

dimensions. 61/4 x 101/4 x 8'/4 inches

(H x W x D); weight. 9 pounds.

SURROUND: frequency response,
87 Hz to 20 kHz ±2 dB; impedance,
4 ohms; power handling. 10 to 200 watts;
dimensions, 101/2 x 61/4 x 81/4 inches

(H x W x 13); weight, 9 pounds.

SUBWOOFER: frequency response,
20 to 125 Hz ±3 dB; amplifier, 75 watts;
dimensions, 181/2 x 151/4 x 21 inches

(H x W x D); weight, 42 pounds.

WARRANTY: Five years (three years for
the V-75 powered subwoofer).

MANUFACTURER: M&K,
Dept. SR. 10391 Jefferson Blvd.,
Culver City. CA 90232.

phased differently. Each of the Sur-
rounds and Ensemble satellites has a
slot on the back of its cabinet that al-
lows it to be hung on the wall.

The Cambridge powered subwoofer
is designated - what else? - the
Powered Subwoofer. Unlike most
subs, which are cubic in shape, this
speaker is basically a larger version of
the rectangular woofer modules of the
Ensemble stereo speakers. The sealed
acoustic -suspension enclosure houses
a 12 -inch long -throw driver and a 140 -
watt amplifier with active equalization
intended to help the sub reach below
30 Hz (Cambridge does not publish
frequency -response specifications for
any of its speakers). Its selectable
crossover is adjustable for cutoff at
55, 80, 100, or 140 Hz. An optional
Slave Subwoofer (not used for this
test), which piggybacks on the Pow-
ered Subwoofer's amplifier but is oth-
erwise identical, costs $300. Connect-
ing it to the Powered Sub bumps the

amp's power output to 200 watts; the
combination is claimed to generate
more than 100 dB of below -30 -Hz
bass in a 3,000 -cubic -foot room.

The Ensemble satellites and the Sur-
rounds come in a tough charcoal -gray
Nextel finish, while the Ensemble
woofer modules, the Center Channel
Plus, and the Powered Subwoofer are
finished in black vinyl. The Ensemble
and the Surrounds can be ordered in
white as well. All speakers have fixed
wire grilles except the Center Channel
Plus, which uses a snap -on plastic
frame wrapped in fabric.

M&K 5-85 System
Miller & Kreisel, popularly known as
M&K, has a reputation for high -quali-
ty, no-nonsense speakers, and it was
building earth -shaking stand-alone sub -
woofers long before home theater be-
came fashionable. The company has
taken the identical -driver topology to
an extreme in this surround suite by

using exactly the same driver comple-
ment in all five basic channels. The
left/right main and surround duties
are all handled by identical S-85
monitors. The S -85C center -channel
speaker appears to be identical as
well, although the rear -panel label and
the grille logo have been rotated 90
degrees to accommodate laying the
speaker on its side.

The total suggested retail price for
the system, with a V-75 powered sub-
woofer, is $2,365. Even at that price, it
is the only setup among the three test
systems that has conventional front -
firing surround speakers.

The front cabinet faces of all the S-
85 speakers are angled by a little more
than 10 degrees from one side relative
to the other. The mains and surrounds
are placed with the faces of the speak-
ers angled in toward the main listen-
ing area. Similarly, the S -85C center
speaker can be placed either below or
above the TV set with the face aimed
at a centered listener. Each of these
101/2 -inch -tall speakers (or 61/4 -inch -
tall, for the center speaker) contains a
51/4 -inch polypropylene cone woofer
and a 1 -inch soft -dome tweeter. Fre-
quency response is rated at 87 Hz to
20 kHz ±2 dB.

The S-85 and S -85C also offer ad-
justable filtering and tonal balance. By
connecting the speaker cables to the
appropriate two binding posts (of four
that are on the back panel), the user
can select either full -range response or
low-cut filtering, and either "normal"
or "bright midrange timbre" tonal bal-
ance. Low-cut filtering rolls off the
bass below 80 Hz and can help keep
the woofer from being overtaxed by
very high -power amplifiers. On the S -
85C speaker, the built-in low-cut filter
allows you to run a Dolby surround -
sound processor in the Wide (full -
range) center -channel mode, rather
than the processor's Normal mode,
which is customarily used to restrict
the deep bass sent to small center -
channel speakers. M&K says this ar-
rangement is preferable because using
the processor's Normal center -channel
mode may negatively affect channel
separation between the left, center,
and right speakers.

Similarly, listeners can select the
"bright midrange timbre" tonal bal-
ance to help optimize the sound in
highly absorptive rooms or when the
speakers are mounted on or near room
surfaces. The tonal -balance settings
can also be used to gain a closer match
with non-M&K speakers. In our test
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Listening Tests
Audiophile Listening -Panel Results
All scores are on a scale of -5 to +5, relative to a high -quality two -channel
satellite/subwoofer system assigned a value of 0. Numbers are the
average score from all listeners, with lowest and highest scores given by
any panelist shown in parentheses.

TIMBRAL
ACCURACY/
SPECTRAL
BALANCE

AMBIENCE
REPRODUCTION LOCALIZATION

B&W 1.7 (0.7, 2.4) 1.7 (1.2, 2.0) 2.1 (2.0, 2.4)

CAMBRIDGE -0.2 (-1.0, 1.5) 0.3 (-0.3, 1.3) 0.5 (-0.7,1.3)

M&K 1.1 (0, 1.7) 2.1 (2.0, 2.2) 1.3 (1.0, 2.8)

system, I used the "normal" tonal set-
ting for all the S-85 speakers, and the
low-cut filtering option for the center
and surround channels.

The V-75 subwoofer has a I2 -inch
long -throw driver and a 75 -watt ampli-
fier in a fairly tidy 181/2 -inch -tall box.
The amp features a proprietary "Active
Headroom H Maximizer" circuit that
is said to provide full output from the
amp and wide dynamics without clip-
ping. The low-pass crossover is con-
tinuously variable from 50 to 125 Hz,
and a fixed high-pass for satellites is
set at 80 Hz. The low -frequency limit
in an "average room" is given as 20
Hz ±3 dB.

The cabinets of the satellites, the
center speaker, and the subwoofer are
very sturdy and have a black -lacquer
bead finish and fabric -wrapped parti-
cleboard grilles. These speakers look
like they could be tossed down several
flights of stairs with no ill effect.

Test Results
Several interesting observations can be
made from the results of the listen-
ing tests. First, the B&W, Cambridge
SoundWorks, and M&K systems were
pretty evenly matched in overall per-
formance, both to one another and to
the stereo anchor system. With the
scores from all listeners averaged (see
table at top of page), the largest devia-
tion from the anchor by any system for
any of the sonic criteria was just 2.1
points of an allowable ±5 points. Nev-
ertheless, the range of scores from all
panelists for any system and criterion
(given in parentheses) indicates that
there were significant differences of
opinion in some areas.

Another general observation is that
a lower score for timbral accuracy/
spectral balance was reflected in lower
scores for ambience reproduction and
localization. It seems that timbral ac-

curacy and spectral balance are still the
touchstones for loudspeaker design.

Finally, the surround systems'
scores for all sonic criteria in-
creased for listeners located

away from the sweet spot (see "Sur-
round vs. Stereo?," page 76). A higher
score doesn't mean that a given sur-
round system sounded better off -axis
than it did from the sweet spot. What
it does mean is that, as a listener
moved off -center, the difference be-
tween the stereo pair and the surround
system became greater because the
sound of the stereo anchor deteriorat-
ed more markedly. In other words, the
anchor was simply unable to retain its

noted the "excellent small details,"
while yet another said the system had
"more air and more energy at the fre-
quency extremes" than the stereo an-
chor system. One more panelist called
the B&W system "smooth, natural,
and detailed."

The M&K system, meanwhile, was
also cited for having "greater frequency
extremes," "clearer vocals," and "more
sense of air" than the anchor. But one
panelist also found the M&K "a mite
too sizzly," and another thought it
"clean, but too bright."

The panelists were generally critical
of the Cambridge SoundWorks En-
semble test system's timbral accuracy/
spectral balance. One listener found
the system "dry" and "lacking in in-
volvement," while another panelist
thought it was "a little harsh." Still an-
other heard what he thought were
"honky mids" and "dull treble."

Ambience Reproduction
and Localization
Ambience reproduction and localiza-
tion are distinctly different but related
characteristics of a surround -sound
system. Just as the front soundstage of
a two -channel stereo setup has width,
height, and depth, the quality of any
surround system can be judged in
terms of the completeness of its front -
to -back ambient coverage as well as

Subwoofer Dynamics
Sound -pressure level with less than 10%THD.

B&W

CAMBRIDGE

M&K

ANCHOR

SPL AT 25 Hz

86 dB

95 dB

90 dB

91 dB

MAX. SPL/Hz

99.8 dB/50

104.2 dB/31.5

103.9 dB/50

102.3 dB/50

AVG. SPL
25-50 Hz

94.2 dB

99 dB

98.1 dB

94.3 dB

quality of image and timbral accuracy
in off -axis locations as well as the sur-
round format. Surround's allure of bet-
ter sound for a wider audience seems
to be well grounded in fact.

Timbral Accuracy/
Spectral Balance
In the critical areas of timbral accura-
cy and spectral balance, the B&W 600
Series system was the winner, beating
the runner-up, the M&K S-85 system,
by 0.6 point. One panelist noted the
B&W system's "great balance," "rock -
solid bass," and "best vocals." Another

its accuracy in placing and tracking
sounds in that sound field.

A good surround system provides a
spacious and even ambient sound
field, with the back timbrally matched
to the front, and it should make you
feel as though you are, say, in the mid-
dle of a big meadow being portrayed
on the screen or inside a stadium full
of U2 fans. This is hard to do well,
and with lesser systems you will no-
tice tell -tale gaps or unevenness in the
sound field. A good system also tracks
and places sounds with spatial and di-
rectional accuracy. In a lesser system,
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Musical truth.

Within seconds you've stepped into a total sound picture.

You leave your role as a spectator and without realiz ng it you

tecome a participant. The speakers disappear as a seamless

soundstage envelopes your every emotion. Now you're a

featured performer.

See your Energy dealer today. And audition

4iur new lineup of Surround Sound

Systems. Magnificent depth and impact.

Welcome to the real world.

Energy Surround Sound Systems
CIRCLE NO. 29 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Sound as a performance art.



Listening Tests
sounds may drop out unexpectedly,
jump from the front to the surrounds,
or even change direction unnaturally.

Only if a system handles both ambi-
ence reproduction and localization
correctly can you achieve the "you are
there" feeling that lets you forget
you're listening to electronic equip-
ment and immerses you in the pro-
gram. Hence, it's helpful to look at
these criteria together.

The listening panel slightly fa-
vored the M&K system in
these areas, scoring it the best

for ambience reproduction and close
behind the B&W system for localiza-

tion. One of the panelists described the
M&K's "good image across the front
and good depth," called it "open and
spacious," and said "I felt like I was
there" at the U2 concert "with the
crowd all around me." In terms of lo-
calization, another noted the M&K's
"good center image on vocals and dia-
logue." One panelist heard "good
placement of off -center and off -screen
sounds" with the M&K, and another
found that jets "flew straight" in movie
effects. The same panelist, who was
sitting in one of the wing seats, noted
"only a little near -side buildup and mi-
nor effect -jumping."

As noted, the B&W system also per -

A Family Affair
nlike the typical audiophile music system that tends to be a hobby for
one person, a home theater system is a family affair that sees a lot

of traffic from everyone in the household. Nevertheless, when it comes time to
upgrade from a two -channel system to surround sound, it's usually the
family audiophile who goes out to do the shopping. But sound can be a very
subjective thing. Should the audiophile assume that the system he brings
home will satisfy the whole family?

Hoping to answer that question, I invited a panel of "average consumers"
to evaluate, under identical conditions, the same surround speaker
systems reviewed by the audiophile listening panel.This ersatz "family" of
six listeners included four women ranging in age from 18 through
mid -40's and two men ages 17 and 36. While they received the same training
session and dry run as the audiophiles, none had any previous experience
evaluating speakers or more than passing exposure to home theater.

As their scoring indicates, the "family" panel agreed with the audiophile
panel that the B&W 600 Series system had the best timbral accuracy/spectral
balance and also rated it highly for both ambience reproduction and
localization. But these consumers rated the Cambridge SoundWorks
Ensemble test system right up there with the others - in fact, preferring it
over the M&K S-85 system, which they rated not much better than the
stereo anchor system for timbral accuracy/spectral balance and placed last
for ambience reproduction.

Why? It's impossible to draw any conclusions from the limited comments
written on the score sheets. But what is clear is that the consumer scores
are less extreme than those of the audiophiles, suggesting the "family" panel
may have heard fewer differences between the stereo anchor and the
surround test systems - or they may have simply been less enthusiastic
about the good sound they heard and less critical of any faults. Put another
way, the numbers bear out that career audiophiles are simply more
opinionated about sound than average consumers. -T.N.

"Family" Listening -Panel Results
All scores are on a scale of -5 to +5, relative to a high -quality two -channel
satellite/subwoofer system assigned a value of 0. Numbers are the
average score from all listeners, with lowest and highest scores given by any
panelist shown in parentheses.

TIMBRAL
ACCURACY/
SPECTRAL AMBIENCE
BALANCE REPRODUCTION LOCALIZATION

B&W 1.2 (0.8,1.8) 1.1 (0.6, 1.3) 1.3 (1.0, 1.7)

CAMBRIDGE 1.1 (0.4, 2.1) 1.1 (0.7, 1.7) 1.5 (0.8, 2.0)

M&K 0.2 (-2.0, 1.5) 0.8 (-1.3, 2.7) 1.3 (-0.3, 2.2)

formed well in these areas. A listener
observed its "very open and natural,
wide, spacious, and deep" sound field,
while another said that, compared with
the stereo anchor system, it had a
"much wider and deeper soundstage."
On localization, where the B&W sur-
round suite edged out the M&K, a
panelist described how in one movie
scene a jet "goes right through me
with no hesitation," and another said
there was "excellent localization, es-
pecially in front."

The Cambridge SoundWorks sys-
tem, while judged to be better for am-
bience reproduction and localization
than the anchor, came in well behind
the other test systems. One panelist
noted an unnatural "jump on the fly-
by" during a movie jet effect.

Subwoofer Dynamics
If the Cambridge system fell behind
the others in the listening tests, it blew
them away on dynamics, as it clearly
had the best subwoofer of the pack
(see table on page 72). While all the
systems delivered 25 Hz with less
than 10% distortion, the Cambridge
played significantly louder at lower
frequencies. The M&K sub was next,
with decent if not spectacular perfor-
mance, and the B&W sub trailed it by
several decibels.

Some general comments about the
three subwoofers: Because they are
designed with enough gain to allow
setup with either line- or speaker -level
inputs, the subs all tended to hum
when set to higher volume levels.
They also tended to telegraph their lo-
cation with mechanical noises or dis-
tortion when pushed to the limits.
Several panelists noted the effect as an
overall limitation without regard to
any specific system.

Conclusions
Declaring a winner of this surround
shootout is a little more complex than
simply averaging the scores for each
system in the different areas rated and
giving the nod to the highest score.
For one thing, most audiophiles would
agree that timbral accuracy/spectral
balance should carry more weight
than the other two categories. The
measurements for subwoofer dynam-
ics that were conducted outside the
subjective listening tests must also
be taken into account, as should the
price/value equation.

Given all these considerations, the
B&W 600 Series system is the win-
ner. It was the favorite in the impor-
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Our reputation stands behind it.
The Bose°° Wave radio is no ordinary

radio. Behind it stands a 30 -year repu-

tation for building superior music
systems and speakers that produce full,

rich sound. But how do you get Bose

quality sound from a small radio?

Technology that
redefines radio.

The solution is our patented acoustic

waveguide speaker technology. This

technology is so advanced, it earned
its creators the prestigious "Inventor
of the Year" award. Much as a flute
strengthens a breath of air to fill an

entire concert hall, the waveguide
produces room -filling sound from
a small enclosure.

Even the critics were impressed.

Popular Science called the Wave
radio a "sonic marvel." Radio World

called it "... a genuine breakthrough
in improved sound quality." Turn it
on and listen for yourself - you'll
understand why many owners actually

use their Wave radio as their primary

music system. Yet the Wave radio mea-

sures just 4.5" H x 14"W x 8" D, small

enough to fit on a kitchen counter, bed-

room nightstand, almost anywhere.

Remote -controlled
convenience.

The easy -to -use Wave radio comes with

a credit card -sized remote control that

lets you operate the radio from across

a room. You can pre-set six AM and

six FM stations and switch between
them at the touch of a button.

Or listen to your favorite recordings by

connecting the radio to your CD or
cassette player, TV, or VCR. There's

even a dual alarm feature.

Call now and
make six interest -free

payments.
The Wave radio is available for $349

directly from Bose, the most respected

name in sound. And now our install-
ment payment plan lets you make six

monthly payments, interest free. For

information and to learn about our in -

home trial and satisfaction guarantee,

call 1-800-845-BOSE, ext. R2855,
or return the coupon.

So put a Wave radio in front of you.

And hear all that stands behind it.

Call 1-800-845-BOSE,
..1%. l .1.ILLFLY,/ ...) 

Mr./Mrs./Ms.
Name (Please Print)

Address

City State Zip

( )

Daytime Telephone

( )

Evening Telephone

Mail to: Bose Corporation, Dept. CDD-R2855,

The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701-9168,

or fax to 1-508-485-4577.

_HOME"
Better sound ttrough research

()1996 Bose .orporanon. Cosered lo patent rights issued and/or pending.

Installment pa).-nent plan oixiiin is not to he Linnhined oath ans other otters Prue

and/or paymerr plan arc whiter to change without incur.



Listening Tests

Surround vs. Stereo?
s stereo in fact dead? It's a question often asked in this new era of
multichannel home theater, even in the pages of this magazine. And it is

likely to be an unsettling question for some readers.
Interestingly, the average age of my audiophile listening panel was 45 years

old. My suspicion is that many hi-fi enthusiasts became interested in audio
during the Golden Age of Stereo in the 1960's, '70's, and early '80's and
are still psychologically married to two -channel stereo. Indeed, I often see
friends tenaciously clinging to stereo as somehow being more "natural."
At least two of my panelists held this belief prior to these listening sessions.

Afterward, however, everyone who participated on the audiophile
and "family" panels agreed that the differences between the surround test
systems were far less dramatic than the difference between the stereo
anchor and the test systems, and even reticent audiophiles seemed
to become surround -sound converts. The message: If you are not already
listening to multichannel surround, you will most likely be happier with
a surround system - at least, any of the systems tested - than you are now
with your two -channel stereo setup.

The scores also confirmed that surround systems of roughly similar cost
($1,930 to $2,365) were generally superior to a high -quality two -channel
system ($1,750) in virtually every respect. And the average scores for all the
systems accumulated by listening position (see table below) dramatically
show that the surround systems not only provided better sound but did so for
more than one person at a time.

Most people don't know (or have long forgotten) that when stereo was first
demonstrated at Bell Labs, it was a three -channel format. Speakers for left,
center, and right channels were found to be the smallest practical number that
could provide acceptable front imaging. Stereo was ultimately developed in
two channels mainly because the most practical media at the time -
LP records - could support only two channels, not because two -channel
reproduction was optimal.

But that has changed. While most music is still released in two channels,
playing stereo recordings through an audiophile -quality surround processor
set to an enhanced ambience mode, or even to Dolby Pro Logic, is a viable,
even preferred, option to listening to two speakers. In any event, having a
surround system gives you the option of using whatever reproduction method
you prefer for any source. Best of all, it allows you to enjoy a whole
genre of multichannel music. More and more surround -encoded music
CD's are being released all the time. And I should warn you that when you add
in a video monitor for true home theater, you'll find literally hundreds
of opera, classical, jazz, and popular performances now available on VHS
tape and laserdisc. - T.N.

Surround vs. Stereo:
Analysis by Listening Position

All scores are on a scale of -5 to +5, relative to a high -quality two -channel
satellite/subwoofer system assigned a value of 0. Numbers are the
average performance by listening position for all three surround test systems,
as recorded by all listeners. Note that higher scores for off -axis listening
positions do not indicate better sound, but rather that the surround systems,
relative to the stereo anchor, were better at maintaining their timbral
accuracy/spectral balance, ambience reproduction, and localization away
from the sweet spot.

TIMBRAL
ACCURACY!
SPECTRAL AMBIENCE
BALANCE REPRODUCTION LOCALIZATION

SWEET SPOT 0.5 1.0 1.1

OFF -CENTER 0.7 0.7 1.3

WING SEATS 1.7 1.8 2.0

tant area of timbral accuracy/spectral
balance, edged out the competition in
localization, and performed respect-
ably in ambience reproduction. In oth-
er words, it was the most tonally accu-
rate system with excellent spatial per-
formance. and its median $2,199 price
tag suggests good value.

Second place goes to the compact
M&K S-85 system. which performed
well, was the most rugged, and took
up the least amount of space. But it al-
so costs more than the others, and
though the listeners rated it favorably
for ambience reproduction and local-
ization, many similarly priced systems
have dipole surrounds.

The Cambridge SoundWorks En-
semble test system takes third place
on the basis of its scores in the lis-
tening trials. Nonetheless, it was still
nearly equal to the excellent stereo
anchor system for timbral accuracy/
spectral balance, and it was preferred
to the anchor in ambience reproduc-
tion and localization. It had the best
subwoofer in the test group by a fair
margin and was also the least expen-
sive system, costing $435 less than the
M&K setup and $269 less than the
B&W. And it should be noted that an-
other listening panel brought in to
hear the systems (see "A Family Af-
fair,- page 74) rated the Cambridge
considerably better than did our panel
of audiophiles.

Afew closing notes about shop-
ping for a surround -sound sys-
tem. All the panelists agreed

that differentiating these systems was
much easier with movies like Clear
and Present Danger, which have big
contrasts in the types of sound fields
portrayed from scene to scene, highly
dynamic material that taxes surround -
system limits, and plenty of moving
sounds. Before you start shopping, fa-
miliarize yourself with scenes from a
favorite movie.

When auditioning a surround sys-
tem. it may also be a good idea to ask
the salesman to turn down the sub -
woofer so that you can avoid being
distracted by bombastics and other
special effects while you're trying to
get a feel for how the system sounds.
Most dealers will crank the subwoofer
anywhere from 3 to 6 dB relative to
the midrange for demonstration pur-
poses, and that's probably how you'll
prefer it in your home. But unless
you're testing dynamics. that's not al-
ways the best way to conduct your
own in-store surround shootout.
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In our never ending quest for

reproducing the fine quality of a

live performance, we took our award

winning and critically acclaimed

GCD-600 and made it a bit, actually

four bits, better.

We added the latest Burr Brown

20 -bit ladder -type D/A converter -

the same one used in our GDA-700

separate Digital -to -Analog converter. The result is

a level of sonic performance usually reserved for stand

alone D/A converters and C/D transports.

But that's not all we did. To achieve the lowest

levels of noise and distortion, our GCD-700's analog

section features the same Class A amplifiers we use in

our top -of -the -line GFP-565 preamplifier.

The GCD-700 also boasts a superior power supply

Introducing
Adcom's

GCD-700
CD player.

with two transformers. One for

the analog section and one for

the digital section, each housed on

separate circuit board assemblies

to eliminate EMI and RF interference.

By now you're probably asking

yourself, "How good

does it really sound?"

Let your ears be the

judge. Visit your Adcom dealer for a

demonstration of this remarkable new

player. You'll discover that the new

GCD-700 sounds exceptional and is

sensibly priced. What else would you

expect from a component that is every

bit pure Adcom?

ADCOM®
details you can hear

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130  Distributed in Canada by Pro Acoustics, Inc. Montreal, Quebec (514) 344-1226 © 1995 ADCOM
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for price/value in Inside Track
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in the past year
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in the past year
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paradigm's state-of-the-art R&D
and superior component technology

produces speakers that offer the ultimate in

high performance sound for both music and home theater. And, when is comes to value,

Paradigm is second to none! Visit your nearest AUTHORIZED PARADIGM DEALER and listen to
any of these sensational systems today!
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gets you tiis stunning

home theater system consisting of:

Mini-Mk3, CC -300, ADP- 150, and PS- 1000 .
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BY THOMAS YOUNG
lose your eyes and travel back in

time to your high-school days.
Remember those round, perforat-

ed speakers mounted high over-
head that crackled out the princi-

pal's morning address? Well, back then that was

the primary application for "in -wall" speakers:

high -volume, low -fidelity sound reinforcement.

You can open your eyes now.

Today things are different. Sure, in -wall speak-

ers are still used for sound reinforcement, but a

new category of high-performance in -walls has

evolved, providing the foundation for "unobtru-

sive audio" design.

Such design addresses the common desire to

minimize the visibility of audio equipment in the

home and simplify its usage. The problem is that

traditional components, such as rack electronics

and, especially, speakers, tend to dominate a
room. That may not be an issue for the family au-

diophile, but it can be for members of the house-

hold who have different aesthetic sensibilities or

different space priorities.

Manufacturers have responded to this conflict

by producing "architectural" or "designer" audio

equipment that can be built right into the struc-

Choosing and

using in -wall

loudspeakers

for music and

movies
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The Sonance T2000 ($275 a pair)

features a 6' 2 -inch woofer and a 5u -inch,
pivoting tweeter that can be aimed
at the listening area.

Circular speakers may be better for ceiling installation than
rectangular in-walls.The Boston Acoustics Model 335
($250 a pair), with a 5' 4 -inch copolymer woofer and a ,,4 -inch

dome coaxial tweeter, mounts in a 634 -inch hole.

Triad's THX-certdied Inwatl Gold'10 LCR
($1,100 each) has two 6',2 -inch woofers and a
1 -inch fabric dome tweeter with a dispersion
lens - all mounted on a pivoting baffle.

ture of a house or apartment so that
it's effectively out of sight. In the case
of speakers, this usually means "hid-
ing" them in the walls, ceilings. or
floors.

Why In -Walls?
In -wall speakers are offered by a large
number of manufacturers in a plethora
of designs and styles, many intended
for specific applications - including
home theater. They can be used almost
anywhere music reproduction is de-
sired, but a great many of them wind
up in kitchens, dining rooms, bed-
rooms, home offices, and other loca-
tions where people use them for back-
ground music. In these settings, tradi-
tional audiophile criteria - such as
smooth frequency response, accurate
imaging, and high power -handling ca-
pability - might not be top -priority
considerations.

But those of us who turn to in -wall
speakers for use in a primary audio

system or home the-
ater demand high
performance in all
of those areas. Actu-
ally, what we really
want is to have the
attributes of good
freestanding speak-
ers without having
to fill a room with
boxes and wires. And
in -wall speakers are
uniquely suited to
deliver just that.

Of course, many
enthusiasts harbor

the opinion that in -walls are poor
cousins of their freestanding counter-
parts. After all, if one of the most im-
portant elements of a speaker is its
cabinet design, how could a bunch of
open -backed drivers stuffed into a wall
sound any good? In reality, there is
some truth to this argument, but the
situation is not quite so simple. Like
other audio components, in -wall speak-
ers have advantages and disadvantages.
Nonetheless, when they're properly
made and installed, with some atten-
tion to system and room design, they
can provide excellent sound quality.

One disadvantage of installing an
open -back speaker in a wall is that
you don't really know how it's going
to sound until it's in place. In other
words, it is difficult to control the per-
formance of a speaker when the size
and resonance of its enclosure, in this
case a cavity behind the wall, are
largely unknown. Most manufacturers

of in -wall speakers compensate for
this by using drivers that have special
characteristics, like stiff suspension or
reduced voice -coil travel. A few others
have chosen simply to offer in -wall
speakers with integral sealed enclo-
sures. The difference in sound? It de-
pends on the manufacturer and the
speaker. We suggest that you listen to
both types of speaker before you buy.

It should also be noted that in -wall
speakers differ from freestanding
models in another significant way: You
can't move in -walls around in the
room to fine-tune their response the
way you can reposition conventional
speakers. Once the speakers are in the
wall, there's no experimenting with
location.

Advantages? Sure. Besides being
unobtrusive, in -wall speakers are rela-
tively free of "edge -diffraction distor-
tion," a form of coloration that occurs
when the sound coming from a speak-
er is diffracted by the edges of its cabi-
net. Since in -walls have no cabinet
edges to speak of, this distortion is
greatly reduced.

In -Wall Variations
The standard in -wall speaker is a rela-
tively simple affair. It consists of a
baffle or plate that holds the drivers
and crossover, a frame, and a painted
metal grille. The whole assembly is
designed to be securely mounted in a
hole cut in the wall or, if the room is
under construction, on a frame that
is fastened to the wall studs. The actu-
al mounting technique differs accord-
ing to the manufacturer, but generally
in -walls are either clamped directly to
the back side of the wall surface or
mounted on a frame or brackets se-
cured to the wall studs.

Most in -wall speakers are two-way
systems that use conventional cone
and dome drivers, with a single woof-
er for bass and midrange frequencies
and a tweeter for the highs. Dividing
the signal is a passive crossover that
can be as basic as a single capacitor or
as complex as the intricate multipole
designs in expensive freestanding
speakers.

As noted, a smaller number of in -
wall speakers have been designed with
an integral "back box" that essentially
gives the speaker an acoustically
sealed enclosure. Companies such as
Cambridge SoundWorks, RBH Sound,
and Triad offer sealed in -wall speak-
ers. Taking this design approach a lit-
tle further, In -Wall Audio makes a line
of in -wall speakers that are not only
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In -wall speakers, like this Boston Acoustics Model 381 ($500 a pair),
are usually installed one of two ways. For existing walls, mounting tabs
behind the baffle (or, In this case, a mounting frame) can be tightened

designed to perform like large, free-
standing speakers, but almost look like
conventional towers or bookshelf
speakers. These tall but narrow rectan-
gular speakers are installed between
the wall studs and are thus completely
enclosed by the finished walls.

any manufacturers offer in -
wall subwoofers for bass re-
production. Most are stan-
dard open -back designs with

one large driver and a low-pass cross-
over that limits the input signal to just
the bass frequencies. Audio Electronics
Systems, or AES (a speaker company
based in Marblehead, Massachusetts,
not the Audio Engineering Society),
offers a nice variation: a dual -voice -
coil woofer that accepts signals for
both the right and left channels. An-
other subwoofer variation is offered by
MTX with its "in -floor" speakers. The
FS8A ($240) and the FS1OA ($200)
are designed for placement in the floor
(or low on a wall) and fire through a
thin, unobtrusive grille.

Some in -walls feature pivoting tweet-
ers. Since high frequencies are more
directional than lower frequencies,
these speakers allow the installer to
optimize the tweeter's radiation pat-
tern by aiming it toward the main lis-
tening area. AES, Apogee, Martin -
Logan, MTX, Parasound, Sonance,
and Triad are a few companies that
make in -wall speakers with adjustable
tweeters. Another option for the dis-
criminating listener is high-perfor-
mance ribbon tweeters, available in in -
wall models from Infinity, a/d/s/, Apo-
gee, and Martin -Logan.

In -wall dipole surround speakers
are also becoming a popular option
for home -theater applications. These
speakers fit into frames mounted in the
wall, protruding just a few inches so
that the drivers can fire in opposite di-
rections. Only a handful of companies

from the front to hold the speaker in place (photos 1 and 2). For
installation in new construction, an optional bracket that
mounts directly to the studs is available (photos 3 through 5).

make these at the present time. Triad
offers an in -wall version of its TUX -
certified OnWall Silver dipole speaker
($1,000 each), and Snell Acoustics has
the SUR800 ($1,399 each). A more af-
fordable but still audiophile -quality al-
ternative is the Atlantic Technology
254.1SR surround speaker ($399 a
pair), which can be mounted either in
or on a wall.

One other variety of in -wall speaker
is intended for that very special place
in the home where we could all use
some good music once in a while, but
where, unfortunately, most speakers
dare not tread. Everyone knows that
bathrooms are frequently clouded with
steam, so they're an inappropriate
place for audio gear, right? Well, not
absolutely. Some manufacturers, in-
cluding N.E.A.R. and MTX, now offer
in -wall speakers that thrive in humid

environments; they can even be put
right in the shower stall. How's that
for singin' in the rain?

Positioning In -Walls
The placement of any speaker, wheth-
er freestanding or in -wall, can affect
the quality of sound in the listening
environment. And, as we mentioned
before, the ability to experiment with
placement of in -wall speakers is limit-
ed. So you'll want to get it right the
first time around.

If you are installing in -wall speakers
in a room primarily for background
music, their location can be driven by
aesthetic criteria. Still, you may want
to consider a few basic rules of thumb
to optimize the quality of their sound.

First, if you can, place the speakers
somewhere around ear level or slightly
higher. It is best for the listeners to re -

Speaker placement is critical for in -wall home theaters. A typical arrangement finds the
main left and right speakers flanking the screen. with the cer ter speaker above or below it
and the surrounds placed to the sides and high above the listening area. Freestanding
or in -wall in -floor subwoofers can often be placed in corners
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pilot hole
snake

exploration hole --'

Once you've chosen the location for an in -wall speaker. drill an
exploration hole and probe the wall cavity with an electrician's snake.
If the space is clear of obstructions, the cutout can be drawn and
pilot holes drilled to facilitate a keyhole saw (left, and Step 3 in text).
To run a speaker wire from below. drill a hole in the appropriate

. .

4:0(1,::410
v;44-';*',

Hidden behind the grille of Parasound's
CS S250A ($149 a pair) are a 5''4 -inch woofer
and a 1 -inch dome tweeter. The speaker
measures 7'/ x 11 inches.

Its shallow cabinet permits the Atlantic
Technology Model 254.1SR dipole surround
speaker ($399 a pair) to be recessed
in a wall using an optional kit.

mounting clamps,

speaker wire

"1111411
\ tightening screw

stud and carefully maneuver the snake to the cutout.
Then, attach the speaker wire to the bottom end of the snake with
electrician's tape and have a helper pull it out from above
(center. Step 6 in text). Finally, connect the wire to the speaker
and mount it to the wall (right. Step 7 in text).

ceive a substantial proportion of the
sound directly from the speaker, as
opposed to sound reflected off room
surfaces. Second, try to keep the
speaker away from perpendicular
walls. If you put a speaker near an
acoustically reflective surface, the
sound bouncing off the wall can in-
terfere with the directly radiated sound
waves, causing wave cancellations that
could degrade the sound quality. Fi-
nally, you can optimize the stereo ef-
fect by positioning the speakers sym-
metrically in the room.

Unlike placing in -wall speakers for
background music, placing them for a
primary audio system or home theater
is quite critical, especially if you're
building an A/V system that complies
with THX specifications.

For the front, it's ideal to have left,
center, and right speakers of the same
type aligned horizontally along a line
through the middle of the video im-
age. Unfortunately, this arrangement is
not possible in most home theaters be-
cause the center speaker would have to
go right smack in the middle of the
picture. For those building high -end
home theaters with front projectors,
several manufacturers do offer perfo-
rated, acoustically transparent screens
that allow a speaker to be placed be-
hind the picture. But for the rest of us,
the default position is to flank the tele-
vision or video screen with the left and
right speakers and to install the center
speaker either above or below it.

There are several schools of thought
about the type and placement of sur-
round speakers, but the most popular
approach is to have them flanking the
audience seating area well above the

listeners' ear level. (Tom Nousaine's
article on surround -speaker placement
in the April STEREO REVIEW explored
this subject in depth.)

Doing It Yourself
Audio manufacturers generally design
their in -wall speakers for easy mount-
ing in both new construction and exist-
ing structures. The mounting part of
the job is well within the realm of the
average do-it-yourselfer.

The challenging part, however, is
not the speaker mounting but the re-
quired preparation. Preliminary prep
work varies greatly depending on the
building structure and on whether you
are installing the system in a new
building as it is being constructed or in
an existing building.

The major advantage of installing
in -wall speakers during the construc-
tion phase is that you can "prewire"
the speaker cables into the walls. That
saves an enormous amount of time
compared with snaking cables through
the structure after it's been built. The
general prewiring method starts with
visiting the site just after the framing
is completed and deciding roughly
where you want the speakers to be
mounted in each room. From the spot
where you plan to put your audio
equipment, you can then snake the
speaker wire along the inside of the
wall to the spot where the speaker is to
be mounted, passing the cables as you
go through holes you've drilled in the
center of the studs.

The cavity behind the wall between
any two studs is called a stud bay, and
most installers let a long piece of
speaker wire hang down free from the
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top of each bay where a speaker is to
be mounted. The length guarantees
flexibility in choosing the final speaker
location once the walls are completed.
Also, drawing a map of the room indi-
cating the distances from the wires to
the nearest reference walls makes find-
ing your buried wires (and studs)
much easier when you come back later
to install the speakers.

The process of installing in -wall
speakers in an existing building can
range from being a simple exercise,
not much worse than in a new build-
ing, to a great deal of work. You may
want to assess the work involved if
you plan to install speakers in an older
house. In particular, if the structure
you're retrofitting is less than fifty
years old, the walls will most likely be
made from gypsum -based wallboard,
which is easy to cut with a drill and a
keyhole saw. But if the house is older,
you may find plaster -and -lath wall
construction. Cutting a hole in this
material is tricky because it is often
old and dry, so it may crumble when
you cut through it. Either way, remem-
ber that professional installers do this
kind of work all the time and know all
the shortcuts and tricks of the trade. If
you proceed carefully, you can proba-
bly achieve the same results, but it will
take you more time than a pro.

Step -by -Step Installation
It's useful to follow a typical in -wall
speaker installation from start to fin-
ish. In our example we're installing an
in -wall speaker in a
first -floor room and
snaking the wires up
from the basement.
There are more com-
plex variations, of
course. Each situation
is different depending
on where the audio
electronics are locat-
ed, whether the room
is situated on the
ground floor or on an
upper floor, whe- Cher
there is easy access
from above or below
the room, and certain
other factors. But the
steps of a basic installation will give
you an idea of what's involved.

sioDecide where you want the
speakers. As noted, placement is dic-
tated by whether the speakers are for
background audio or for primary lis-
tening or home -theater use.

ln-wails can

render superb

sound quality

Jurassic Couch
I N CASE you missed it. a new type of sound -reproduction device is
beginning to show up in the home: the "tactile 7ransducer." These devices, which are
used in commercial flight simulators to impart motion cues. are now being used to
generate low -frequency tactile sensations in home theater.

Tom Fenner of Clark Synthes s. a Littleton. Colorado. manufacturer of tactile
transducers. explains that "with a conventional home -theater system, when
you watch the tyrannosaurus in Jurassic Park stomp into view you miss the very
important tactile impact of this huge animal as it approaches you. Sure. you

The Clark Synthesis Model 329F
tactile transducer can be installed on
a board between the floor joists
of a room to deliver tactile sensations
to home -theater viewers above.

can turn up your subwoofer vol .me and rattle the whole room. But with a tactile
system the effect is more natural: you can listen to the film's soundtrack at normal
volumes and still feel the footsteps. -

The feeling Fenner refers to comes from the direct stimulation of seating surfaces
and the floor via low -frequency tactile drivers. They are
typically Dotted directly to the wooden frames of couches and
seats and are driven by dedicated amplifiers. For the ultimate
tactile home -theater system, you can actually attach them
directly to the floor joists underneath the room. The
more powerful tactile transducers are often configured that
way, and they guarantee a very palpable feeling whenever
dinosaurs and other large creatures lurk around your room.

Tactile transducers are manufactured by just a handful of
companies. RBH Sound of Layton. Utah. makes one called the
FX-80 Subsonic Transducer that can be attached directly to
your cha r or couch: it's available alone ($149 each) or in kits
of two or four transducers with an amplifier (S599 and S899.
respectively). Aura Systems in El Segundo. California, offers
its Bass Shaker (S239 a pair) in a complete kit with two
transducers, a power amplifier, cables, and mounting
instructions ($329): the car audio manufacturer Alpine sells a
similar transducer called the Bass Engine (S260 a pair with

an outboard level control). Finally, for the discriminating home -theater owner. Clark
Synthesis will begin offering its Model 329F high-performance transducer this
fall. Shaped like an 8 -inch -diameter flying saucer, the unit will be sold separately
(about $500) or in kits of either one or two transducers with a matching
amplifier ($900 and $1.400, respectively). And if you're after the ultimate experience.
the company offers special floor panels that pass more tactile energy than
traditional hardwood flooring. - V.
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The Vortex ($1.095 a pair) from In -Wall Audio
uses a 36 -inch -tall and 3' 2 -inch -deep

sealed enclosure for performance similar to
that of a conventional speaker.

Draw a map to

help find your

buried wires

MT)Cs FS10A subwoofer (5280). with a
10 -inch driver in a 27' .'-inch-long

cabinet frame, installs in a floor. Frequency
response is rated 40 to 100 Hz ±3 dB.

Step 2 Find out what's behind the
wall where the speakers are to be lo-
cated. The standard method employed
by custom -installation professionals is
to tap horizontally across the wall sur-
face and listen for the dull thud that
indicates the presence of a stud. You
can also use an electronic stud finder.
Once you have the approximate loca-
tion of the studs, drill a 1/2 -inch explo-
ration hole halfway between the studs,
being careful to stop as soon as the
drill perforates the wall. This hole al-
lows you to insert a metal electrician's
snake into the wall cavity and verify
where the studs are located by probing
around. (Electrician's snakes are avail-
able at many hardware stores.)

StepJ_ Cut the speaker mounting hole.
Once you know where the wall studs
are located, you can put the speaker's
paper template (supplied with most
in -wall speakers) against the wall and
draw the cutout pattern. If you're in-

stalling a square or
rectangular speaker,
it's usually wise to
check the level of
the cutout drawing
with a standard car-
penter's bubble lev-
el. Before you actu-
ally begin to cut the
hole, be sure to dou-
ble-check all your
measurements - it
is far better to find
an error now than af-
ter the tools have
had their way. If ev-
erything looks right,
begin by carefully

drilling 1/2 -inch pilot holes in all four
corners of the speaker -template trac-
ing. Then, using a keyhole saw, slowly
cut from corner to corner and remove
the cutout wall section.

Step 1 Drill a hole up into the stud
bay. Since our example involves in-
stalling an in -wall speaker in a first -
floor room and snaking wires up from
the basement, the first part of this step
is pinpointing the location on the base-
ment ceiling that corresponds to the
stud bay where the speaker is being in-
stalled. This is usually done by taking
several measurements in the room
above from your cutout to the adjoin-
ing walls on either side, and then ap-
plying them to the basement ceiling.
Be extra careful with these measure-
ments; if you goof, you can find your-

self drilling into carpets or hardwood
floors. Take a deep breath. With an
extra -long, 1/2 -inch -diameter drill bit,
carefully drill up into the stud bay.
When the drill perforates the surface
above, remove it.

Step5 Use an electrician's snake to
find the speaker cutout from below.
Now, take another deep breath. This
step can be frustrating unless you
snake wires for a living, like a custom
installer or electrician. Insert the elec-
trician's snake into the hole you
drilled into the stud bay. The object is
to twist and probe your way up the
wall section until the end of the snake
appears in the speaker hole you cut
earlier. Have an assistant upstairs look
into the speaker cutout and watch for
the snake.

Step6 Use the snake to pull the
wires up and through. Once you have
successfully pushed one end of the
snake from the basement to the cutout,
you can tape the speaker wires secure-
ly to the other end (use electrician's
tape) and have your assistant up above
pull them through the cutout.

Step 1 Mount the speaker in the wall.
You can now cut off the excess speak-
er wire (be sure to leave a few extra
feet for installation ease) and strip the
ends to reveal approximately -1/4 inch
of bare copper conductor. These wires
are terminated on the speaker binding
posts (be sure to observe proper po-
larity!) and fastened tightly. Now go
ahead and mount the speaker in the
cutout, following the manufacturer's
suggestions carefully. When you are
finished, call for someone to come in-
to the room. Exclaim, "I did it myself!
Whaddya think?"

So there you have it. As you can
see, in -wall speakers are not
radically different from their
freestanding cousins, and in-

stalling them does not have to be a dif-
ficult job. Just plan carefully and mea-
sure twice before cutting. If you're
going about it for the first time, also
consider enlisting a trusted helper,
someone who can provide guidance
and encouragement along the way -
and pick up the tools you've thrown
against the wall. o

Thomas Young is president of The
Cinema Source, a home -theater
catalog company based in Burlington,
Massachusetts.
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For more information
or store locations
call 1--1876
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Eosone's

advanced
engineering
brings

you superior music and
home theater perfor-
mance and value.

Audio Hall of Fame
speaker designer, Arnie
Nudell, has developed the
ultimate subwoofer/
satellite systems, featuring
powered subwoofers and
Radiant Surround Field -

technology.
"Impressive

performance."'
"...ranks with

the best..."'

Eosone's Powered Subwoofer
gives the deep bass response,
control and dynamic range
necessary for getting maxi-

mum enjoyment from

today's movies and

music. Discover

"...skin tingling,
rcom shaking bass.."'

Now which passive subwoofer
systems simply cannot

match.

" Excerpted from review
of RSS 702, Stereo Review.
July 1996

Radiant surround Field'"
technology creates a broader

listening area so everyone in

the room, regardless of listen-

ing posit on, hears superior

sound and spatial effects.

Surround sound performance is

raised to new heights through
thiE remarkable technology

\i"\30.77J
pidhi uf yuuf

Rea -firing tweeter ensures

thl fullest sound possible

Shielded satellites

perfect for home theater

Eosone RSS syste ns are availahle r BLACK or WHITE in three configurations:

RSS 705: 6 -piece home RSS 703: 4-tiece home RSS 702: 3 -piece

theater system theater front ;tage stereo

56 ON READER SERVICE CARD



The Eurythm e II

from Jadis is imported
from France by
Northstar of Durango,
Colorado, ord sells
for $37,000 a pair.
It uses horns to

transform a iandful
of watts into a bigger -
than -life presentation,

both tonically
and visually. The huge

black horn at the
top covers the lower
midrange; in the
center are a :ompres-
sion horn for the
upper midrange and
a "bullet" tweeter
for the highs. Bass

comes from a pair of
15 -inch woofers

in the curved structure

at the bottom.

BY

COREY

GREENBERG



AUDIOPHILES AND HUMOR
GO TOGETHER like tar and tuna, but

there's one surefire rib -tickler that never fails to slay audiophile audiences:

"Hi-fi speakers come in all shapes and sizes - as long as you want a rectan-

gular wooden box!" Still, that old

joke does have some truth in it:

Walk into a big A/V store, and

you'll see rows and rows of near-

ly identical -looking speakers. But

in the rarefied air of high -end au-

dio, some of today's most respected designers are tossing tradition aside as

they literally change the face of loudspeaker design. From the lollipop looks

of the Avantgarde "horns" to the snail -shell shape of B&W's Nautilus,

their speakers are edge -of -the -art designs whose off-
beat appearance is the direct result of sonic engineer-
ing, not weirdness for weirdness's sake. These speak-
ers represent the passion of designers pushing the
loudspeaker envelope to its limits.

Avantgarde Acoustic Profile Trio
Horn -loaded speakers aren't exactly a bold

new idea. I mean, Paul W. Klipsch was building his
legendary Klipschorns back in the Forties! But
after AR's acoustic -suspension
speakers turned the course of
modern speaker design toward
smaller, sealed bookshelf models,
big ol' horn systems pretty much
fell by the wayside for the next
few decades as far as the "in"
thing went. Oh, you could still buy
a pair of Maytag -size horns from
Klipsch, but you'd have to endure the wide -mouthed
guffaws of your audiophile buddies who were sport-
ing the latest pint-size minimonitors.

Well, if there's one thing that's constant in
high -end audio, it's that yesterday's guffaw is tomor-
row's huzzah. The current audiophile fascination with

flea -powered tube amplifiers has turned the tide for big
horn speakers - suddenly they're among the coolest

(and most efficient) speakers you can own! And of all the
horn-come-latelies to hit the market, one of the most radi-

A few speakers

guaranteed

to catch your eye

and your ear

cal -looking (and expensive, at $37,990) is the Pro-
file Trio from Germany's Avantgarde Acoustic, a
three -horn system that "delivers as much sound with
10 watts of power as an average speaker would with
640 watts, if it could handle it"

Imported by New York-based Audio Note USA,
the nearly 6 -foot -tall, bright blue Trio looks like a psy-
chedelic movie prop, not something you'd expect to
hear Professor Longhair barreling out of. But, as Audio
Note manager Herb Reichert explains, the round horns

overcome some of the sonic limitations
of traditional horn -loaded speakers.
"When I first heard the Profile Trio
Compacts [a smaller version that's only
$35,990 a pair], I could not have been
more amazed. There were absolutely
no remnants of 'horn sound.'

"The more a horn tends toward
the rectangular shape of traditional

horns, the more it will produce sound with a 'honky'
or cupped -hands coloration," Reichert continues. "Pub-
lic-address horns are rectangular because they want to
spray the whole auditorium with sound. High-fidelity
horns should be round so that they can launch a per-
fect hemispherical wave front - where the energy
is in phase and of equal amplitude at any point on
the front. Any horn that is not round will sound
more colored than the equivalent round horn."

As for the construction of the Trio's
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The upper -frequency drivers in NHT's flagship
Model 3.3 system ($4,300 a pair) are mounted on
the 7 -inch -wide front panel, which is angled
in toward the listener to enhance imaging. Bass is
delivered by a side -mounted 12 -inch woofer.

horns, Avantgarde embraces plastic as
a legitimate alternative to metal or
wood. "If I make a bell out of any ma-
terial and strike it," Reichert says, "it
will ring with a sound recognizable as
the resonant character of that material
- wood will sound like wood, metal
like metal, plastic like plastic, and so
on. Wood horns sound warm, slow,
dull, and opaque. Metal horns sound
bright. But plastics store much less en-
ergy than the wood or metal and have
the least resonant character of any ma-
terial used to make speakers to date."

What about bass? After all, you
would need a truly gargantuan horn to
reproduce serious lows. The Trio sys-
tem includes two conventional pow-
ered subwoofers per channel to repro-
duce frequencies below 120 Hz, the
point at which the system's 371/2 -inch
"bass" horns start to roll off; each sub
contains a couple of 8 -inch drivers, a
60 -watt amp, and a crossover. So if
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you've got 38,000 clams
burning a hole in your Hag -
gars, by all means check out
the Avantgarde horns.

NHT Model 3.3
The 42 -inch -tall Model

3.3 ($4,300 a pair), NHT's
flagship design, is a four-
way speaker with a side -
mounted 12 -inch woofer
whose unconventional looks
and stunning sound took au-
diophiles by storm when it
was introduced three years
ago. Much deeper (31 inch-
es) from front to back than
they are wide (7 inches), the
sharp -edged NHT's are de-
signed to be pushed right
up against the wall so they
jut into the room. And they
make a visual statement,
that's for sure! Forget about
putting grandma's doilies
and potted geraniums on
these black beauties - they
are speakers you bow down
and sacrifice goats to in
hopes of appeasing your not -
quite -as -enamored -of -big -
speakers -in -the -living room
better half.

Designer Ken Kantor is
well aware of the love 'em
or hate 'em reaction people
have to the NHT 3.3's dis-
tinctive appearance. "Accord-
ing to most customer feed-
back," he says, "if we are
designing for cosmetic rea-

sons, we have a lot more to learn! In
fact, the 3.3's shape is entirely driven
by acoustical goals - 100 percent."
Kantor goes on to point out that the

speaker baffle that works best at the
lower frequencies will not be ideal for
the high frequencies, and vice versa.
"A little minimonitor can get by in a
cubelike enclosure, and so can a sub -
woofer. But the wider the bandwidth
of your speaker, the more you run into
the limitations of a conventional box. I
can't think of a single thing that a
plain box does sonically that you can't
do better with alternative shapes, and
this is especially true when you are
building a full -range speaker."

It all has to do with the age-old
problem of achieving the imaging of
good minispeakers with the bass re-
sponse of big subwoofers. Says Kan-
tor: "Minimonitors do well in the mids
and highs; big baffles help the bass
and lower mids. And with a little cre-
ative cabinetry, you can have both.
Consider the front of the 3.3 as a nar-
row minimonitor on a stand, automati-
cally located away from the walls for
the best imaging. At the same time,
the side of the speaker makes a great
large -baffle bass launcher. The funny
thing is, you have this big, 20 -Hz
monster, and the total amount of lis-
tening room used isn't much more
than a minimonitor on a stand posi-
tioned a few feet out into the room.
But with the 3.3, we aren't wasting the
space behind the speaker stand."

The NHT 3.3's front panel is angled
in so that the upper drivers are toed -in
toward the listener. Says Kantor: "The
angle provides four direct, measur-
able, and audible benefits. 1) By cross-
ing the speakers' radiating axes and
controlling their radiation pattern,
moving closer to one speaker brings
you more on -axis to the opposite
speaker. This stabilizes stereo imaging
for a wider range of listening posi-

Horns resounding from Germany's Avantgarde Acoustic: from left, the Profile Duo
($17,990 a pair), Profile Trio Compact ($35,990 a pair), and Profile Trio ($37,990 a
pair). All three systems have conventional subwoofers (not shown with Trios).
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The crown jewel of England's B&W Loudspeakers is
the Nautilus, a $35,000 -a -pair four-way system
whose unique enclosure is said to eliminate cabinet
diffractions and resonances.

tions. 2) By directing sound toward
the listening position and away from
room boundaries, the audible effects
of wall reflections are reduced. 3)
Nonparallel cabinet surfaces break up
internal standing waves. And 4), ad-
justing the azimuth angle from which
the speaker output arrives at the listen-
er's head is a natural way to reduce in-
teraural cross correlation, thus provid-
ing more precise stereo imaging and
better reproduced spaciousness." A
mouthful, to be sure, but one listen to
the NHT 3.3's driven by high -quality
electronics and you'll be spoiled for
most speakers at any price.

B&W Nautilus
Without a doubt, the prize for the

most way -out -looking speaker on the
planet goes to B&W's awe-inspiring
Nautilus. There are plenty of speakers
on the market that'll snap a double
take out of you, but these $35,000 -a -
pair B&W's pull a triple! Just look at
'em! If you've seen wilder speakers, I
want to hear about it. What's most sur-
prising about the Nautilus isn't its ap-
pearance, but that such an out -of -this -
world -looking speaker comes from
England's B&W, one of the world's
most staunchly conservative speaker
manufacturers.

The ultimate tribute to B&W's
founder, the late John Bowers, the

Nautilus is a no -holds -barred
speaker system with a pair
of custom crossovers that di-
vide the musical spectrum
into four bands, assigning
one to each of the system's
four drivers. "The Nautilus
was a result of John Bow-
ers's commitment to a single
goal, to achieve the most
transparent reproduction of
musical sound by whatever
means his firm's ingenuity
could devise," explains
B&W's Chris Browder. "Af-
ter John's untimely death
and almost ten years of re-
search and development, the
Nautilus emerged as the re-
alization of his dream."

The snail -like shape of the
Nautilus's 42 -inch -tall cabi-
net was reached after a long
line of evolutionary proto-
types. Browder again: "Nau-
tilus is truly a speaker design
where form follows func-
tion. It was produced with-
out commercial compromise
and with no constraints on

development time or cost. The engi-
neers at B&W studied many forms
through its evolution and found that
the nautilus shape eliminated cabinet
diffractions and all internal reso-
nances. After extensive research, the
GRP [glass -reinforced plastic] cabinet
was determined to best address the re-
quirements of a rounded design and
high rigidity. The beautiful fit and fin-
ish of the Nautilus is a standard for all
B&W products."

If you're wowed by the smooth,
glossy curves of the Nautilus (by the
way, the finish is "midnight blue," not
black) but can't quite see your way to
dropping that kind of long green on a
pair of speakers, B&W's innovative
design technology trickles down to a
new line of suitably offbeat two-way
speakers called the Blue Room Mini -
pods. Looking more like midget Mich-
elin men rendered in brightly colored
high -gloss plastic than any speaker
you've ever seen, the $800 -a -pair Min-
ipods offer the same triple -take looks
as the Nautilus at a much more afford-
able price.

Carver AL -Ill Plus
('dryer's AL -III Plus ($2,000 a pair)

is a fine example of a hybrid speaker
that successfully marries the transpar-
ency of ultralight ribbon transducers
with the extension and power of dy-

namic woofers. The 6 -foot -tall AL -Ill
uses a conventional box -mounted 10 -
inch cone woofer to handle the low
end, while frequencies above 150 Hz
are reproduced by a sheet of thin plas-
tic suspended between two opposing
magnetic fields. As with all planar
speakers, the sound is radiated both
fore and aft in dipole fashion, adding a
sense of ambience that some listeners,
particularly fans of classical music,
find addictive.

"The appearance of the A -III Plus is
very much a case of form following
function," explains designer Jim Croft.
"The 48 -inch full -range dipole ribbon
is baffled by a 14 -inch -wide [oak]
panel to give acoustical boundary sup-
port [to avoid dipole cancellation in
the lower midrange] down to the cor-
rect frequency. The downward -firing
subwoofer is crossed over to the di-
pole ribbon to extend the bass. The
driver fires down to provide a more
nearly omnidirectional radiation pat-
tern through the crossover region and
to blend as effectively as possible with
the dipole ribbon."

Of the many difficulties designers

Carver's 6 -foot -tall AL -III Plus ($2,000
a pair), finished in hand -matched oak,
marries 3 ribbon transducer for the
higher frequencies (above 150 Hz) with
a 10 -inch cone woofer for the bass.
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Undoubtedly the world's biggest and most expensive home speaker system,
the Genesis I from Genesis Technologies creates a wall of sound using two 7' 2 -foot
towers per channel. For a cool $90,000 you also get 4,000 watts of amplification.

have had in mating planar and dynam-
ic drivers in a single loudspeaker sys-
tem, Croft says it's more a matter of
crossover design than of driver incom-
patibility: "The main problem with
any of the dipole/monopole hybrids is
not to make a woofer fast enough to
keep up with a ribbon or electrostatic
element, but to have the crossover
transition be as seamless as possible.
Dramatic shifts in radiation patterns
around the crossover frequency are the
biggest causes of sonic discontinuity
and the sonic effect of a 'speed' differ-
ence between a ribbon and a cone/
box -type woofer. Our downward -fir-
ing woofer combined with careful
crossover shaping provides one of the
best hybrid transitions we've heard."

Croft points to its essentially box -
less construction as a major reason for
the AL-III's success. "The dipole rib-

bon itself is a boxless design that has
the well-known advantages of a prop-
erly designed dipole," he says. "Those
advantages include the elimination of
enclosure resonances and standing
waves, and the cancellation of lateral
room modes that result from the natur-
al acoustic null that exists to the sides
of any dipole device.

"If we were to mount the ribbon in a
standard box, a number of undesirable
things would happen. Due to the light-
weight and acoustically transparent
nature of the ribbon, any internal box
resonances would be transmitted right
through the diaphragm, resulting in a
very audible, and nasty -sounding,
group of delayed resonances. The di-
pole system would now be a mono-
pole, and the favorable room interac-
tion advantages over conventional
box -type systems would no longer ex-

ist. The energy buildup at the cabinet
edges would be much higher, and cab-
inet diffraction would cause time -de-
pendent frequency -response irregulari-
ties. All of these effects add up to a
speaker that would have obvious col-
orations and sound very boxy. Spatial-
ly it would lose much of its open
sound field, and the room modes
would be much more apparent."

Genesis Technologies Genesis I
Essentially an updated version of

the legendary Infinity Reference Sys-
tem (IRS) speaker that Arnie Nudell
designed while at Infinity, the compa-
ny he co-founded back in 1968, the
towering Genesis I from Genesis
Technologies is Nudell's attempt at
recreating the dynamics of a full sym-
phony orchestra without audible strain.
Standing 71/2 feet tall and weighing in
at a whopping 1.2 tons (including ded-
icated electronics that deliver 4,000
watts of power!), the $90,000 Genesis
I is certainly the biggest and most ex-
pensive loudspeaker system ever sold
on the consumer market. It comprises
two towers per channel, one with six
servocontrolled woofers and one with
twenty midrange drivers and a 5 -foot
ribbon tweeter mounted on a baffle
made of rock -hard Corian.

Nudell, who formed Genesis Tech-
nologies in 1990, claims that the Gen-
esis I's size and shape are critical to its
sonic performance: "The cosmetics
are almost totally dictated by sonic
principles. It's probably a perfect ex-
ample of 'form follows function' -
or, as I like to put it, 'form exhibits
function.' Obviously, once the form is
discovered and implemented, the
woodwork and finish are cosmetic."

The mid/tweeter tower's wide front
panel, which mates American rose-
wood and Corian, was carefully de-
signed to create the desired sound -dis-
persion pattern, according to Nudell.
"Since the Genesis I has such high
resolution capabilities, any and all
ways of stabilizing the launch of
sound waves from the drivers are de-
sirable. Obviously the same can be
said for the crossover, since airborne
modulation of certain crossover com-
ponents can be audible. Therefore, if
the front baffle and the crossover en-
closure of the Genesis I were not
made of thick layers of Corian, a
slight but noticeable difference in
sound could be perceived."

The Genesis I speaker system is al-
ways a big attraction at consumer -elec-
tronics trade shows, where A/V deal -
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ers and journalists can be found in the
Genesis suite listening to what their
favorite CD's sound like on the world's
biggest home hi-fi speakers and suffer-
ing from extreme tower envy.

Jadis Eurythmie 11
A wild-eyed horn design from the

French company Jadis, one of tube au-
dio's most upscale manufacturers, the
Eurythmie II was conceived as an ul-
tra -high -efficiency speaker for use
with the low -power single -ended tri-
ode amps made by Jadis and others.
The fierce -looking Eurythmie II
($37,000 a pair) can transform a hand-
ful of watts into a bigger -than -life pre-
sentation, both sonically and visually.

It does so by using a huge horn for
the lower midrange (the big black
mouth on top), a compression horn for
the upper midrange, and a Fostex bul-
let tweeter for the highs. Bass is deliv-
ered by a pair of 15 -inch woofers in
the Eurythmie's arched base. Jadis al-
so provides a pair of outboard cross -

More than transparent sound: Martin-
Logan's 6 -foot -tall Monolith III ($9,000
a pair) reproduces frequencies
above 100 Hz by a clear sheet of plastic
between electrostatically charged
screens, bass by a conventional woofer.

overs, complete with controls for ad-
justing the horns' output.

The Eurythmie's exotic looks were
mandated by sonic considerations
rather than one too many bottles of
Merlot, according to Frank Garbie, di-
rector of sales and marketing at the
importer, Northstar, based in Durango,
Colorado. "The appearance of the Eu-
rythmie speaker is due to sonic quali-
ty," he says. "Only the color and finish
are cosmetic. If the crossover and driv-
ers were in a traditional rectangular
wooden cabinet, the sound would be
completely compromised. Most of the
problems associated with traditional
speakers result from resonances that
cause distortion and inaccuracies in
musical reproduction."

Garbie has great respect for the Eu-
rythmie Il's French design team, Jean
Bernard Gabet and Jean Phillip, call-
ing them "true Buckminster Fuller -
type architects." Interestingly, exten-
sive research into the design of horn
speakers led the Jadis team to a differ-
ent conclusion from the Avantgarde
designers. "Jean Bernard Gabet and
Jean Phillip examined horn technolo-
gy and concluded that a properly de-
signed horn system cannot be round
but rather must be rectangular. And the
Eurythmie features wooden horns be-
cause nonwood construction would
introduce unnatural colorations that
would alter its timbre and tone."

Martin -Logan Monolith III
A pioneer in the electrostatic -loud-

speaker field, Martin -Logan has al-
ways offered designs that feature
beautiful cosmetics as well as aston-
ishingly natural sound, and the flag-
ship Monolith III ($9,000 a pair) is no
exception. The 6 -foot -tall Monolith
offers a perfectly clear view into the
sound - literally. Because the trans-
ducer for frequencies above 100 Hz
is a single sheet of clear plastic sus-
pended between two electrostatically
charged screens, you can see right
through it (lows are handled by a con-
ventional woofer in the base of the
speaker). It's more than a little discon-
certing to hear a roomful of intensely
lifelike sound and see nothing but a
couple of these big yet largely trans-
parent speakers.

"Even though to many it looks like
a decorative front, the Monolith's elec-
trostatic screen is actually a very spe-
cifically designed transducer," explains
designer Gayle Sanders. "Sound quali-
ty drives the whole design. It has al-
ways been Martin-Logan's design

philosophy to design a no -compromise
loudspeaker first, and then house it in
a well -designed package."

The electrostatic panel used in the
Monolith III as well as other Martin-
Logan speakers is curved "to insure
that the high frequencies are dispersed
evenly throughout the room," accord-
ing to Sanders. "If it were a flat panel,
there would be such a narrow beam of
high frequencies that only one person
sitting dead center on the couch would
hear any highs. If the panel were nar-
rower, it wouldn't have to be curved,
but the size of the transducer would
have to be very large to reproduce the
long wavelengths of low -bass frequen-
cies. The Monolith's electrostatic pan-
el operates from 100 Hz to 20 kHz in
a phase -coherent way without a cross-
over, so it is unencumbered by all of
the problems of typical two- or three-
way loudspeakers. A dynamic I2 -inch
sealed -system woofer does a great job
handling the bass from 100 Hz down."

Like other manufacturers of planar -
type speakers, Sanders is adamant that
the airy, transparent sound quality of
his designs would suffer if he was
forced to mount them in a convention-
al wooden box. "If you were to put our
ESL transducer in a scaled box a num-
ber of things would happen. Since the
back wave is now absorbed, the sense
of ambience and openness our speak-
ers create would be significantly sub-
dued. More important, the compliance
of the air in the sealed box would raise
the resonant frequency of the trans-
ducer, and instead of being able to ex-
tend down to 100 Hz, it would operate
only down to 500 or 1,000 Hz and roll
off dramatically below that point."

Like the other designers I spoke
with, Sanders believes that state-of-
the-art engineering and a beautiful ap-
pearance can go hand in hand: "Mar-
tin -Logan was initially founded on the
idea of creating a practical electrostat-
ic loudspeaker system, and it's our be-
lief that housing the product in a beau-
tiful cabinet and making it simple to
operate is not in conflict with state -of
the art design. At Martin -Logan, as
much energy is put into the aesthetics
as the engineering."

Like a Detroit concept car, these
exotic -looking speakers offer a
glimpse of what tomorrow's
speakers may look and sound

like. But unlike the Dodge Squee-Gee,
you can hear all of these speakers for
yourself by visiting a few specialty au-
dio shops and asking for a demo.
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As virtually every speaker manufacturer
rushes to deliver "home *heater" speak-
ers to the marketplace, M&K amasses
nearly twenty years of experience in the
field-dating back to Holywood screen-
ing -room installations in the 1970s.

M&K Engineers have
spent well
over a
decade
studying
the varied
aspects of

surround
sound-including encod-

ing and decoding; soundtrack recording;
and the differences between reproducing
sound in theaters and ir homes.

M&K speakers excel in the reproduc-
tion of all source material. Accuracy, low
coloration, pinpoint imaging, wide
dynamic range, and deep -bass repro-
duction are a'l critical for music as well
as film soundtracks. M&K Satellites and
Subwoofers have been acclaimed for
these attributes since the '70s.

And this is why M&K knows that any
speaker that claims to be optimized for
either music or film sound, one at the
expense of the other, will never repro-
duce either cne properly.

M&K Home Theater Systems
Conventional speakers make the

music and effects on film sound-
tracks compressed and dull. But
M&K's exciting dynamics and
"quick" transients give you precise
3-D imaging and a lifel ke presence.

M&K Satellites are thmbre-
matched, using virtually identical
speaker drivers, crossovers, and fre-
quency response, for a seamless 360
surround -sound performance. With
an all-M&K home theater system,
voices and effects do not change char-

acter when their sound moves from left
to right or front to back in your room.

Even if you are just adding an M&K
subwoofer, front/center, or surround

M&K
COMPONENT

SPEAKERS
FOR THE

HOME
THEATER

speaker to your present system, M&K's
unique timbre controls allow you to
"fine-tune" the sound of your new M&K
speakers to achieve the closest possi-

I
ble timbre -match with your e>isting
spealers-even if they are rot M&Ks.

M&K Center Charnel Speakers
Beware of inexpensive "center chan-

nel" speakers. In Pro -Logic, the center
channel speaker is dr ven the
hardest, and often
reproduces
as much
sound as the
left a -d right
speakers
comb ned.

Each one of M&K'E
six individually avaiiarJle Satel ites
has exceptional dynamic rarg3 and high
output to meet and e<ceedtle tremen-
dous demands of the center clarinet

M&K Powered Subwoofers
Legendary ror their massivE output,

exceptional detail, and articulation,
M&K's thirteen interrally-pcwered Sub-
woolers set the industry's standards for
high-performance deep bass.

M&K's innovative Push -Fu I Dual
Driver subwoofers deliver a major
improvement by virtually e iminating
even -order harmoiic distorion, and
doubling efficiency (same as doubling
amplifier power) with fo_r tines the
output of single inver subwoofers.

Whether you choose ou- state-of-
the-art Home THX Audio speaker
system. an add-on set of surround
speakers, or a iything ir between,
no other speakers will g-ve you the
exciting performance, sound quality.

flexibility and compatibility of M&K's
nome theater ccrnponeit speakers.

WCMILLER e. KRBSEL
SOUND COR 'ORATION

1C391 Jefferson Blvd.. :-.:Liver Cry, CA 90232

(30) 204-2854  Fax (310) 202-6782
THX is a registered trademark& LucasAls Entertainment Co



Digital Satellite TV?
Should I own or not?

What does it really cost?
Can I get my local stations?

Will it work on my set?
Can I use it with two TVs?

Do I still need an antenra?

What else do I need?

Can I block channels?

What if I need help?

What does the red button do?

What about surround sound?

Should I disconnect my cable?

How big is it?

Any more questions?

I f you're a little fuzzy about digital satellite TV, we can clear things
up. Whether you choose to own the equipment or lease, we're the only

nationwide retailer that offers RCA® -brand DSS, with DIRECTV® and

USSB' programming-or PRIMESTAR® service and programming-all
under one roof. We've got the systems, we've got the accessories, we've

got the answers. For a store near you, call 1 -800 -THE -SHACK`.
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RadioShack
You've got questions.

We've got answers:



A visit to

the rock music
shrine on its first

anniversary

by 1(3,1 G. Masters

Architect I. M. Pei's striking
150,000 -square -foot Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame and Museum, on
the shore of Lake Erie in Cleveland,
Ohio. Below: The main lobby,
with the East German Trabant cars
used in U2's Zoo -TV tour of
Europe hanging from the ceiling.

Rockies in
Cleveland

hen I was a teenager,
the adults in my life
were at some pains
to instill in me a
knowledge of and

t' appreciation for "good" music. They
g succeeded in that, I suppose, but I also

found guilty pleasure in becoming a
devoted fan of the newfangled rock-

§ and -roll. That my elders considered it
`g not only an awful noise but also some-

thing that might rot my brain and turn
me into a juvenile delinquent
maybe even a pervert - merely added
to the appeal.

The best part was scanning the AM
radio dial late at night to find distant
stations that played new songs before
the local stations got them. My regu-
lars, as I recall, were WABC in New

York, WBZ in Boston, and WCFL in
Chicago. I don't specifically remem-
ber listening to any stations in Cleve-
land, but it was there that DJ Alan
Freed claimed to have coined the term
"rock and roll," or at least to have de-
tached it from its earthy meaning in
black argot and applied it to the music
of my generation.

Time passed, spotty little boys like
me grew up, and, inevitably, rock be-
came respectable. For proof, you need
only look at that imposing monument
on the shores of Lake Erie, right in the
heart of Alan Freed's old stomping
ground: the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame and Museum, a striking $92 mil-
lion edifice designed by the renowned
architect I. M. Pei, which celebrates its
first anniversary this Labor Day.
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A modest bit of outerwear: George
Clinton's Dr. Funkenstein jacket, from
the Parliament/Funkadelic display.

- -

Entrance to the Mystery Train theaters in the Ahmet M. Ertegun Exhibition
Hall, where visitors are introduced to the museum by a pair of multiscreen videos
tracing the roots of rock-and-roll and its evolution over the decades.

As its name says, one of the build-
ing's primary purposes is to house
rock's Hall of Fame, which inducted
its first members ten years ago. The
Hall itself is an austere circular room
on the top floor of the six -level build-
ing; wall plaques bear the inductees'
signatures and vital statistics, and a
series of video displays runs snippets
from their careers. It's a surprisingly
formal atmosphere given the anarchy
of the music, but it's appropriate -
how else to pay homage to the gods of
rock? What draws many people to
Cleveland's North Shore Harbor, how-
ever, is not so much the Hall of Fame
as the museum downstairs.

Immense "teacher" dominates
the exhibit that commemorates the
Berlin performance of Pink
Floyd's "The Wall."

You approach the building from
across a wide plaza that, with coopera-
tion from Lake Erie, can be a fairly
windswept expanse. But the invigorat-
ing walk allows visitors to appreciate
the full scope of Pei's angular facade.
Once inside, you find yourself in a
large glass entrance lobby featuring a
series of small cars suspended from
the ceiling. They are Trabants, the
smoky East German horrors, hung like
a giant mobile to commemorate a tour
several years ago by the Irish band U2.

The other main virtue of the
entrance level is the muse-
um store. You might expect
a souvenir -pen -and -T-shirt
emporium, and certainly it

is. But this shop is run by HMV Rec-
ords, and its main stock in trade is
CD's and tapes. This is Valhalla for
serious collectors of oldies, so it might
be prudent to put off your visit until
you've seen the rest of the building.
Otherwise you might never get out of
the store.

Take the escalator up a level, and
you come to a floor devoted to how
rock has interacted with various media
over the years. One rather sad note is
struck here by a short video devoted to
the memory of Alan Freed, whose
contribution early on had a lot to do
with the existence - or at least the
location - of the museum. After a
few years as a trendsetter in the early
1950's, however, Freed was implicated
in the payola scandals of the end of
that decade, and it ruined his broad-
casting career. He died before he could
come to trial.

But the exhibits are mostly upbeat,
ranging from a comprehensive look
at early rock radio and DJ's, with re-
corded samples, to the impact of MTV
and music videos in general. Along
the way there are presentations de-
scribing how TV and rock got along
(Hi, Ricky! Hi, Monkees!) and how
rock changed the face of movies (with
results ranging as far and wide as the
Beatles' animated feature Yellow Sub-
marine and the Band's concert film
The Last Waltz), as well as a large area
devoted to rock-and-roll magazines. I
got the biggest charge out of seeing
the recreated Sun Records control
room, where Sam Phillips made all
those early Elvis and Jerry Lee Lewis
records, and the original equipment
that Phil Spector used to create his fa-
mous "Wall of Sound." Truth to tell, 2
none of the equipment in either dis- 6n,
play looks like anything that could
change a culture.

Up another flight are the museum ;
cafe and a theater (still under con-
struction) that's intended to "provide a
number of unique interactive experi-
ences that will allow the viewer to ex-
perience the most current develop-
ments in the world of rock." Probably
just as well; the facility as it stands is I
pretty much focused on the past. Then
again, it is a museum ....

On the fourth floor you come to a 3,
large theater bearing the name /t's
Only Rock 'n' Roll, where you can
see a continuously running film called
Rock Is . . . , a 20 -minute tour de force /
by Bill Couterie that nicely summa-
rizes the impact of rock music on our
society. An amusing segment has U2's 9
Bono claiming that every successful
rock group must have one big nose -
think Ringo Starr, Pete Townshend,
and Bono himself. More sobering
footage includes Townshend lament-
ing the loss of so many friends to the
excesses of rock life.

Up one more level, you'll find a ful-
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ly functioning studio for visiting radio
broadcasters who want to originate
their shows from the museum. The
rest of this level is the Hall of Fame
lobby, a sort of decompression cham-
ber in reverse designed to prepare you
for the holy of holies: the Hall of
Fame itself. In this anteroom, you can
watch videos of the induction cere-
monies before ascending a central spi-
ral staircase to the Hall. After a tour of
the walls there, an elevator whisks you
back down to the lobby level and, con-
veniently, the store.

So far, our itinerary has taken
us through a lot of material
about rock and its relation-
ship with the rest of the
world, and it does have a

fairy academic feel to it. But what
about the true rock buff - the guy
who goes to the Hard Rock Cafe to
look at the Strats? The museum's de-
signers were obviously aware that the
memorabilia would draw the crowds,
so they arranged the museum in such a
way that, even before you begin your
ascent to the Hall of Fame, you can
go down a level from the entrance lob-
by to the Ahmet M. Ertegun Exhibi-
tion Hall.

Ertegun, who co-founded Atlantic
Records, was a prime mover in the es-
tablishment of the Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame and is co-chairman of its
Board of Trustees; it's in the hall
named for him that you'll find the
good stuff. Wanna see Jim Morrison's
Cub Scout uniform or John Lennon's
"Sgt. Pepper" jacket? They're here.

2
- How about Roy Orbison's shades,
,.< Paul Simon's handwritten lyrics for

Graceland (on a yellow legal pad),
Grace Slick's white leather Wood-
stock dress, or Keith Moon's report

8card ("shows promise in music")?
They're here too.

X When you enter Ertegun Hall, you
are ushered first into the Mystery
Train theaters, in which multiscreen
films outline the roots of rock and its
development through the years.

1Rock's early influences can also be
traced in an adjacent display called
4 "Rock of Ages."
6 As you proceed around the perime-
4 ter of the approximately circular hall,

you can participate in interactive dis-
g plays that relate artists to those who
2 influenced them, check out recordings
a of the 500 most influential songs in
;" rock, or consult a database containing
6 information on hundreds of perform-

ers. There's an exhibit devoted to the

viir veg.."

he address of the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame and
Museum is 1 Key Plaza,

Cleveland, OH 44115 (telephone,
216-781-7625). It's located at North
Coast Harbor, where East 9th
Street ends at the Lake Erie shore.

Admission is $12.95 for adults
and $9.50 for children (4 to
11) and seniors (55 and over).You
can book tickets at Ticketmaster
or by calling 1 -800 -493 -ROLL.
Some area hotels offer packages

that include admission to the
Hall of Fame; call 1-800-321-1004.

All tickets come with specific
admission times to keep the
traffic manageable. Once you are
inside, however, there is no
limit to how long you can stay.

If yot. can't make it to Cleveland
in person, you can get a
reasonable flavor of the museum
by visiting its site on the
World Wide Web at
http://www.rocichall.com.

A patchwork velvet jacket worn by Jimi Hendrix.

Rock stars have never been shy about wearing extreme costumes, as this
sample from the main exhibit area illustrates.
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horror with which rock-and-roll music
was originally greeted by parents and
moralists, and a hilarious display of
rock costumes and the effect they had
on fans, including such items as Ma-
donna's cone bra from the Blonde Am-
bition tour and Kiss bassist Gene Sim-
mons's codpiece. Seven cities that are
important to rock history are featured
as well, from Memphis to Detroit to
Seattle, spanning styles and decades.
One minitheater runs a filmed oral his-
tory of rock, with quotes representing
musicians from Carl Perkins to Bruce
Springsteen; another features the fans.
There are displays devoted to one -hit
wonders, to the various tours of the
Rolling Stones, and to the influence
that blues, R&B, and soul have had on
rock over the years.

The main exhibit area in the center
of the hall is an open space with free-
standing displays devoted to individ-

The "butterfly" dresses of the
Supremes, as featured in a 1968
television special.

ual artists like Elvis Presley, the Beat-
les, Neil Young, and Michael Jackson,
including many of their possessions
and costumes, all of it dominated by
an immense multiscreen video wall
showing performances. Everywhere
throughout the large hall are records,
clothes, letters, and other memorabilia
of rock's greats.

you'll have no doubt, after
wandering around this re-
markable institution, that
rock-and-roll has become a
mainstream pillar of our

culture. But, you know, I still think it
was more fun having to sneak a listen
when my parents weren't around. To-
day, they would probably enjoy the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Mu-
seum as much as I did. n

ince the first members
were inducted into the Rock

k. and Roll Hall of Fame in 1986,
more than 130 rock movers and
shakers have been honored,
including songwriters (Jerry
Leiber and Mike Stoller),
broadcasters (Alan Freed, Dick
Clark), producers (Sam Phillips,
Phil Spector), record -company
executives (Berry Gordy, Ahmet
Ertegun), and early influences
(Bessie Smith, Les Paul). Lifetime
achievement awards have been
given to John Hammond and
Nesuhi Ertegun.

But most inductees have been
rock performers. For instance, the
new members for 1996 include
artists as diverse as David Bowie,
the Shirelles, Jefferson Airplane,
Velvet Underground, Pink
Floyd, Little Willie John, and
Gladys Knight and the Pips. Also
named, as early influences,
are folk singer Pete Seeger and
DJ Tom Donahue, the father of
free -form FM rock programming.

The complete list:
Paul Ackerman, Allman Brothers

Band, Animals, Louis Armstrong
LaVern Baker, Hank Ballard, the

Band, Dave Bartholomew, Ralph
Bass, Beach Boys, Beatles, Chuck
Berry, Bobby "Blue" Bland, Booker
T. and the M.G.'s, David Bowie,
James Brown, Ruth Brown, Byrds

Johnny Cash, Ray Charles,
Leonard Chess, Charlie Christian,
Dick Clark, Coasters, Eddie
Cochran, Sam Cooke, Cream,
Creedence Clearwater Revival

Bobby Darin, Bo Diddley, Dion,
Willie Dixon, Fats Domino, Tom
Donahue, Doors, Drifters, Bob
Dylan

Duane Eddy, Ahmet Ertegun,
Nesuhi Ertegun, Everly Brothers

Leo Fender, Four Seasons, Four

Tops, Aretha Franklin, Alan Freed
Milt Gabler, Marvin Gaye,

Gerry Goffin and Carole King,
Berry Gordy, Bill Graham, Grateful
Dead, Al Green, Woody Guthrie

Bill Haley, John Hammond,
Jimi Hendrix Experience,
Holland, Dozier & Holland, Buddy
Holly, John Lee Hooker,
Howlin' Wolf

Impressions, Ink Spots, Isley
Brothers

Elmore James, Etta James,
Jefferson Airplane, Elton John,
Little Willie John, Robert Johnson,
Janis Joplin, Louis Jordan

B.B. King, Kinks, Gladys Knight
and the Pips

Leadbelly, Led Zeppelin, Jerry
Leiber and Mike Stoller, John
Lennon, Jerry Lee Lewis, Professor
Longhair, Frankie Lymon and the
Teenagers

Bob Marley, Clyde McPhatter,
Van Morrison

Rick Nelson
Roy Orbison, Orioles,

Johnny Otis
Les Paul, Carl Perkins, Sam

Phillips, Wilson Pickett, Pink Floyd,
Platters, Doc Pomus, Elvis Presley

Ma Rainey, Otis Redding, Jimmy
Reed, Little Richard, Smokey
Robinson, Jimmie Rodgers, Rolling
Stones

Sam and Dave, Pete Seeger,
Shirelles, Simon and Garfunkel,
Sly and the Family Stone, Bessie
Smith, Soul Stirrers, Phil
Spector, Rod Stewart, Supremes

Temptations, Big Joe Turner,
Ike and Tina Turner

Vandellas, Velvet Underground
T -Bone Walker, Dinah

Washington, Muddy Waters,
Jerry Wexler, Who, Hank Williams,
Jackie Wilson, Stevie Wonder

Jimmy Yancey, Yardbirds,
Neil Young

Frank Zappa
9

9

0
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SMALL.

POWERFUL.

THE NEW KUPSCH REBEL.

Full Range sound from the only horn loaded
speaker system small enough to fit anywhere!

Klipsch Horn Technology delivers incredible sonic

performance because horn loaded speakers result
in greater efficiency, broad dynamic range and high

levels of output with low levels of distortion. The

Rebel KSS-3 Sub/Sat System achieves a full range

frequency response using two satellite speakers and

a subwoofer powered by a 50 watt discrete amplifier.

Sound is full and accurate from the trill of a piccolo

to the thunimp of a bass guitar string. You hear
everything. Add a Rebel video shielded center
channel and surrounds for a home theater system

designed for people who demand great sound but

prefer a compact system. 1-800-KLIPSCH

,Aver Klipsch CN.
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NEW RELEASE UDCD 579

BETTER SOUNDING MUSIC. UPGRADE TO ULTRADISC IITM

Your favorite artists sound surprisingly better on Ultradisc II Why? Because Mobile Fidelity's mastering technology
is a cut above-and you can hear the difference. As the creators of the 24k gold audiophile CD, we have
developed major advances such as The GAIN System , a proprietary mastering system that uses the
highest grade of digital technology available. Starting wih the original master tapes, we are able ha capture every
last nuance of the original recording. What does this meal? You'll hear music like you'venever heard it before!

Ultradisc IITM The Original 24K Gold Audiophile Compact Disc.
To receive a color catalog or The GAIN System.' technical paper, call 800.423.5759.

4r7A' mobile fidelity
sound lab

105 Morris Street  Sebastopol, CA 95472
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or 800 465-4434 (Hi-Fi Retailers)
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Droge and Sinners Wear It Well
The music of Pete Droge and the
Sinners is analogous to an old
flannel shirt: It's not flashy or
fashionable, but you can slip it on

at any time and feel right at home. So
while "Find a Door," Droge's second al-
bum. may seem unpretentious to a fault
compared with trendier fare, it feels com-
fortably in tune with the rhythms of day-
to-day life as most folks live it. Like the
work of such obvious forebears and in-

fluences as Neil Young and Tom Petty,
Droge's back -porch ruminations unfold
over chunky guitar chords and a bedrock
rhythm section. His conversational mid-
range ambles atop it all like a figurative
hiker surveying the emotional scenery of

life, less worked up than seasoned by
hard knocks and rough terrain.

"Find a Door" isn't exactly chockablock
with uptempo rockers (there's only one.
the sly Brakeman). but it catches you up

in its leisurely gait. making for good.
companionable listening. Fans of Neil
Young circa "On the Beach" - especial-
ly that album's opening track. Walk On -
will recognize the approach: craggy gui-
tar, loping rhythms, and a familiar voice
conveying home truths with a casual hon-
esty. Take Mr. Jade. Droge's opening
track, in which he tells a rich man who
seems to have it all that he's missing the
most essential piece of the puzzle: "If you
ain't got love that's gonna last a lifetime /
You ain't got it made." Subtly deployed
horns act like air pumped on burning em-
bers. coaxing the song to glow. Wolfgang
takes a poppier turn, its sweet melody
gliding along on a slide guitar played in a
manner that recalls George Harrison.

Although Droge sounds a trifle wistful
and world-weary on "Find a Door," the
album is ultimately about finding the
grace and good sense to accept things as
they are. Musically, what's most appeal-
ing about it is its lack of clutter. Droge's
songs are sturdy enough to stand on their
own without ornamentation. Words and
music fit together perfectly, and the eco-
nomical playing attests to Droge's well -
placed confidence in his material. Indeed.
his greatest gift seems to be a knack for
not overreaching. Such songs as Out viith
You. Sooner Than Later. and Dear Diane
have fetching melodies. low-key arrange-
ments. jangly (remember that Word?)
folk-rock guitars, a rustic bounce, and a
beguiling down-home demeanor.

"Find a Door" won't exactly change
your life, but its modest pleasures certain-
ly will make it better for a little while.

Parke Puterbaugh

PETE DROGE AND THE SINNERS:
Find a Door.
Mr. Jade: WOlfgang: It Doesn't Hare to Be
That Way: Dear Diane: Brakeman: You Should
Be Running: That Ain't Right: Find a Door:
Out with You: Sooner Than Later: Lord Is Busy.
AMERICAN 43055 143 mini.

Boulez's Bartok
Thrills Again

pierre Boulez's digital recordings
of Bela Bartok's orchestral
works with the Chicago Sym-
phony on Deutsche Grammo-

phon constitute one of the most distin-
guished projects of the CD era. He has
just the right temperament for the music.
which is by turns cerebral. mocking, and
passionate. and the virtuosic Chicagoans
are deeply in sympathy with him. Boulez
has recorded most of these pieces before,
but the new recordings are especially
thrilling in their vivacity and intense
coloration.

The latest disc in the series leads off
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Pierre Boulez: miraculous Mandarin

\\ )Wilder:
I ,oli( l Miisie, Big
I ,aiiglis

II ) ou haven't already encountered
Webb Wilder. let's simply state up
front that he's one of the most. er.
unlikely characters to have emerged

from rock and -roll at this or any other
moment. Bespectacled and dressed in
thrill shop clothes, he could pass for Bud-
d N I sou 's slightly nerdy older brother.
But N hen he starts singing in his trade-
mark mangy baritone (which suggests a
cross between a late -night televangelist
and a game -show host). Wilder becomes
the self-proclaimed Last of the Full-
( irown Men. purveyor of a music that's a
tough -as -nails synthesis of Sixties Brit-
pop and its Big Star/Cheap Trick deriva-
tives. surf instrumentals. "Exile on Main
Si --era Rolling Stones. hard country a la
Steve Earle. and rootsy New Wave bands
like Rockpile. And, as you may have
guessed. Wilder can be extremely funny:
as sell mythologizing rock -biz constructs
el, he's a lot closer to Bobcat Gold-
iliv% :me than to Ziggy Stardust.

"Acres of Suede.- his latest (after a
1,)95 covers set). offers all of the above
phis gobs of great guitars. here played
Hpisily by the star himself. long-time pro -
(Ilk el -A ollaborator R. S. Field. and David
( irissom (of John Mellencamp's band). At
!Imes the textures and interplay have an

with a complete performance of that
strange little pantomime ballet The Mi-
raculous Mandarin, which squeezes more
sex and violence into half an hour than
anything on prime -time TV. It concerns a
group of pimps who force a prostitute to
lure a series of men up to her room: the
third of these is the mandarin, whom the
pimps try to murder. He is proof against
all their machinations, however: when
they hang him from the light fixture, he
"glows with a greenish -blue light," repre-
sented musically by the eerie, wordless
wailing of the chorus. He finally dies
when the girl accepts his embrace.

The playing throughout is at once pow-
erful and exquisitely nuanced. The winds
arc particularly fine: The clarinet soloist
in the third movement strikes a judicious
balance between Goodmanesque swing
and edgy modernist lament, while the
strings swirl around him in a rich, omi-
nous nimbus that explores the whole
range of plucked and bowed sounds.

The Music for Strings, Percussion, and

almost compositional grandeur, a Nash-
ville power -pop version of Tom Verlaine
and Richard Lloyd's mesh with Televi-
sion (No Great Shakes, Carrvin' the News
to Mary). Elsewhere, the players hark
back to ferocious, vaguely psychedelic
Yardbirds-style rave-ups (the minute -plus
instrumental coda to the aptly titled Loud
Music, which must be heard to be be-
lieved). Beyond that, as if that wasn't
enough, is a brace of inimitably goofy
songs that make hash of Nick Lowe's dic-
tum about the appalling lack of humor
and realism in contemporary music.
Highlights include the mutant rockahilly
ode The Olde Elephant Man ("He became
the toast of London town / because a

pachyderm slapped his mama down"), the
Ventures -on -Ecstasy romp Rocket to
Nowhere ("This galaxy is too small for
me"), and Scattered. Smothered. and Cov-
ered, a delirious bachelor -pad seduction
rap that quotes from the Count Five's
garage classic Psychotic Reaction and
thus offers a sneaky aural metaphor for
our culture's recent sexual mores.

In short, it adds up to another terrific
album from Webb Wilder. Frankly, if this
guy didn't already exist, somebody -
probably Wilder himself - would have
to invent him. Steve Simels

WEBS WILDER: Acres of Suede.
The Ohle Elephant Man; No Great Shakes;

Loud Music: Fall in Place; Flat Out Get It; Soul
Mate: Scattered. Smothered, and Covered; Tell
Me Why Charlene; Why Do You Call?: Carryin.
the News to Mary: Lost in the Shuffle; Rocket
to Nowhere. WATERMELON 1033(48 min).

O

Celesta is one of Bartok's greatest works,
and it has never received a more masterly,
haunting performance than this one.
Scored for stereo before that technology
was developed, it places two string or-
chestras (one for each channel) at oppo-
site sides of the stage to engage in a de-
lightful. antiphonal pizzicato conversation
in the allegro movement. The piece con-
cludes with brilliant, sun -drenched har-
monies, pushed forward by danceable
rhythms from the percussion, the celesta.
and the piano (despite the title, the princi-
pal solo instrument).

All in all, this CD offers an excellent
new account of these two powerful
works, with superb sonics from Deutsche
Grammophon's engineers. Jamie James

BARTOK: The Miraculous
Mandarin (complete); Music for Strings,
Percussion, and Celesta.
Chicago Symphony Chorus and Orchestra,
Pierre Boulez cond.

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 447 747 (62 min).

Wilder: Last of the Full -Grown 1. o?
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A resounding success at CES Orlando & HiFi '96

The extended resolution cd (xrcd) from JVC brings
the listener higher fidelity and improved audio quality by enhancing

the process of mastering and manufacturing compact discs. JVC

has painstakingly gone through every step of the manufacturing

process to retain the highest sonic purity of the criginal music.

The result is the xrcd, an aluminum compact disc that offers
clearer definition, more accurate imaging, and higher audio quality

than ever before. The xrcd is compatible with all CD players.

listen anP.' ;compore
;rod

Al ill
*extended resolution cd

NCXR-0001-2

Watch for these xrcd titles coming soon from JVC Music:

Oscar Castro Neves Tropical Heart
Ernie Watts Unity

Carmen Lundy Self Portrait
Bill Holman A view From The Side

Tom Coster From The Street

Tiger Okoshi Two Sides To Every Story
Nakagawa Poesy
Spirit Traveler Playing -he Hits From The Motor City

Hiroko Pure Heart
Misha Connected To The Unexpected

To order by phone with a major credit card, call toll free 1-800-1VC-1386

JVC Music, 3800 Barham Blvd., Suite 305, Los Angeles. CA 90068
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BEST OF THE MONTH

Gergiev and the Kirov Orchestra's
Virtuoso Shostakovich Eighth

Valery Gergiev's Philips record-
ings of symphonic music with
his Kirov Orchestra have tend-
ed to be somewhat less suc-

cessful than his series of Russian operas
with the same orchestra and the rest of
the St. Petersburg company. The murky
sonics that impaired his musically strong
Rachmaninoff Second Symphony, how-
ever, are not a factor in his new account
of the Shostakovich Eighth Symphony,
which many listeners are bound to find
all -surpassing in its powerful advocacy.

The Eighth, composed in 1943, is one
of the most wrenchingly personal of all
Shostakovich's works, its character and
substance in large part determined by the
dramatic and tragic events of the time.
Gergiev does not play up the "chronicle"
aspect, though; he seems to operate on
the premise that the music need not be
tied to its specific background, that its
impact will be deeper and more lasting if
its drama can be universalized, liberating
the listener from the expectation or quest
for specific images. The focus is on the
work's musical substance, which is, after
all, considerable.

POPULAR
B OW STREET RUNNERS.
SUNDAZED 6112. Originally released on B.T.
Puppy in 1970, this much sought after album
is one of the more mysterious artifacts of
late psychedelia - no one seems to know who
these guys were or where they came from.
Fans of Farfisa organ and fuzz -tone take note.

E MERSON, LAKE, AND PALMER:
Brain Salad Surgery.
RHINO 72459. The 1973 best-seller (cover
art by Alien designer H. R. Giger). now with
a bonus interview track with the band and
lyricist Pete Sinfield.

FRENCH FRITH KAISER
THOMPSON: Live, Love, Larf & Loaf.
SHANACHIE 5711. Originally on Rhino
and out of print for nearly a decade, this
features guitar greats Richard Thompson
and Henry Kaiser, along with Brit
avant-gardist Fred Frith and Captain
Beefheart drummer John French.

THE SANDPIPER
(original motion -picture soundtrack).
VERVE 531 229. From the 1965 Taylor-Burton

1

Conductor Valery Gergiev

Comparisons with other recorded per-
formances, in fact, have seldom seemed
so thoroughly beside the point. It means
little to observe that Gergiev is a tad

bomb, Johnny Mandel's lovely, influential jazz
score, featuring The Shadow of Your Smile.

THE WHOs Guadrophenia.
MCA 11463. The Who's other (many
say superior) rock opera, completely remixed
and remastered with the participation
of Pete Townshend.

CLASSICAL
B ACH: Goldberg Variations.
Gustav Leonhardt (harpsichord). TELDEC
97994. ". . . this performance can be highly
recommended" (December 1966).

S IZITs Carmen.
Morton Gould and his Orchestra. RCA
VICTOR 68476. The gypsy and her

quicker here than some other conductor,
or more expansive there. Everything sim-
ply moves at its own pace, without calcu-
lation or posturing, always with the most
convincing natural momentum. The ap-
parent citations of the theme from Tchai-
kovsky's Manfred Symphony in the two
outer movements stand out with chilling
(and mystifying) effectiveness. The "non
troppo" ("not too much") part of the
allegro non troppo marking is strictly ob-
served in the second of the two linked
fast movements, so that the effect is of
some truly inexorable force rather than a
mere virtuoso display.

But this is a virtuoso performance, in
the very best sense, and an enormously
powerful one in which straightforward-
ness and subtle restraint in the use of the
orchestra's resources allow the listener to
be drawn unresisting into the core of the
work, rather than merely being impressed
by its presentation. And the burnished -
gold acoustics of the Haarlem Concertge-
bouw, every bit as warm yet radiantly
clarifying as those of its famous Amster-
dam namesake, happily enhance those
very qualities in the performance itself.

Richard Freed

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 8.
Kirov Orchestra, Valery Gergiev cond.
PHILIPS 446 062 (63 min).

friends arranged for orchestra alone (by Gould).
in 1960 "Living Stereo" sound.

BRAHMS: Symphonies
Nos. 1 and 2; Serenade No. 2; Haydn
Variations. LONDON 448 197
Symphonies Nos. 3 and 4; Serenade
No. 1. LONDON 448 200. Vienna
Philharmonic, Istvan Kertesz cond. Both
sets are two CD's for the price of one;
the Fourth Symphony is "... a most satisfying
reading" (June 1975).

NATHAN MILSTEIN: The 1953
Library of Congress Recital.
Nathan Milstein (violin); Artur Balsam
(piano). BRIDGE 9066. The distinguished
violinist and his frequent collaborator in
a 1953 concert of Bach (Partita in
D Minor), Beethoven ("Spring" Sonata),
and Brahms (Violin Sonata No. 3).

VIVALDI: Guitar Concertos.
RODRIGO: Concierto de Aranjuez;
Concierto Andaluz.
The Romeros (guitars); San Antonio
Symphony, Victor Alessandro cond. MERCURY
434 369. "... crisp sound and ideal solo -
orchestral balance" (July 1975).
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YOU'LL LEARN TO BE FOCUSED.
all." SGT. L. PETER 30N. AGE 23. TANK CREWMAN.

SO WHEN YOU GET $30,000* FOR COLLEGE, YOU'LL BE READY.

*IF YOU QUAL'FY FOR THE MONTGOMERY GI BILL PLUS THE ARMY CCLLEGE FUND. CALL 1 -800 -USA -ARMY http://www.goarmy.com



POPULAR
I

NEW RECORDINGS REVIEWED BY CHRIS ALBERTSON, FRANCIS DAVIS,

PHYL GARLAND, RON GIVENS, BRETT MILANO,
ALANNA NASH, PARKE PUTERBAUGH, KEN RICHARDSON, & STEVE SIMELI

BAD RELIGION: The Gray Race.
\:vv i 1( 82870 (39
Performance: Single-minded
Recording: Full-frontal assault

Filteen songs in 39 minutes works out to
2:36 per, which means that "The Gray

Race" stays well within the formal bounds
of hardcore. Whatever else you think about
the genre that Bad Religion has flogged for
a decade and a half, you've got to give the
band points for perseverance, idealism,
brains, and adrenaline. What's needed is
more of a sense of humor and less stylistic
rigidity. Then again, singer/lyricist Greg
Graffin is entirely unamused about the state
of the world, including such crises as the
population bomb: "Ten billion people, all
suffering / 10 in 2010," he sings, sounding a
tragically unheeded warning.

Punk has always had its polemicists,
from the Clash and Sham 69 to Fugazi. The
risk is becoming so pedantic that you sound
like an op-ed page set to music. Graffin
risks sounding like a singing thesaurus as
well, dropping words like moiety and ret-
inue into his urgent songs. But he's so

Dada: Sky's the limit!

much the opposite of the typical escapist
entertainer that it's easy to forgive Bad
Religion's peccadilloes and salute, if not
embrace, its high-minded crusade. To the
frisky stomp of a punk -rock kick drum and
jackhammer guitar chords, Graffin seeks to
enlist society's young misfits into a sort of
punk Scout troop with its own credo: "Inde-
pendent, self -contented, revolutionary / In-
tellectual, brave, strong and scholarly / If
you're not one of them, you're us already /
So come join us." Skeptic I may be, but I
can only applaud Graffin and Bad Religion
for attempting to be part of the solution in
this very mixed-up world. P.P.

THE BLUE NILE: Peace at Last.
WARNER BROS. 45848 (45 min).
Performance: Strained
Recording: Good
1.1 he Blue Nile used to float my boat big-
. time. In fact, the group's first two al-

bums, "A Walk Across Rooftops" (1984)
and "Hats" (1989), are two of my all-time
favorites, offering Paul Buchanan's hyper -
romantic vocals served on a rich bed of at-
mospheric soundscapes by keyboardist Paul
Joseph Moore and bassist Robert Bell. Nev-
er had synth -driven pop seemed so nat-
urally unnatural, so realistically expression-
istic. Now, the Nile has receded, and Moore
and Bell have apparently evaporated away.
Instead of beautifully modulated arrange-
ments filled with inventive keyboard work,
we get repetitive, guitar -heavy riffing. Bu-
chanan's voice still has a desperate charm,
but the tunes are simple and the lyrics bald.
I can only hope another high tide is coming
for the Blue Nile. R.G.

PAUL BRANDT: Calm Before the Storm.
REPRISE 46180 (34 min).
Performance: Natural star
Recording: Good

ook up the phrase "rising star," and
Mchances are you'll find a picture of
Canadian newcomer Paul Brandt. At 24, he
has almost everything working in his favor,

from songwriting talent to a distinctive
voice. A baritone in a genre currently domi-
nated by tenors, Brandt knows how to use
the deepest part of his three -octave range to
great advantage, dropping down for the se-
ductive notes of his hit single, My Heart
Has a History. With the chorus alone, he
signals he's arrived.

A former pediatric nurse, Brandt has
seen enough real -life experience to imbue
his commercial material with credibility,
especially / Meant to Do Tha, a Garth
Brooks-ish song about seizing the moment
before it's too late. (One exception: 12
Step Recovery, a puffy piece of line -danc-
ing fare "suggested" by his producer, Josh
Leo, who co -wrote it with Rick Bowles.)
From the slip -and -slide rhythm of One and
Only One to the stylish western -swing of
All Over Me and the moving wedding song
1 Do. Brandt shows himself to be a thought-
ful programmer, covering not only all the
phases of love but most of country's sub -
genres as well. For a radio guy, "Calm Be-
fore the Storm" is an impressive debut.
Make room for a big one. A.N.

JIMMY MOFFITT: Banana Wind.
\ VMAROARITAVILLF 11451 (68 min).
Performance: Sailors' delight
Recording: Very good
Wou don't have to be a Parrothead to en-

joy "Banana Wind," Jimmy Buffett's
umpteenth album. In fact, if your taste runs
to his wilder side, you may be disappointed.
But for those who like it best when he
keeps the smart -ass stuff to a minimum, this
album may be the old sailor's finest.

Buffett's lyrics tack to familiar themes:
self-absorbed self -description (School Boy
Heart), the island life (Holiday), and the rat
race (Overkill), as well as a smattering of
social politics. There's also a pretty good
story -song in Jamaica Mistaica, about the
time his seaplane was fired on in a case of
mistaken identity. But "Banana Wind" is
more about melody, arrangement, and exe-
cution. Buffett seems to be making more of
an effort to actually write music (the title
track is an instrumental), and his players
decorate his trademark Caribbean caravans
with big -band touches, including exquisite
muted -trumpet solos between the steel -
drum romps. One track, the seven -minute
Desdemona's Building a Rocket Ship, is
dark and moody island pop, set off with a
Beatlesque bridge.

If you've never much liked Buffett's oc-
casionally sophomoric forays, give him a
second chance here. And don't miss the
hidden bonus track, Treeop Flyer, which
brings the blues home, Buffett style. A.N.
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ELVIS COSTELLO AND THE
ATTRACTIONS: All This Useless Beauty.
WARNER BROS. 46198 (48 nun).
Performance: Well ...
Recording: Lush

LIke nearly everything Elvis Costello has
released in the Nineties, "All This Use-

less Beauty" is spotty but sporadically bril-
liant. Drawn mainly from songs he wrote
for other artists, it's finely crafted, lovingly
sung, and still a considerable letdown after
I994's "Brutal Youth," where he finally
brought back his old punk -pop venom.
This time he has become a maker of high-
class piano ballads, and while most of the
songs (save for You Bowed Down, a stan-
dard rant recorded by Roger McGuinn on
his last solo album) are strong enough
in their own right, they're less than over-
whelming end to end.

It doesn't help that the usually impecca-
ble Attractions are more subdued than usu-
al, and a few of the arrangements misfire.
Distorted Angel cries out for a complex
treatment, but it's sunk by a twiddly and
repetitive synthesizer riff. And Starting to
Come to Me, which should be a lacerating
putdown, is taken in an inexplicably jolly
gallop with campy piano and background
vocals. As for the sporadic brilliance, The
Other End of the Telescope (first recorded,
with less success, by co-author Aimee
Mann) is quintessential Costello pop, while
Complicated Shadows (first done by Johnny
Cash) can only be described as grunge-
abilly. The tense standout It's Time gets a
dramatic vocal and a hip -hop arrangement
that's unlike anything Costello has attempt-
ed before. It's telling that the best moments
all come when the former Declan McMan-
us breaks out of the album's cocktail -
lounge ambience. B.M.

DADA: El Subliminoso.
I.R.S. 34168 (57 Win).
Performance: Sublime
Recording: Excellent

Dada isfar too musically proficient to
pass for, or be accepted as, an alterna-

tive band. In that sense, Dada is much like
the Police, who unconvincingly slummed
as New Wavers. If any sort of flaw has
emerged over the course of Dada's three al-
bums, it's the extent to which the group's
lyrical grasp lags behind its musical reach.
Some of the sophomoric conceits - which
have sprung from a sensibility that owes
more to TV, shopping malls, and suburban
conformity than to books, classrooms, and
informed trains of thought - are unworthy
of the inspired and often brilliant musical
settings into which they're cast. Maybe
that's why group members are pictured ly-
ing on the grass behind a flock of plastic
pink flamingos or drinking from a garden
hose with a picket fence in the distance.
Maybe that's why the lyrics tend to be filled
with literal details about people or events
(Bob the Drummer, A Trip with My Dad) of
minor consequence.

Still, if you endeavor to hear the voices
as instruments, Dada will take you on a tru-
ly heady musical trip. Overall, "El Sublimi-
noso" is more consistent than "American

Highway Flower" (though it lacks a high
point as bracing as Gogo), if not quite as
eye-opening as the debut "Puzzle." Though
a few songs are so fussily worked out that
they tend to drag, Dada sparkles and shines
in Time Is Your Friend (whose suite -like
parts open up into a full -throttle, riff -heavy
chorus) and Sick in Santorini (a roaring
rocker with some wizardly playing by gui-
tarist Michael Gurley). Star You Are is
delineated in crystalline bursts of finger -
picked acoustic chords, while Joie Calio's
roiling bass underpins You Won't Know Me.
Throughout, Phil Leavitt's whiperack pulse,
tasteful syncopations, and extremely musi-
cal drumming contribute to Dada's artfully
transparent whole.

"El Subliminoso" is another virtuosic
display by three guys who need only be-
come as passionate about their words as
they are about their music. P.P.

GO TO BLAZES:
Waiting Around for the Crash.
ESL) 81162 (55 nun).
Performance: Energetic ennui
Recording: Okay

Each of us has to decide for himself what
is merely derivative and what is a fresh

recycling of the Classic Rock vocabulary.
Take the way that Go to Blazes combines
snarly guitars with a shuffle beat in the
track Independence Day - is that a Lynyrd
Skynyrd retread or an invigorating way of
communicating emotional ambivalence, or
a little of both?

I've decided, for the most part, that al-
though the fifth album by Go to Blazes may
taste familiar, the old rock-and-roll wine

takes on a different kind of richness when
it's decanted into these new bottles. Even if
the guitar in Win Again recalls Neil Young
and the rest of the band sounds like Crazy
Horse, and even if the entire arrangement of
Nerrou.s Type sounds like a great lost track
from "Exile on Main St.," these Philadel-
phians make it all work. That's largely be-
cause they combine their invigorating mu-
sic with enervating slices of life. Time after
time, their songs talk about wasted lives,
about people who have so little to live for
that they settle for each other. But these
aren't characters out of Slacker. Rather,
they verge on desperate. Even when they
make a wry joke at their own expense -
"I'm the guy who sits at the end of the
bar / With my change in a puddle / My big
plans have got me this far" - the worth-
lessness of it all simply cannot be denied.
Ennui has never been given such an upbeat
soundtrack. R.G.

KING'S X: Ear Candy.
.4-rL \ 11(  82880 (50 min).
Performance: Back on frock
Recording: Immediate
I ast ;line c heard from King's X, we re -
No ally didn't want to listen. After four al-
bums of progressively hotter but not chart -
burning hard rock, someone - the record
company? the band's evil conscience? -
told the group to dump sympathetic produc-
er Sam Taylor and hire hip guy Brendan
O'Brien. The result was I994's "Dogman,"
and it certainly was one, man, a mostly
lethargic and unfriendly metal mongrel. So
I'm happy to report that "Ear Candy" is a
delicious return to form.

IS IT A PERSON OR
IS IT A BAND?

Look on the back of Robin Trower's
early albums and you'll find a per-

sonnel listing that reads, "Robin Trower
is: Reg Isidore (drums), James Dewar

(bass and vocals), Robin Trower (gui-
tar)." Which is to say, "I'm not a solo
artist, I'm part of a democratic band -
but I'm still giving the band my com-
plete name!" This dubious form of no-
menclature is followed today by Polly
Jean Harvey, who has indicated that "P J
Harvey" refers to her band, not herself.
Please.. We'd like to applaud the forth-

rightness of Bob Mould, whose

The "Robin
Trower" with
One Head vs.

the "Robin
Trower" with
Three Heads

current album, Bob Mould, in-
cludes the pithy liner note "Bob
Mould is Bob Mould."

Ken Richardson
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The virtuosity of the band's third album,

"Faith Hope Love," may be irretrievable
by now, but the new record does show a
King's X revived in its writing and freshly
loose in its playing. Rockers like The Train
and Run hammer with welcome finesse, and
ballads like A Box, Mississippi Moon, and
the beautiful Life Going By summon melo-
dies from a reserve that "Dogman" had us
believe was completely exhausted. Further-
more, Arnold Lanni's co -production with
the band, though visceral, never obscures
the tunefulness.

"Ear Candy" is also notable for its skir-
mishes with religion. King's X has long
made subtle celebrations of its Christian be-
liefs, but there are new doubts in the lyrics,
some open to interpretation ("There is no
room inside a box"), others unambiguous
("I questioned, I listened, I worshipped,
how can I relate? I worked so hard at it ... /
I guess I lost my faith"). Still, there's a hint
of resolution - "I had to run, I had to hide
in the world outside / A better chance out
there if God is everywhere" - and such
honesty, put across in this album's hearten-
ing music, should he glory enough for the
King's X devout.

As a matter of fact, if "Dogman" was
among the worst failures of any established
band, then "Ear Candy" certainly has to
rank among the most satisfying comebacks
of recent years. K.R.

MAXWELL'S URBAN NANG SUITE.
Cott mitiA 66434 (65 min).
Performance: Sweaty
Recording: Good

What we have here is the story of a se-
duction, taking us from first glance to

marriage proposal and a little beyond,
all set to a riveting, retro-R&B soundtrack.
The subject is love and lust, and the ap-
proach is undeniably earnest - not the
raunchy, use -'em -and -lose -'em attitude of
the more aggressive school of today's hip -
hopped -up music.

Maxwell's Urban Hang Suite loves to lay
down tracks the old-fashioned way - with
a band of studio musicians who know just

Unnatural' Acts

how to cook up a groove. Led by the eco-
nomical guitar wizardry of Wah-Wah Wat-
son, these folks pack plenty of energy and
feeling into these steady tunes, sounding
at times like such funk stalwarts of the
past as Kool & the Gang and Sly & the
Family Stone. The music seldoms moves
faster than a lope, and often slows to a
sweaty crawl. The idea is to have every-
body get drenched in the unbridled sensual-
ity of the moment.

And Maxwell himself, the vocalist and
primary songwriter, never fails to deliver.
He can sound like a languorous version of
Stevie Wonder, pushing and pulling his
melismas. When his sexual temperature ris-
es, he sounds like Marvin Gaye but without
the scary desperation. Most of the time,
though, he's his own sweet -voiced guy,
dripping with sincerity. Even if he risks
seeming naive, Maxwell knows what he
wants, emotionally and musically. That
confidence has enabled him to conjure an
album that would not have sounded out of
place two decades ago and that, remarkably,
sounds fresher than anything else you'll
hear in 1996. R.G.

METALLICA: Load.
I It 61923 (79 min).
Performance: Loaded
Recording: Big

With Motorhead now past its peak and
Soundgarden still approaching its

own, Metallica stands proud as heavy met-
al's reigning band. Each of its albums has
been a musical step forward, and "Load" is
the most ambitious one yet, including first
attempts at pop, along with blatant guitar -
hero moves that work fine. Lyrically, Metal-
lica still manages to avoid cliché even when
dealing with rock's most tired topic, the
hardships of being a rock star (heard in a
good half -dozen songs here, notably King
Nothing). And the band's social conscience
endures, notably in Cure, an angry, AIDS-

era song that nevertheless manages to hold
out hope.

The real surprises on "Load" are the at-
tention paid to songcraft and the major im-
provement in the vocals. Harmonies are
used extensively for the first time, The
House Jack Built sports a terrific hook, and
Mama Said is a fully successful stab at
country -blues a la mid -period Rolling
Stones. The first single, Until It Sleeps, isn't
too far from what R.E.M. has been doing
lately, complete with a jangly tone in the
guitar intro. Don't worry: It's not that Me-
tallica has gone soft, just that the band has
diversified.

Meanwhile, Ain't My Bitch and Wasting
My Hate are thunderous bone-crunchers in
the mold of Metallica's eponymous com-
mercial -breakthrough album. Bleeding Me
and The Outlaw Torn, at eight and nine
minutes, bring back the epic lengths of
earlier days - but instead of changing
tempo every thirty seconds, they stand still
long enough for guitarist Kirk Hammett
to cut loose. And if the band wondered
whether anyone would catch the Hendrix
guitar quotes in the latter tune's fadeout ..
well, we did. B.M.

COCO MONTOYA:
Ya Think I'd Know Better.

PIG 5033 (49 min).
Performance: First there was Carlos
Recording: Excellent

Although it was only last year that Coco
Montoya made his solo debut, "Gotta

Mind to Travel," he had been a fixture on
the blues scene for some time. That first
album featured guest stars (John Mayall
and Albert Collins, both of whom he had
worked for), but his new one comes without
celebrities, and frankly Montoya doesn't
need any at this point. He is a fine singer -
and you may consider it a compliment
when I say that he sounds somewhat less
polished here than on the earlier disc - but
I am most impressed with his guitar work.
Montoya is living proof that you don't have
to be from the Deep South to get a grip on
the blues, and when I hear how much he
has improved in the few months that sepa-
rate his albums, the future looks good.
Favorite track? Can't Get My Ass in Gear
. . . no, it's got to be the plaintive Dyin'
Flu . . . or the ever -so -close -to -the -soil
Hiding Place. Forget it, they are all worthy
of your ears. C.A.

PHIL OCHS: Live at Newport.
\ Nut(ARo 77017 (53 imp
Performance: Good sampler
Recording: Primitive

hil Ochs wasn't so much a folk singerP as a social activist armed with a guitar.
Coming of professional age during the
civil-rights struggle and the Vietnam War,
he was a looming presence at the Newport
Folk Festival, the most important event for
his ilk in the Sixties. The recordings on
"Live at Newport," dating from 1963, '64,
and '66 and most of them previously unre-
leased, chart his creative course from Angry
Young Man in Ballad of Medgar Evers to
Protester with a Sense of Humor in Draft
Dodger Rag to Populist Pacifist in the de-
finitive Ochs song, / Ain't Marching Any-
more. Finally, in the last period represented
here, he turned into a Dylan -influenced bal-
lad singer, as his songs grew longer (the
satiric The Party runs more than eight min-
utes), more passive and brooding (Cross My
Heart), and less political.

Ochs was a tragic figure: When the war
was over and his music unfashionable, he
went to Africa, where a beating wrecked his
vocal cords. Soon he was a man out of step
and out of work, and in 1976, at the age of
35, he hanged himself in his sister's house.
That this album can bring back all the feel-
ings of a troubled, highly frenetic era -
and an exciting musical time -is testament
to both his talent and his importance. A.N.
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GP + THE EPISODIS:
Live from New York, NY.
ROCK THE HOUSE/RAZOR & TIE
5051 (59 min).
Performance: Assured
Recording: Excellent live

Graham Parker's fourth live album (in-
cluding the desirable 1992 import

"Live Alone: Discovering Japan") is a nice
bonus for fans, but it was recorded one tour
too late. In 1994, Parker toured behind his
Rhino anthology, "Passion Is No Ordinary
Word," backed by the horn -driven Jersey
bar band La Bamba and the Hubcaps. It
was the liveliest ensemble he'd used in
years, and the result - at least, on the night
I saw - was among the performances of
his career, combining the depth of his re-
cent material with the sweaty soul of old.

"Live from New York, NY" was recorded
a year later, after Parker had released the
just -okay "12 Haunted Episodes" and re-
turned to the semi -acoustic style he favors
lately. His band this time is far too genteel,
notably in Protection, which pales beside
the barnstorming versions he used to play
with the Rumour. But Parker's back catalog
remains impressive, and this career -span-
ning set sheds light on some of his greatest
non -hits, from Crawlin' from the Wreckage
(a great rocker that he gave to Dave Ed-
munds but never recorded himself) to the
Gulf War -inspired Here It Comes Again,
which opens a political vein that Parker
should explore further. The closing cover of
Nirvana's In Bloom is less a generation -
bridging gesture than a heartfelt version of
a great song.

Parker's voice is notably craggier than it
was a decade ago, and if the performances
seldom catch fire, they maintain a steady
simmer. Now if anyone's got a bootleg tape
of those Hubcaps shows . . . B.M.

FRED SCNNEIDIR: Just ... Fred.
RFPRItir 46215 117 min).
Performance: Fun
Recording: Loud

52's frontman Fred Schneider's second
Misolo disc is one of those between -the -
cracks albums that hasn't found its audi-
ence yet - which is a nice way of saying
that it has already flopped. B -52's fans
apparently don't know what to make of
Schneider doing punk rock, and punk fans
don't care. That's too bad, because both au-
diences would probably get a kick out of
"Just ... Fred."

Schneider certainly sounds like he's get-
ting a kick out of working with the three
young hopped -up bands who back him
on different tracks. Each band pulls in a
slightly different direction: Providence art-
punkers Six Finger Satellite get him doing
Sixties garage a la 13th Floor Elevators,
the indie all-star band Deadly Cupcake
plays loud arena -punk, and Shadowy Men
on a Shadowy Planet do a triple -speed ver-
sion of the old B -52's surf sound. Through
it all, Schneider yelps, howls, and sneers
like a guy well into his second shot at
adolescence.

The mood is angrier than that of a B -52's
album but not by much - not when the

one cover is Nilsson's profoundly goofy
Coconut and the punk songs include lines
like "What matters is anti -matter" and "Get
out your high -heel Kleenex." Whip and Lick
both prove that Schneider can drop the
yuks and write a convincing twisted -love
song, but the album's classic, Sugar in My
Hog, finds him objecting in the strongest
possible terms to . . . well, to someone
putting sugar in his hog. By far the best
song ever written on the subject, whatever
that may be. B.M.

MARTY STUART:
Honky Tonkin's What I Do Best.
MCA 11429138 min).
Performance: Deceptive
Recordinc : Good

It'll probably be another decade before
Marty Stuart turns out an album to rival

his 1992 masterwork, "This One's Gonna
Hurt You." In the meantime, he contimes to
come up with solid and surprising records
like "Honky Tonkin's What I Do Best."
Surprising because often, on first listen,
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they seem so simple (Country Girls is a
three -chord exercise in hillbilly punk -rock).
And also because he has the moxie to at-
tempt something like The Mississippi Mud -
cat and Sister Sheryl Crow, a kind of mysti-
cal tall tale that begins with the sounds of
bluegrass king Jimmy Martin's yelping
coon dogs and then evolves into the saga of
a sexual pickup (thrilling for its megawatt
powerblues but a turnoff for Stuart's self-
aggrandizing lyrics).

Stuart's vocal range is as narrow as a
flower stem, his pitch is occasionally prob-
lematic, and his baritone is thin enough to
read through. That said, he makes the most
of his voice, singing a duet (again) with
Travis Tritt in the unremarkable but infec-
tious title track and surrounding himself
with first-rate playing by guitarist Steuart
Smith and fiddler Stuart Duncan. He's also
getting better at setting a mood, especially
with the rockabilly-on-steroids sound of
Rocket Ship (which steals the countdown
bass of These Boots Are Made for Walkin'),
the slightly psychedelic You Can't Stop
Love, and a hint of the Beatles in the melo-
dy and electric guitar riffs of Thanks to You.
For a guy who sounds so simple, Stuart
sure knows how to play it smart. A.N.

Collection
IN THEIR OWN WORDS 2:
A BUNCH OF SONGWRITERS SITTIN'
AROUND SINGING.

Performance: Pearls and paste
Recording: Good

I worked well the lust tune, so they did it
II again: Vin Scelsa, New York radio guru,
chats with singer/songwriters at the Bottom
Line and entices some memorable (and
some equally forgettable) performances out
of the acts. This time, the roster includes
Suzanne Vega (Luka), John Cale (Paris
1919), William Bell (Born Under a Bad
Sign), Pete Seeger (Get and Go), and Patty
Smyth (Sometimes Love Just Ain't Enough).

Often, such unplugged sessions seem
heaven-sent, as in Bruce Cockburn's Silver
Wheels. Other times, they prove that the
performers need (a) a producer, as in the
case of Vega, who nearly vegetates in the
middle of her song, or (b) someone else to
fully interpret their work (Bell, call your of-
fice). The program gets liveliest when sev-
eral folks sing not their own tunes but fa-
vorites by others. Marcia Ball, for example,
is fetchingly soulful in Randy Newman's
Louisiana 1927, Don Dixon positively
scorches the venerable Fever, and Jill So-
bule turns in a hilarious version of Gloria
Gaynor's disco melodrama / Will Survive.

Elsewhere, Billy Bragg is more enter-
taining in a mid -song rant about an anar-
chist soccer team than he is in the song it-
self (To Have and Have Not), General John-
son grows overwrought but powerful as
a Pentecostal preacher in Patches, and
David Johansen gets properly in -your -face
in Lookin' for a Kiss. A mixed bag, and a
lumpy one, but there are plenty of dia-
monds among the coal. A.N.

JAZZ
JAMES CARTER:
Conversin' with the Elders.
ATLAN I I 8,290b ( 78 min

Performance: Fence -hopping
Recording: Quite good
e axophonist James Carter is one of the
a, most interesting players to hit the scene
in recent years. A skillful technician with a
robust tenor tone and an ability to generate
considerable swing, he could easily settle
into some emulation groove, but there is in
him a rebel who wants to be heard.

A Jekyll -and -Hyde approach steers "Con-
versin' with the Elders," a series of dia-
logues with musicians who range from the
sublime to the near ridiculous. Carter easi-
ly adapts to Lester Bowie's grotesque ut-
terings in the opening FreeReggaeHiBop,
adding a few of his own - and it works. I
have never taken Bowie seriously as a mu-
sician, but this performance is sufficiently
bizarre to appeal to my sense of humor. In
Atitled Valse, however, he really demon-
strates what a shallow trumpeter he is, and
Carter's deliberate corn quickly wears thin.
When it comes to surviving avant-gardists,
I generally feel better about Hamiet Bluiett,
although he, too, sometimes crosses the
thin line between music and noise -a case
in point being his squeaky -balloon treat-
ment here of Anthony Braxton's Composi-
tion #40Q. Carter, whose own sense of hu-
mor borders on slapstick, takes the cue and
throws in a bit of Battle Hymn of the Re-
public. The zaniness of Raymond Scott is
evoked, but gimmick overshadows musical
content - and it doesn't work.

Carter's dialogues with trumpeter Harry
"Sweets" Edison and tenor saxman Buddy
Tate are more conventional and honest. This
is straight -ahead jazz, with former Basie
sideman Edison exploding creatively in
Lester Leaps In, eliciting a fine follow-up
solo from Carter. In Blue Creek, Tate plays
clarinet and Carter bass clarinet, creating a
mood that saves an otherwise so-so perfor-
mance. Meanwhile, pianist Craig Tabour,
bassist Jaribu Shahid, and drummer Tani
Tabbal are excellent throughout. C.A.

STEVE COLEMAN AND FIVE
ELEMENTS: Curves of Life.
RCA VICTOR 31693 178 min).
Performance: Guess you had to be there
Recording: Excellent

The ninth album by saxophonist Steve
Coleman and Five Elements is also the

group's first club recording. The idea was
for the musicians to ignore that they were
being recorded, and to simply follow pre-
vailing vibes. One such vibe was to invite
saxophonist David Murray to step up and
squeal, as is his wont. His name may boost
sales, but his presence here has no positive
effect on the music. Other performers re-
cruited from the audience, allegedly on im-
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pulse, are "lyricists" Black Indian and Sub -
Zero, and someone named Kokayi. I take it
that these are the rappers we hear in two
tracks, Drop Kick Live (where they attempt
a weak scat) and I'm Burnin Up (where
they go street and rap the trite fantastic).

Recorded during the same five-day book-
ing at Paris's Hot Brass Club were perfor-
mances by Coleman's other groups, Metrics
and the Mystic Rhythm Society. One hopes
those albums will be better; this one, except
for Coleman's rendering of The Gypsy, is
an exercise in tedium. C.A.

JEREMY DAVENPORT.
Tiit.A RC J Nil 83376 (57 min).
Performance: Something's here
Recording: Good

The cover photo prompts skepticism: Is
this forelocked twenty -something trum-

peter/singer/songwriter supposed to be the
new Harry Connick, a singing Brad Pitt, or
a wholesome Chet Baker? Whatever. Jere-
my Davenport's solos are entirely derivative
of Wynton Marsalis, and his lyrics are too
trivial to be taken seriously. But I suspect
there's genuine talent here. His vocal inter-
pretations of a handful of standards - in-
cluding a gorgeously phrased / See Your
Face Before Me, which I thought belonged
exclusively to Johnny Hartman - show
Davenport to be the most promising male
balladeer to come on the scene since . . .

well, since Connick. Here's hoping Jeremy
matures better than Harry did. F.D.

RODNEY KENDRICK:
Last Chance for Common Sense.
VERVE 531 536 (57 min)
Performance: Archaeology
Recording: Good

Formerly Abbey Lincoln's accompanist,
Rodney Kendrick has too much going

on in his musical mind to remain in any-
body's background. The pianist/composer's
new album has short rhythm segments sep-
arating the main selections, so think of it as
containing nine rather than the indicated
sixteen tracks. Kendrick seems to be ex-
ploring the myriad paths of Charles Mingus
and Thelonious Monk, showing a fondness
for the former's impressionistic, organized
chaos and the latter's whimsical jack-in-
the-box approach. I happen to like both, so
Kendrick gets no complaints from me -
but this ain't all Mingus and Monk, for
Kendrick applies African textures to the
weave. He imbues it all with enough of
himself to satisfy my demand for some-
thing not totally borrowed. The good sup-
porting cast includes trumpeter Graham
Haynes, alto saxophonist Justin Robinson,
and, in a cameo, Dewey Redman. Abbey
Lincoln's loss is our gain. C.A.

JAMES MOODY: Young at Heart.
NI \ I It BROS. 46227 (55 min).

Performance: Irresistible
Recording: Very good

James Moody is a veteran saxophonistJ whose albums rarely capture his full
measure. But "Young at Heart" -a collec-
tion of tunes associated with Frank Sinatra,
featuring the ebullient Moody with horns

and strings wittily arranged by Gil Gold-
stein - comes very close. Goldstein dis-
plays a keen awareness of Gil Evans's
charts for Miles Davis and those of Nelson
Riddle and Billy May for Sinatra. And
Moody himself is irresistible, whether de-
livering the lyrics of the title song like
Elmer Fudd with perfect pitch or slyly ven-
turing outside the chords in Come Fly with
Me and the album's many ballads. This is
one of the year's best albums, and perhaps
the nicest thing about it is that you needn't

be a stone jazz fan to enjoy it. Its appeal
strikes me as instant and universal. F.D.

MARIA SCHNEIDER JAZZ
ORCHESTRA: Coming About.
E.7. 9069 (68 min).
Performance: Encouraging
Recording: Excellent

till in her early thirties, Maria Schneider
Ili is the most promising composer and
arranger to emerge so far this decade. She's
one of Gil Evans's many protegees, and the
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change any 4 discs while a 5th F
MASH 1 -bit D/A converter 32-t
programming

514995 (TEC SLPD787I

RCA RP -8055
.5 disc. 32 -track programming, remote

Technics SL-PD987
S disc, 32 -track programming, pitch, remote

Technics SL-MC50
60 -disc hanger . single CD play

Technics SL-PD1010
5 disc. digital memory system, remote

Aiwa DX-C100M
100 -disc. 90-trock programming, remote

Technics SL-MC400
 II0,disc changer . single CD play, remote

Cl

s1

'2

'2

'2

'2

you

iarack

09"

99"

39"

49"

49"

69"

Double Cassette Decks
JVC PITCH CONTROL

'.1111P'www

JVC TDW-709
Dual Auto -Reverse Cassette Deck

Auto -reverse record & play in born
transports Dolby B/C/HX-Pro *Pad'
control Mic. mixing

Mfr. Sug. Retail $3299/

'1 99"
TEAC W -485C
*Dolby 8/C, continuous ploybork

TEAC W -515R
*Deck .1 auto -reverse, Dolby

Technics RS-TR262
*Dual auto -reverse, Dolby B/C/HX.Pro

Technics RS-TR474
Dual outo-rev , Dolby B/C/HX.Pro, 4 -motors

Technics RS-TR575
 Dual auto -rev. rec /play. Dolby B/C/HX-Pro

TEAC W -6000R
11,1 111 ,e, pin, 0,1, Dolby B 'UHT Pro

'69"
,89"

'159"

'199"

'229"

'449'

Separates
SUBWOOFER AMP dbx

dbx X8150
Subwoofer Power Amplifier

Works with subwoofers only, while
main amp is free to power the
midrange & highs 140 watts RMS
(4 ohms 20-200Hz) Volume control$17993

1DBX 1501

JoLida Si502A
*Integrated Amp all tube design, 60 watts/channel CALL

Creek OBH-11
*Headphone Amp for low impedance phones '199"
Luxman M-375
*Power Amp, ISO watts per channel '799"
Carver PM -700
Pro Power Amp, 225 watts per channel CALL
Luxman C-383
Preamp, MM/MC, phono, remote '799"
Dynaco PAT -6
Preamp/Tuner, AM/FM, Om section '399"

AudioSource Specials
AudioSource

ilf

AudieSource AMP ONE
Power Amplifier

80 -watts per channel Bridged
output of 200 watts mono Left/right
output level controls

Mfr. Sug. Retail $349.95269" (ASO AMP ONE)

AudioSource VS Two
*Powered (enter Channel Speaker, 30 watts

AudioSource ED -8/11
*Equalizer, 10-bonds/channel .

AudioSource E0-11
*Equalizer, 10-band/channel, t me dubbing 119"
AudioSource AMP TWO
*Power Amp, 80 worts/channel auto -on '349"
AudioSource AMP THREE
*Power Amp, ISO watts,/channel, auto -on '579"
AudioSource PreAmp/Tuner Two
Preamp/Digital AM/FM Tuner. remote '579"

199.

$99.

JBL Speaker Specials

JBL
44% OFF -I
Mk. Sug. ;Email

s

O
JBL 4312

3 -Way Studio Monitor Loudspeakers
12" woofer, 5" midrange & dome
tweeter Front panel controls Black
finish 8 ohms 100 waft capacity

Mfr. Sug. Retail $900.00

$ 49 993/Pr 1113L 4312BK)

JBL Performer
PEompod 4 5' lull range driver, shielded pr '99"
JBL SC305
*Center channel, shielded, block ea '129"
JBL PS60
*Powered Subwoofer. 6.S-, 50 watts ea '199"
JBL MR38
.3,way 8' woofer, black cabinet pr '249"
JBL PS100
*Powered Subwoofer, 10' driver 50 waits ea '249"
JBL ARC70
*3 rmIm MI, 5,a Fa?, 5698 Dr '249"

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD

UMMUSICWORtD

This Month's
CALL To ORDER MUSIC
REVIEWED IN THIS ISSUE

t h r
or Igi Foal

THREE E NOR
N ,onrerf

w !II 11

Ica

LON 452600

Three Tenors
Limited Gold Edition

Pavarotti, Carreras, Domingo
$ C99

ay CD

Verdi: Requiem, Hicimx
(HA 9490

Bach: Brandenberg (-metros
TEL 80412

Ben Heppner: Sings Lohengrin
RCA 68239

Krona: Quartet: Howl USA
NON 79372

Cinema Classics volume One
1(1( 7604

Arnold: Symphony #9, Penny
NAX 8553540

$12.99

S

$11.99

CD $11.99

CD $8.99

CD $4.99

Speakers
DO
56% OFF I

Sug. ROO

Design Acoustics PS., 66
2 -Way Point Source Speakers

6.5" woofer Ferro -fluid cooled soft
dome tweeter  15-100 watts 8 ohms
Oak color cabinet

Mfr, Sug. Retail $299.95

$ 1 2 995 /".
Pinnacle PN5+/Oak
*Compact, 2 way, droduct port

Bose' V-100
*Center Channel Speaker, shielded

Yamaha NSA -636
3 -way, 8' woofer, RATED BEST BUY a '99"
Advent Marble
*Indoor/outdoor Tway black pt '149"
Technics SB-LX90-BK
*3 -way, 15' woofer, block p. '199"
Cerwin-Vega AT -12
*3 way 1T wooFer, block oe woodgrain p.'399"

(DA P566 -OAK)

pr '99"

ea '99"

ESPANOLSIM&
tria4*, , ' ONE For PHONE ORDERS ONLY

l 24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

1400E2214180 Outside U.S.A.
70

Call:
1-212-406-77

FROM ANYWHERE IN THE USA
.18R Music World, Dept. SR0996, 59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway. Maspeth N.Y 11378
FAX 1-800-232-4432



ITY/PERSONAL COMPUTERS/PORTALBES/PERSONAL PORTABLES/CLO
1/TAPE DECKS/EQUALIZERS/NEADPNONES/BLANK AUDI

IUS1C®
FOR1,1)

Super Specials!
CALL TO ORDER MUSIC
REVIEWED IN THIS ISSUE

CD
Ella Fitzgerald

Love Songs:
Best of the Verve Songbooks

$ 099 $ 599

James Carter: Conversin' With The Elders
Alt 82908 CD $ 1 1.99

Cassette $7.99

Marcus Roberts: Time and Circumstance

(01 67567 CDS 1 1.99
Cassette $7.99

Cassandra Wilson: New Moon Daughter

BN 32861 CDs 1 1.99
(assene S 7.99

Antonio Carlos Jobim: Live at the
Free Jazz Festival VER 532062 (D $11.99

Horace Silver: Hard Bop Grand Pop
GRP 192 (D$1 1.99

Jeff Lorber: State of Grace
VER 531555 CD $11.99

Cassette $7.99

Headphones
pri

_-'

Sennheiser HD 475
Open -Aire Headphones

Top -of -the line multi -purpose Open -
Aire headphone ideal for home stereo
& portables -intrudes dual -size plugs
 Single -sided signal cable 60 ohms

$9993 ISEN HEWS)

Sennheiser HD414 Classic
50th Anniversary Open -Aire Special Edition

Sony MDR -V6
*Monitor Series closed type, lightweight .

Sony MDR-CD570
Digital Reference Series, dosed type

Beyerdynamic DT -990 Pro
 Lighlweight Professional Monitors

Sony MDR -D55
*Audiophile Monitor, folding headband

Sennheiser HD565
 (ircumaurol Digital Monitor, velvet earpods

339.3

'69"
17 9 95

'129"

'129"

'199"

Hi-Fi Stereo VCRs
Panasonic

Panasonic PV -4651
4 -Head VHS Hi-Fi Stereo VCR

Trilingu91 on -screen display Digital
auto tracking *8-event/I -month timer
VCR lock *Warning beeper Rernote
control

$229" IPAN PV4651)

RCA VR-605HF
On:screen display, 8-event/I-year timer '199"
JVC HR -J620
* 4 heads, Shuttle Plus, 8-event/1 -year timer '249"
JVC HR-VP624
4 heads, VCR Plus., (able Eye box control '279"
Panasonic AG -2540
. 4 -heads, jog/shuttle, industrial quality '329"
Sony SLV-940HF
.4 -heads, VCR Plus., shuttle control '369"
Samsung VR-8905
. 4 -heads, StarSight programming, TOP RATED . '399"

DJ Equipment
gamin!

Gemini CD -9500
Professional Double CD Player

Instant start Cue to music *1
wheel fforward/reverse at 6 speedl
Variable pitch (+/-6%) Pitch ben
Wired remote cotrol'728" (GMI CD9500)

NE55 PS38
Professionol Spotlight '23"
Gemini PMX-15A
Stratchmoster 01 Mixer removable fader '118"
Gemini FG-2000
*Professional Compact Fogger '148"
Audio Technico AM200
.0.1 Mixer, sound effects generator `149"
Gemini KM -707
Preamp/Mo Mixer, with Koraoke features '498°`
Pioneer CDJ-500I1
01 CD Player log dial, tempo control CALL

Turntables
THOR5

13 SPUDS
33/45/78

Therein TD180
3 -Speed Belt -Drive Turntable

 33/45/78-r.p.m. Auto shut-off &
retract Synchronous motor External
power supply Includes Stanton
cartridge

$29995 (THN 1130)

TEAC P-595
*Semi -Automatic, belt -drive, includes cartridge

TEAC PA -400
 Mid -size, built-in phono preamp 8 cartridge

Aiwa PX-E850
*Fully Automatic, built-in mama 8 cartridge

Technics SL-BD22K
Semioutomatic belt-drive pitch control

Thorens TD280 Mk IV
Belt Drive. 33/45, includes Stanton cartridge

Technics SL -120011
*Manual Direct Drive, quarts lock Dot h on? rr,

S. 7 9

S 9 tS

'119"

'154"

'349'

'479"

AA

S -VMS VCRs/Laser Disc

Panasonic
as

.-11..

Panasonic PV -54670
S -VHS Hi-Fi Stereo VCR

 4 -heads Spatializer* Audio
Processing VCR Plus+ with cable box
control Auto clock set *Trilingual on-
screen display Universal remote

$39995 (PAN PV546701

JVC HR -S7100
VCR Plus. w/ cable bex control, log/shuttle '499"
Panasonic PV -54580
VCR Plus., assemble editing, log/shuttle '699"
Panasonic AG -1980
Pro Model insert/assrmble editing 1269"
Sony SL-VR 1 000
V(R Plus. w/ cable box control shuttle control CALL
Panasonic LX -H670
Laser Disc Player, auto reverse, remote '349"
Pioneer CLD-V860
*Laser Karaoke Mayer Echo mode '699"

SONY.

REPLACES UP TO 3
INDIVIDUAL REMOTE

CONTROLS

Sony RM-811
Universal Remote Control

Control TV. VCR & cable box
 Preprogrammed codes of most major
brands Includes desktop stand

'14" (SON RmV I I )

One -For -All URC-2099
*Universal Remote, preprogrammed, for 4 units

Sole Control SC460
*Universal Remote, for 6 units, OSS control e24e0

Recoton V-900SX
*Wireless Video Sender, VCR to TV

Terk P/15
*TV Antenna. pin -dot pre -tuning . '29"
Recoton TV800
Amplified TV WHEriliFl/FM Stereo Antenna

Terk AM-FMQ
* Powered Indoor Stereo AM/FM Antenna

'19"

7 99 S

179.3

17 9 ,S

OD PIONEER
ow Ad, Ente.orment

Pioneer DEH-425
CD Receiver

with Detachable Faceplate
Supertuner Ill with 24 presets 3f
watts x 4 *Electronic controls RCG
preout jacks *Includes face plate case

$27995 (P10 DEH4251

Pioneer Ka4-3400
Cossette/Receiver, auto -rev., 30 was z 4 '199"
Sony XR-C430
Cossene/Receiver,a-Controller, 30w x 4 '249'
Sony CD -X3100
(D/Receiver, 30 watts x 4 '249'

Sony CD -X0110
011/teceiver/CD-Contrailer, 35 watts x 4 '349"
Pioneer CDX-FM1 28
12 CD (hanger, universal FM modulator '399'
Pioneer KEH-P7400
*(rnette lece,Pr-Tfl (horNer controller '429'

ASK ABOUT OUR EXTENDED WARRANTY -.....
TO ORDER AY MAIL: SEND MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCO/ER CARD
(include Interbank No., expiration date and signature) To: J&R Music World, Dept SR0996 59-50 Queens Midtown Expwy, Mcspeth, Cbeens, NY
11378. Personal and business checks must clear our Authorization Center before prccessing. Shipping, handling and Insurance Cha-ge (Contr.-lento! US)
is 5%of the total order with a 54.95 minimum for orders up to 5500; 4% for orders over 5500 to 51000; and 3% for orders over 51000. -or heavy-
weight/over-sized items, shipment by air, or to Canada, Hawaii, Alaska, Virgin Islands 8 Puerto Rico please call for information. DO NOT SEND CASH.
Sorry no C.O.D.'s. NY residents please add sales tax. ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION& ACCEPTANCE. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOCRAPHICAL
OR PICTORIAL ERRORS. ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH AND 100% GUARANTEED. Some quantities may 2e limited. CIRCLE NO. 32 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Copyright 1996 J&R Music World. city of N.Y. Dept. of Consumer Affairs License Numbers 0900310/0900615/0900616/0900617

MS

Camcorders

Sony CCD-TRV1 1
Hondycam Vision 8mm Camcorder
 2.5" SwivelScreen color LCD monitor
12x variable zoom lens DNR color
noise reduction *Remote control

CALL (SON CCDTFtvlli

Sharp VL-E37
.8mm Viewcom r color LCD screen CALL
Panasonic PV -D406
VHS-(, 16x opt /22, dig. zoom, color viewfinder CALL
JVC GR-AX910
0115-C, 14x opt./28x dig. zoom, color viewfinder CALL

Sony CCD-TR99
8mm Steadyshot, 12x opt /24x dig zoom CALL
Sony CCD-TRV70
Hillmm, 121 opt./24x dig zoom, 4' color monitor CALL

Canon ES -5000
 11113mm. 20x opt /40x digital zoom CALL

MiniDisc & Accessories

SONY.
Sony MZ-R3

Portable MiniDisc Walkman' Recorder
 10 -second shock -resistant memory
Disc/track titling Large LCD display
 Includes headphones with remote
control, AC adaptor & case

$49995 (SON MZR31
Sony MI -E40
*Minas( Mayer, 10 second shock resistant '299"
Sony MZ-B3
Miniblor Business Recorder, stereo & mono '799"
AudioSource MDC3
*Mira' < Lens Cleaner 8 test tone dint '14"
Sony MDW-74/3PK
Blank MiniDiso, 74 minute capacity 3-plt '19"
Sony POC-15
Optiral Digital (able, 5 ft length '29"
Sony POC-152HG
*Optical Digital Cord for digital transfer '39"

Get our FREE mail
order catalogues now!

ORDER TOIL -FREE, 24 HOURS, 7 DAYS A WEEK

800-221-8180

1141.41111



POPULAR MUSIC

QUICKFIXES
BEN -NUR (original motion -
picture soundtrack).
RHINO 56826 (two CD's, 148 min).
Overblown as it occasionally is, Miklos
Rozsa's score for this 1959 epic remains
one of the most impressive achievements
in film music. This is the first appearance
of the entire actual soundtrack, and, as
usual, Rhino's treatment (outtakes, copi-
ous notes and photos, deluxe book format)
is as much a jo\ as the music. S.S.

VISHWA MOHAN BHATT/
JERRY DOUGLAS:
Bourbon & Rosewater.
WATER LILY AC01 ICS 47 (43 min).
Free improvisations based on American
country music and a little jazz with tradi-
tional Hindustani music produce an insin-
uating and heady mix. The plucked instru-
ments (dobro and the guitar -like Mo-
hanvina) blend well, the country -melody
strains give Western ears something linear
to follow, and the Asian component pro-
vides mystery, allure, and a touch of class.

William Livingstone

JACKIE GLEASON:
How Sweet It Is! The Jackie Gleason
Velvet Brass Collection.
RAZOR do 11L 'III (51 min).
Need another sign that the current lounge
revival is out of control? Try this collec-
tion of the big band stuff that Gleason pre-
tended to arrange and conduct in the late
Fifties and early Sixties. The real action
here is in the bonus tracks, including a
nice mono version of the Honeymooners
theme and a seemingly endless mono-
logue (To a Sleeping Beauty) in which the
Great One comes across as the creepiest
parent since Norman Bates's mom. S.S.

JOHN HANDY:
Live at the Monterey Jazz Festival.
KOCH JAZZ 7820 (47 min).
Nice to have this one on CD - the alto
saxophonist's 1965 breakthrough, featur-
ing his quintet's swelling performances of
two of his very Mingus-like compositions.
In its own time, this extremely popular al-
bum dramatized how quickly certain ele-
ments of free jazz were being aborbed into
the mainstream. So much for historical

importance; what matters is that the music
sounds as fresh as it did back then. FD.

ONULAM MUSTAFA KNAN.
NIMBUS 5409 (75 min).
In this recital of Hindustani vocal music,
Ghulam Mustafa Khan sings elaborate
lines over a fabric of droning tabla, har-
monium, and tambura. We can't follow the
narrative, but the varied exotic pitches and
rhythms hold the listener's interest. W.L.

JIANNI MOREAU.
DRG 5567 (53 min).
In which the great French New Wave ac-
tress and Thinking Man's Sex Symbol
warbles twenty-one inexplicably perky
cabaret songs. Trust me: If you don't
speak the language, it will all seem sur-
passingly odd. S.S.

CLARA NUNS': ComVida.
HEMISPHERE 37233 (47 min).
A great Brazilian exponent of the samba,
Clara Nunes died in 1983. This tribute to
her - "With Life" - consists of vocals
by some of the most important current
stars in Brazilian popular music edited
seamlessly into Nunes's original record-
ings, resurrecting her work in a new focus.
The result is sunny and beguiling. W.L.

SQUIRES,. NUT ZIPPERS: Hot.
MAMMOTH 0137 (75 min; enhanced CD).
The enhanced CD can be ideal for getting
to know a developing band. Case in point:
"Hot," which augments the Squirrel Nut
Zippers' mod swing jazz with a generous,
attractive multimedia program of photos,
video segments, song clips, lyrics, and
National Public Radio interviews. Special
guest images: Conan O'Brien and O.J.
Simpson. Nice job. K.R.

TONDO K.: Romeo Unchained.
GADFLY 217 (45 min).
Notes from the Lost Civilization.
GADFLY 218 (44 min).
Back when the world was young (the mid -
Eighties), these jeremiads from our most
corrosively sane singer/songwriter struck
me as masterpieces. Now, on CD at last,
they still do, sort of. "Romeo Unchained"
has a glossy production that dates it slight-
ly, but it also has / Handle Snakes, still the
finest heavy-metal treatment of its subject.
The rootsier, more somber "Notes" boasts
You Were There, a love song of ineffable
poignancy. In sum: big guitars, big in-
sights, great jokes. Buy 'em. S.S.

opening El Viento shows that she's the only
one who has come close to capturing his
sense of duende - to say nothing of the
sense of rhythmic momentum that under-
lays Evans's music even at its most lush.

"Coming About" has its problems. Al-
though the three-part Scenes from Child-
hood, the album's half -hour-long center-
piece, boasts moments of absolute beauty, it
doesn't hold together as program music or
as an extended work. And while Schnei-
der's decision to let her soloists expand up-
on her compositional moods sounds good
in theory, she often lets the solos go on too
long; only guitarist Ben Monder and tenor
saxophonists Rich Perry and Rick Margitza
do her pieces real justice. For all of this,
"Coming About" is an encouraging follow-
up to I994's "Evanescence." Schneider is
keeping her mentor's legacy alive while
rapidly developing her own voice. F.D.

LISTER YOUNG:
The Immortal Lester Young.

\ !,,/ -,tx17 (45 min).
Performance: Still young
Recording: Excellent transfers

Froil] Denon's recently resurrected, beau -
tifully packaged Savoy Jazz label comes

a reissue of "The Immortal Lester Young," a
compilation of sides made with various
star-studded groups and Earl Warren's big
band during the latter half of the Forties,
when Young was in splendid form and his
style and tone inspired a new generation of
tenor saxophonists. He did his most effec-
tive work with small groups, as in a session
here featuring pianist Johnny Guarnieri's
Swing Men. With trumpeter Billy Butter-
field and clarinetist Hank D'Amico com-
pleting the front line, and the leader doing
blatant but effective Basie imitations, these
performances are typical of a time when
great musicians were plentiful and even the
most casual studio gatherings yielded mem-
orable results. The real Count Basie appears
on four tracks that also include guitarist
Freddie Green from Basie's original All-
American Rhythm Section - great stuff,
especially Jump, Lester, Jump. The three
Earl Warren sides were not on the original
LP, and they are the least interesting of the
CD's fifteen tracks, but Lester Young blew
few notes not worth repeating. C.A.

BOBBY ZANKEL TRIO:
Human Flowers.
( \ 101 (70 min
Performance: Wow
Recording: Excellent

Aspinoff from Cadence magazine, CIMP
is an audiophile label dedicated to

presenting venturesome improvised music.
The choice CD among the first five releases
teams alto saxophonist Bobby Zankel with
pianist Marilyn Crispell and drummer New-
man Baker. If the instrumentation recalls
the Cecil Taylor Unit of 30 years ago, with
Jimmy Lyons and Sunny Murray, so do the
heady results: The three-way interplay is
both ruminative and dynamic, lyrical but
steel -ribbed. Crispell has never sounded
better, and the unsung Zankel emerges as a
soloist and composer to watch. F.D.
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harman kardon PA -2100
130 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER
 65 Watts Per

Channel
 Auto Standby Mode
Retail Price.. $479

REFERENCE 300/
75 WATTS X 2 HI -END CAR AMF
 180 Watts X 1 s
 Bridgeable
 High Current Mode
Retail Price...6399

CALL 7 DAYS A WEEK  MON-FRI 9AM-8PM

DENON DCM -460
5 -DISC CAROUSEL CD CHANGER
 Two 20 -Bit DA Converters
 8X Oversampling Dig tai Filter
 20 Track Programming
 Remote Control

Retail Price...8450
RETAIL e AVE
PRICE PINCE

SONY CDP-CE505 . 5 CD Carousel Changer 300 ..........5199
YAMAHA RXV-2090 ......10C1VX3/35WX4 Pro -Logic 1499 31099

NAD AV -716 ........... Prc-Logic Receiver 700 ..........4549

DEMON AVP-8000 Pre -Amp AC -3 THX 5.114.0 3500 ..... t2799
HARMAN KARON AVR-30 70WX3125WX2 Protonic 1149 4599
ATURTICTECISOLOGY 250.1.... AC4 Horne Theater System IN STOCK

KLIPSCH KG -3.5 ...........103W 8" 2Way Tower . 658 SiSirt
BOSE LS -20 . .. Lifestyle System 2699 52399

KEF MODEL -1 ...... Reference Speaker 1600 $1 399pr

PSW-1 200
12" POWERED SUBWOOFER
 120 Watt Fewer -.4=-) F
 23-200 Frequency '

3 11* Hi/Low Level Inputs
1Retail Price_.$499

RXV-590
DOLBrPRO LOGIC RECEIVER
 75 Watts X 3

(Left, Center, Right)
 20 Watts X 2 (Rear)
 Remote  DSP

Retail Price...$549

4iii4-6283

JBL
LXE -770

150 WATT TOWEFI SPEAKERS
 3 -Way Design
 8" Cone Woofer $
 5" Midrange
 1" Titarium Twee ter

Retail Pri-Le.. SF- 'AIR

SATURDAY SOAM-6PM SUNDAY ttAII-SPAI
.

ON KYO
didt 1 IIJIida%il

TXSV- 28
DOLBY"' PRO -LOGIC THX RECEIVER
 90WX3 ;Front 8 Center)
 50WX2 ;Rear Su round
 High Paver Discete Amp
 24 -Bit CSP  Remote
Retail Frice...$1199

BOSE 301 111

JBL L-7 ............
MAK MX -80

MARANTZ PMD-43(

AMPRO LCD -10C .....

SONY KV-35V:5 
MITSUBISH HSU-56C.....
ROCKFORD MITE RACK 20142

SONY CDX-52t F

104
RETAIL 61' AVE
PRICE PRICE

Top Rated Bookshelf..., 369 .. 8199pr
Top 01 The Line Tower 1900 .. 81049pr
75 Matt 12" Powered Sub 925 9599
344ead MX Pro -Recorder 650 .......... 6449
LCD Front Projector ... 10,000 .$5499
35" DualTtmer IMP 1800 .... 8.349
4 -Head VCR+ 550 . ma
1251112 Iii -End Car Amp 799 .... 5449
Car 10CD OF Remote 13r 319

JUST A SA AMPS_ AE OF CP 411,Fir HUGE INVENTORY f
RRY

TELEVISIONS- v CR'S
PROJECTION TV'S

ULTI SYSTEMS
INI SYSTEM
AMCORDER
CCESSORIE

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR...
DOSE011:0' RCA SHARP
a/d/s/ Pamairefrax Alantic...,..-# NILES

1 I AlI NI
SticareidroscPss'  slierw.mi viik

r MNakamichiAim° chemy SOUND
C3 r`I'r AilliliOCOaltr01 harman/kardon

. I

TAPE

A I_TEC
LAN S! N.G

RETAIL LOCATIONS

AYS
 331 ROUTE 4 WEST, PARA

u-MUS,.

NJ
6 D SATURDAY 10-9  MONDAY - FRIDAY 19:30

 22 ROUTE 22 WEST. SPRINGFIELD, NJ
6 DAYS  SATURDAY 10-9* MONDAY - FRIDAY 10-9:30

6577
ROUTE 10 EAST. LIVINGSTON, NJ

DAYS  SATURDAY 10-9  MONDAY - FRIDAY 10-930

II 545 ROUTE 18 S., E. BRUNSWICK, NJ
6 DAYS  SATURDAY 10-9  MONDAY - FRIDAY 19:30

STER

MONSTER CABLE
 BLAUPUNKT

TEAC.
audioquest JBL

moi CELE5TM
(AA'ER

1M72if 0,0 PIONEER
fkEmiEk

BAZOOKA -R-POGEE- ffiacKER
LUXMAN TOSHIBA* HITACHI

9CERWIN-VEGA! AudioSource AND MANY MORE!

- r.3 I -41111111W

 14 DAY MONEY BACK
SATISFACTION GUARANTEE

 NO RESTOCKING CHARGE*
 CHARGED WHEN SHIPPED
 HOME THEATRE SPECIALISTS
 VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT:
http://www.6ave.com
E-MAIL Info@6ave.com

Sales@6ave.comWE 101///- I- BEAT
ANY ADVERTISED PRICE IN THIS MAGAZINETGILIARAINITIEELlif

Member of the Better Business Bureau. We Welcome VISA. MA.; FERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, DISCOVER CARDS. ®+ Regisferti:u Trademark Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.
Not Responsible For Typographical Errors. V No Dealers, Proof of Advertising a Must for Guaranteed Lowest Price (Must be an authorized dealer), Does Not Apply to Demo's, Clearance. or
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CLASSICAL

1V 1 SI
NEW RECORDINGS REVIEWED BY ROBERT ACKART,

RICHARD FREED, DAVID HALL,
JAMIE JAMES, GEORGE JELLINEK, AND ERIC SALZMAN

AUBER: Le Domino Noir; Gustave III,
Overture and Ballet Music.
S111111 J (. \ «gele INabel le cruet (Brigitte).
Bruce Ford (Horace). others: London Voices;
English Chamber Orchestra, Richard Bonynge
cond. LONDON 440 646 (two CD's, 144 min).
Performance: Appropriately frothy
Recording: Bright

Parisian operetta is possibly the lightest
music ever written; properly done, it's

the musical equivalent of a meringue. At
their best these works give you a smile you
can't wipe off your face and make you want
to get up off your can -can and dance. Dan-
iel -Francois -Esprit Auber was a master of
the genre, turning out dozens of these frothy

e
mino

I U

Sums Jo

.............

concoctions for the Opera-Comique with
his collaborator, the libretto machine Eu-
gene Scribe.

Auber's delightful Le Domino Noir re-
ceived more than 1,200 performances in
Paris between its premiere in 1832 and the
start of World War 1 in 1914. It opens at a
masked ball in old Madrid, where a young
nobleman (the tenor) falls in love with a
girl (the soprano) who is being pursued by
an avaricious old English lord (the bari-
tone). They blunder through three acts of
mistaken identities and other absurd ironies
until it is revealed that Angele, the girl, is a
fun -loving novice nun. Not surprisingly, the
Englishman gets his comeuppance, Angele
gives up her religious vows to marry the
boy, and their best friends fall in love with
each other, making for a double wedding.

Richard Bonynge conducts an efferves-

cent performance by the English Chamber
Orchestra that is perfectly faithful to the
score. He has found an ideal Angele in Su-
mi Jo: Her flexible, golden -hued voice is
well suited to this material. Bruce Ford
sings the part of young Horace, Angele's
beloved, with ardent, affecting warmth. The
small parts are also well cast, with Martine
Olmeda especially fine as the scheming
maid Jacinthe. The set is generously filled
up with the lilting overture and ballet music
from Auber's grand opera Gustave 111, which
is primarily remembered today as the first
setting of the libretto by Scribe that Verdi
later used for Un Ballo in Maschera. .1..1.

BACH: English Suites Nos. 4 and 5;
Toccata in C Minor; Fantasia in C Minor.
Joao Carlos Martins (piano).
CONCORD CONCERTO 42035 (50 min).
Performance: Bracing
Recording: Vivid
§odo Carlos Martins was one of the most

interesting of the young pianists (several
of them Brazilian) the Connoisseur Society
introduced on LP back in the 1960's. He re-
corded Bach's complete Well -Tempered
Clavier and the six keyboard partitas then;
now he is making his way through all of
Bach's clavier music for Concord Concerto.
His high -voltage performances here may
strike some listeners as bracing and others
as merely breathless; my own vote is for
bracing. The fast sections tend to be very
brisk, and unusually robust, but never be-
come a scramble. The gigues are so explo-
sively festive that you may wonder if they
will wear well, but doubts tend to disappear
with repeated hearings. The sarabandes are
kept moving, too, and benefit enormously
in cohesiveness and dignity. Most of the
music here, in fact, makes excellent sense,
the one misfire being the brief C Minor
Fantasia, which does seem uncomfortably
driven despite Martins's all but miraculous
clarity at any speed.

The Bulgarian -made recording makes
the most of that clarity, giving the piano an

exceptionally realistic presence - though
the very close focus may add a smidgen of
relentlessness to the general impression of
refreshing vitality. The disc's only real
shortcoming, in fact, may be its short play-
ing time. R.F.

B ACH: The Musical Offering.
I 11,eintile S iinrnr. \ In, .1  -1-;I 19 (72 min).
Performance: Excellent playing
Recording: Okay
in 1747, Bach made a visit to the court of
 Frederick the Great, who received the
senerable kapellmeister with due homage
and handed him a fugue theme on which he
improvised with great learning and pa-
nache. Afterwards, Bach elaborated the

theme into a trio sonata for flute (the king's
instrument), violin, and continuo and a se-
ries of complex fugues and puzzle canons,
all of which he printed - at his own ex-
pense! - and dedicated to the king under
the title The Musical Offering.

The two monumental fugues, called "ri-
cercars," seem to be intended for keyboard,
although the one in six voices is written out
in full score. The canons are mostly not
written out at all; it is up to the reader or the
performer to figure them out from the enig-
matic notation.

Ensemble Sonnerie, an excellent early -
instrument group consisting of three winds
and three strings, has made its own arrange-
ments of the canons and the six -voiced
ricercar, with mixed success. The best per-
formances are of the trio sonata and the two
ricercars as played by the group's excellent
keyboardist, the unforgettably named Gary
Cooper. The alternative multi -instrumental
arrangement of the Ricercar a 6 seems lan-
guid and without urgency, and yet it is only
45 seconds slower than Cooper's taut per-
formance! Some of the canon realizations
seem almost unmusical. Another problem is
that everything is in the same key, and de-
spite the variety of the instrumentation,
there is a pervasive sameness to the ar-
rangements. E.S.

BEETHOVEN: Overtures, Vol. 2.
SinIoni.t.

Bch Lund N ()s 8.553431 (72 min).
Performance: Splendid
Recording: Very good

A!though Vol. I has yet to appear, this
CD is a delightful (and budget -priced)

supplement to the thrice -familiar Beethoven
overtures in most collections. The five here
- The Consecration of the House, Name -
Day Celebration, Leonore Nos. I and 2,
and King Stephen - are heard far less fre-
quently than the other six, and all of them
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receive absolutely splendid performances.
Bela Drahos, the conductor, is a former
flutist. He has the winds especially on their
toes, but the entire Esterhazy Sinfonia is a
joy to listen to, with warmth of heart as
well as considerable brilliance illuminating
every item on the disc.

The most intriguing item for many lis-
teners may well be one of the three filler
pieces, the Music for a Knightly Ballet (Rit-
terballett) composed by the twenty -year -old
Beethoven, still in Bonn, for a performance
there in March 1791 by Count Waldstein
and other aristocrats. Waldstein was actual-
ly named as the composer on that occasion,
and there is little in the music to give Bee-
thoven away. It's a bit kitschy, in fact, but
rather adorable all the same: a good-hu-
mored sequence of characteristic pieces -
a march, a hunting song, a romance, a war
song, a drinking song, a German dance -
linked by a recurring "German Song" whose
genial strains finally yield to a robust coda.
It's been recorded four or five times before,
but never with so much unabashed relish, or
quite so much polish.

The Funeral March that Beethoven pro-
vided for Duncker's play Leonore Prohaska
(by orchestrating the slow movement of his
Piano Sonata No. 12) and his Triumphal
March for Kuffner's Tarpeja are less re-
markable but interesting enough in the gen-
eral context of his theater music, and they
are as handsomely played and recorded as
the rest of the program. R.F.

FAURE: Songs; Nocturnes Nos. 2 and 5.
Sant ord S) IN an ( baritone ); Dax id

Breitman (piano); Lydian String Quartet.
NONESUCH 79371 (62 min).
Performance: Stylish
Recording: Excellent
ft:thud Faure is one of those composers,
Iligifted yet indisputably minor in ac-
complishment, who nonetheless - or per-
haps for that very reason - attract passion-
ate advocates. Sanford Sylvan, best known
as a champion of American song, here of-
fers a lovely recital disc of some of Fault's
best melodies, and it makes an admirable
introduction to his haunting, sweetly idio-
syncratic vocal music.

The disc revolves around two song cy-
cles, La Bonne Chanson, perfumed settings
of decadent poems by Paul Verlaine with
accompaniment by string quartet, and
L'Horizon Chimerique, composed in 1921,
just three years before Faure's death. Al -
hough the somewhat incoherent liner notes
state repeatedly that the latter is a great
composition, it is, in fact, a willfully strange,
problematic work, with fantastical texts by
a French poet named Jean de la Ville de
Mirmont, who died at 24 as a soldier in
World War I. Sylvan makes a persuasive
case for these eccentric songs, infusing just
the right measure of passion into his ad-
mirably fluid, conversational delivery.

The inclusion of two of Faure's noc-
turnes for piano makes the disc more like a
Parisian soirée musicale, with a mix of
songs and instrumental interludes. Yet while
David Breitman is a remarkably sympathet-
ic accompanist, he doesn't really have much

of interest to say about these pieces. They
are nicely played but lack the temperamental
fire, stoked with generous doses of rubato,
that would he needed to propel them. J.J.

FUCHS: Clarinet Quintet. WEBER:
Clarinet Quintet.
Paul Meyer (clarinet); Cannina Quartet.
DrtisoN 78801 (55 min).
Performance: Top-drawer
Recording: Very good
sioben Fuchs (1847-1927) was both a

prolific composer and a much sought
after teacher of counterpoint. Among his
most celebrated pupils - Mahler. Hugo
Wolf, and Sibelius - only the last outlived
him. His Clarinet Quintet, written in a
charmingly lyrical post-Brahmsian musical
language, is beautifully crafted and easy on
the ear. A Viennese elegance informs the
two middle movements, and a beguiling
theme serves as basis for the final move-
ment's set of variations.

Carl Maria von Weber's Clarinet Quintet
is of a decidedly more virtuosic cast but
makes for equally agreeable listening. The
capriccio presto third movement presents a
particularly formidable challenge for the
soloist. The French -born clarinetist Paul
Meyer displays world -class musicianship in
every department, and the members of the

Swiss -based Carmina Quartet are ideal col-
leagues. Given the flawless recorded sound
and wonderfully refined yet vital perfor-
mances, this CD would make perfect after -
dinner listening. D.H.

LUTOSL AWSKI: Symphony No. 2;
Piano Concerto; Chantefleurs et
Chantefables; Fanfare for Los Angeles
Philharmonic.
Paul Crossley (piano); Dawn Upshaw (soprano);
Los Angeles Philharmonic,
Esa-Pekka Salonen cond. SONY 67189 (74
Performance: Very good
Recording: Good

Esa-Pek
k a Salonen opens this imaginative

and colorful mini -anthology of music by
the contemporary Polish composer Witold
Lutoslawski almost literally with a blast:
the brief Fanfare for Los Angeles Philhar-

Americana from
Anne Akiko Meyers

For my money, San Diego -born Anne
Akiko Meyers has hit the jackpot

with this American program comprising
Piston's 1945 Sonatina for Violin and
Piano, Copland's masterly Violin Sonata
(from the period that produced Appa-
lachian Spring) and his
bluesy 1936 Nocturne,
Ives's Violin Sonata
No. 4 ("Children's Day
at the Camp Meeting"),
and the Gospel -fla-
vored Blues by David
Baker (1966). She has
the superbly vital key-
board collaboration of
Andre -Michel Schub.

The Piston sonatina,
originally with harpsi-
chord, is a delectable
piece of Neoclassical
Americana highlighted by an aria -like
slow movement worthy of J. S. Bach.
The Copland sonata, the high point
of the disc, is arguably his chamber -
music masterpiece. Meyers and
Schub bring to its performance an ideal
amalgam of poetic sensibility and
rhythmic vitality. It is a joy to hear such
wonderfully controlled vibrato, with
just the right degree of warmth or
"cool" that the music demands. The
walking -on -eggs slow movement is a

stunning achievement. Schub's fingers
get a marvelous workout in the finale,
where Meyers's violinistics bring
tremendous verve to Copland's rhythms.

Many interpreters of the most popular
of the Ives violin sonatas tend to under-

line its idyllic aspects,
AKIKO 1, tL but Meyers opts for

a forthright and
vigorous treatment.
The Copland Nocturne
gives her a chance to
exploit her command
of nuance, as does the
Baker Blues, recalling
jazz -violin stars like
Joe Venuti and
Stephane Grappelli.

I enjoyed this well
put -together program
immensely. Sound

quality and instrumental balance are
close to perfect. Don't pass this one by!

David Hall

ANNA AKIKO MITERS:
The American Album.
Piston: Sonatina for Violin and Piano.
Copland: Violin Sonata: Nocturne.
Ices: Violin Sonata No. 4. Baker: Blues.
Anne Akiko Meyers (violin); Andre -
Michel Schub (piano).
RCA VICTOR 68114 (55 min).
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CLASSICAL MUSIC

EIJI OUE, STAR
Hardly anyone had heard of the
Japanese conductor Eiji Oue, now

39, when he was appointed to succeed
Edo de Waart as music director of the
Minnesota Orchestra. His previous post
was with the Erie (Pennsylvania)
Philharmonic, but as a guest conductor
he had made a strong impression on both
the public and the musicians themselves
in Minneapolis, and in the year or so
between the announcement and the
actual beginning of his tenure last fall
audiences in Philadelphia, Chicago,
Washington, and other cities had
opportunities to size him up in guest
appearances with their orchestras.

Conductor Eiji Oue: a Wheaties man?

By the time he took up residence in
Minneapolis he had established
an enormous and thoroughly positive
presence. A measure of the community's
wholehearted acceptance is his picture
dominating the design on a "limited
edition" box of Wheaties, made by the
Minneapolis -based General Mills -
an unprecedented gesture.

The orchestra itself, a conspicuous
presence on records since the tenure
of Eugene Ormandy in the early 1930's,
was the flagship band for Mercury's
Living Presence series under Antal
Dorati and Stanislaw Skrowaczewski,
when it was still called the Minneapolis
Symphony. By either of its names, it
has never sounded as stunning as it does
on Oue's first two discs for the San
Francisco -based audiophile label
Reference Recordings, both of which
use the HDCD (High Definition
Compatible Digital) process. They focus
on the colorful repertory with which
he has especially identified himself: three
works by Stravinsky on one and dance

OF THE NORTH
pieces from eight operas on the other.

All of it is fine material for
showcasing a virtuoso orchestra and a
virtuoso recording operation, and,
happily, the music itself is very well
served. In Stravinsky's Firebird suite
(standard 1919 version) and The
Song of the Nightingale, Oue lets the big
tunes appear to be phrasing themselves
without his coaxing; he shows as much
concern for subtlety as for brilliant
effects and achieves a convincing
fairy-tale quality in his balancing of
these elements. Far too many conductors
these days seem unwilling to let their
orchestras play really softly. Oue is not
one of them: The soft passages here
are every bit as stunning in their way as
the explosive ones. At the end of
this well -filled disc is an account of The
Rite of Spring that benefits from the
same combination of uncommon
thoughtfulness and reliable instincts
on the conductor's part, and the same
level of committed response on the
orchestra's. In all, a very competitive
package.

The dance collection is simply one
of the most appealing discs of its kind;
the impression is sustained throughout
the hour-long playing time that everyone
in the orchestra was thoroughly enjoying
this assignment and giving his or her
best. Together with alert, well -
characterized presentations of familiar
material from operas by Rimsky-
Korsakov (Dance of the Tumblers from
The Snow Maiden), Richard Strauss
(Salome's Dance), Tchaikovsky
(Cossack Dance from Mazeppa),
Mussorgsky (Persian Dances from
Khovanshchina), and Saint-Saens
(Bacchanale from Samson et Dalila),
Oue conducts the polonaise from
Dvorak's Rusalka, the kitschy but
adorable ballet music from The Demon
by Anton Rubinstein, and a suave,
flavorful performance of the extended
ballet sequence from Henri Rabaud's
Marouf that by itself is worth the
price of admission.

And so is the sound quality on both
discs, which are exemplary in terms
of full -depth realism and superb balance
even played without an HDCD converter
- but definitely more impressive
still with one. Richard Freed

STRAVINSKY:
Firebird Suite; Song of the
Nightingale; The Rite of Spring.

inne.ota Orchestra, Eiji Oue cond.
RENCE RR-70CD (74 min).

EXOTIC DANCES FROM
THE OPERA.
Minnesota Orchestra, Eiji Oue cond.
REFERENCE RR-7ICD (61 min).

monic of 1993. A quasi -aleatoric work for
brass and percussion, it is highly dissonant
at the start but comes to a resounding uni-
son conclusion. We then move backward in
time to 1987 and the brilliant and fascinat-
ing Concerto for Piano and Orchestra. The
opening movement suggests bird song, and
an exciting "chase" toccata follows, but the
lyrical essence of the work resides in the in-
tensely poetic slow movement with its
haunting horn solo. The finale is a pas-
sacaglia of sorts, its ten -bar theme consist-
ing of short notes separated by rests rather
than the expected progresssion of even
notes. The solo role calls for virtuosity of
the highest order, while the resourceful or-
chestral scoring is on a par with Messaien's
in terms of color and imaginative use of
percussion.

We then move into the realm of the solo
voice with the 1990 song cycle Chante-
fleurs et Chantefables, nineteen settings of
texts by the French poet Robert Desnos.
Here is Lutoslawski at his most delicate and
refined, recalling Poulenc in both his comic
and bittersweet moods, but with a sharper
edge of irony along with more intense and
nostalgic atmospherics.

The Second Symphony, from 1966/67,
finds Lutoslawski experimenting with ale-
atoric techniques, chiefly in the rhythmic
realm. The discursive first movement (marked
"hesitating") suggests a conversation pro -
ceding on a variety of levels, ranging from
murmurous to strident, and the concluding
second movement (marked "direct") is
highly dramatic, with a telling use of winds
and percussion.

The performances here are all masterly.
Dawn Upshaw is both elegant and eloquent
in the Desnos song cycle, like the Fanfare a
premiere recording, and Paul Crossley does
a convincing job with the Piano Concerto.
The recorded sound from the Todd -AO
Scoring Studio is crisp and clean. D.H.

MAHLER: Symphony No. 6.
Israel Philharmonic, Zubin Mehta cond.
TELDEC 98423 (78 min).
Performance: Sinewy
Recording: Good

1111 he Israel Philharmonic is no heavy-
weightII aggregation after the manner of

the main orchestras of Vienna, Amsterdam,
New York, or Chicago. Nor is Tel Aviv's
Mann Auditorium, with its rather tight
acoustic, an ideal recording venue for Mah-
ler's vast sonic canvases. Combined with
Zubin Mehta's reading, the result is a per-
formance of the Sixth Symphony (some-
times called the "Tragic") that is best de-
scribed as lean and sinewy, especially in the
grim, march -saturated first movement and
the complex, agonized finale. The famous
"Alma" motive, for one thing, could use a
lot more heart. On the other hand, the extro-
verted drama, exemplified by the notorious
hammer blows, comes through loud and
clear, as do the sinister and brutal aspects of
the scherzo. Only in the fine string playing
at the climax of the slow movement do we
get anything like the heart and soul found
in, say, Leonard Bemstein's recordings of
the work.
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refund policy 33 day defective
exchange, full manufacturers
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extended warranty FREE UPS
Shipping, and Nationwide cus-
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Sacrifice Nothing
Whether you are an avid audio-
phile. videophile. or just looking
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your investment.
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FREE CALL AWAY!
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
For an interpretation similar in style to

Mehta's, but with a superior orchestra and
better sound, there is Christoph von Doh-
nanyi with the Cleveland Orchestra on Lon-
don (but on two CD's rather than one). In
all fairness to Mehta, he does, like Dohnan-
yi. manage to sort out and make clearly au-
dible every strand of the long and intricate
final movement, and in this he is helped
rather than hindered by the acoustic, thanks
to a well -placed microphone array. D.H.

SIBELIUS: Flower Songs, Op. 88;
other songs.
Karita Manila (soprano); Ihno Ranta (piano).
0,sursi: ti56 (61 Mill).
Performance: Very good
Recording: Very good

For a composer whose true medium was
the orchestra, Sibelius left an estimable

legacy of some I(X) songs. About a quarter
of this output is included here, among them
a few much -recorded items (The Tryst,
Black Roses, The Diamond on the March
Snow) and several rarities, such as his cycle
of flower songs. They cover a wide range of
moods and styles, ranging from the terse
and conversational to highly demanding op-
eratically styled pieces (Juba!, Arioso).

Although his songs are frequently associ-
ated with baritones, it should be remem-
bered that such sopranos as Kirsten Flag-
stad, Birgit Nilsson. and Elisabeth Soder-
Strom have also championed these austere,
haunting. and in many ways unique inspira-
tions. In this refreshing recital Karita Matti -
la copes impressively with their wide range
and unusual vocal demands (wide leaps.
melismatic writing). Her singing is virtu-
osic at times, but her midrange vibrato oc-
casionally intrudes. G..F.

STRAVINSKY: Petrouchko (1911
version); Jeu de Cortes.
Chicago S)mph,,n). ( icorg Solt' cond.
LoNrxiisi 443 775 157 min).
Performance: Resplendent
Recording: Handsome
etravinsky has never played a major role
iaPin Georg Solti's repertoire. These 1993
Chicago concert recordings thus come as a
surprise, and a pleasant one. The complete
Petrouchka ballet, in all the luxuriance of
the original 1911 score, gets a vivid big -
scale treatment. The 1936 "ballet in three

deals." Jeu de Cartes, which depicts a poker
game, is prime Neoclassical Stravinsky
laced here and there with tongue-in-cheek
quotations from earlier music, most promi-
nently Rossini's Barber of Seville overture.
It makes for delightful listening, and the re-
current theme that links the "three deals" is

15 Minneakoning Rd
Suite #305
Flemington, NJ 08822 Call Tont] 1-888-862-8600
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one of those tunes that, once heard, just
won't go away.

Performances of works in Stravinsky's
Neoclassical idiom tend to be over -refined.
There is nothing prissy about these, howev-
er, and the London sonics have all the
bloom and brilliance that I've missed in
some of the more recent Chicago record-
ings from Teldec. DR .

VIVALDI: The Four Seasons.
Marion Verbruggen (recorder); Flanders
Recorder Quartet.
HARMONIA MI NDT 907153 (39 min).
Performance: Superb
Recording: Excellent

Vivaldi's popular set of violin concertos
known as The Four Seasons have been

rearranged for flute, guitars, jazz instru-
ments, and the natural sounds of wind,
waves, and birds. But none of the above
have succeeded as well as this new "fiddle -
free" arrangement for five recorders. Vival-
di himself wrote a good bit of music for re-
corders, and the sound is quite idiomatic
and authentic. The arrangement is distin-
guished by its exceptional musicality, and
the performance is stunning, with every
phrase beautifully articulated. Marion Ver-
bruggen is an unparalleled virtuoso on this
instrument, but who knew that five record-
ers could provide such a rich palette of col-
ors? The playing time is short for a classical
CD, but that's a minor drawback. I think Vi-
valdi would have liked this wonderful re-
cording. I love it. William Livingstone

Collections
RANO ON A CAN ALL-STARS:
Cheating, Lying, Stealing.
SONY 62254 (6g min
Performance: Virtuoso funk
Recording: Hard, brilliant
lir he group of New York -based composers

and performers who call themselves
Bang on a Can are a lot more sophisticated
than the name might suggest, but they do
delight in playing rough. David Lang, who
wrote the title piece here, Cheating, Lying,
Stealing, points out in the notes that classi-
cal composers are always trying to express
how wonderful and profound they are. Lang
tries the opposite with a clever piece about
being disreputable. Does he succeed? Not
quite - the music may be a little too good
for its own good.

The whole bad-boy/bad-girl aesthetic is
somewhat labored, but the Bang on a Can
gang does succeed in producing music that
is diverting and off the beaten track. Evan
Ziporyn's Tsmindao Ghmerto, in which he
attempts to produce the sound of religious
choral music by humming and playing mul-
tiphonics on his bass clarinet, is not even
rough -edged, but it extends our musical
horizons in a startling and beautiful way.
Frederic Rzewski's Busoni-esque Piano
Piece No. IV (dating from 1977) and Zipo-
ryn's arrangement of music by the Brazilian
instrumentalist and arranger Hermeto Pas -
coal also offer unexpectedly wider hori-
zons. There is rough and tumble, too, espe-

cially in the wildly out -of -tune, altered -key-
board sounds of Annie Gosfield's The Man-
ufacture of Tangled Ivory and the almost
Dada-esque non sequiturs of Nick Didkov-

la1.1

sky's Amalia's Secret, as surrealist a piece
of music as you will ever hope to hear (the
title is taken from Kafka). Brilliant, funky
performances in a tough-minded recording
that is hard going but has its rewards. E.S.

MAROLYN IBLACKWELL:
A Simple Song
(Blackwell Sings Bernstein).
Harolyn Blackwell (soprano); orchestra, Danny
Troob cond. RCA Vicron 68321 (48 min).
Performance: Stylish
Recording: First-rate

arolyn Blackwell is one of those con -
WS temporary singers who can move with
consummate ease from opera to theater and
pop with no apology and without even
changing gears. That - plus a few small
matters like her voice, personality, and deep
musicality - makes her the quintessential
Bernstein performer. She first came to no-
tice on Broadway in the West Side Story re-
vival, and this CD includes her devastating
version of Somewhere as well as three duets
from that show, all sung here with, of all
people, Vanessa Williams. The other mater-
ial ranges from "A Simple Song" (from
Mass) and songs from Peter Pan to Glitter
and Be Gay from Candide and some of
Bemstein's party/cabaret songs.

Blackwell has a canny and sympathetic
collaborator in Danny Troob, who arranged
and conducted (and helped perform) the
music on this CD as if it were one big the-
ater piece. The concept, the production (by
the veteran Bernstein producer John Mc-
Clure), the sound, and the performances are
all delightful. E.S.

STOKOWSKI TRANSCRIPTIONS.
Bach: Sheep ,Wto .Sajel% Gra:e: Vta( het auf;
Ein feste Burg; Toccata and Fugue in
D Minor. Beethoven: Piano Sonata No. 14
("Moonlight"). first movement. Boccherini:
Minuet. Chopin: Prelude in E Minor. Debussy:
Clair de Lune: La Cathedrale Engloutie.
Franck: Panis Angelicus. Rachmaninorn
Prelude in C -sharp Minor. Tchaikovsky:
Andante Cantabile: At the Ball.
Philadelphia Orchestra, Wolfgang Sawallisch
cond. EMI 55592 (66 min).
Performance: Excellent
Recording: Very good
^vet the years. many of the transcrip-

tions Leopold Stokowski created as
conductor of the Philadelphia Orchestra
have been performed by other conductors.
Some have even been recorded - but not
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QUICKFIXES

BEETHOVEN: Violin Sonatas No. 9
("Kreutzer") and No. 10.
Gidon Kremer (violin); Martha Argerich
(piano). DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON
447 054 (65 min).
The vibrancy, expressiveness, and unla-
bored charm Gidon Kremer and Martha
Argerich brought to the three Op. 30
sonatas with which they launched their
Beethoven cycle are nowhere to be found
in these surprisingly dull (and occasional-
ly heavy-handed) accounts of the "Kreut-
zer" and the final sonata. R.F.

D UFAY: Mass for St. Anthony of
Padua.
Pomerium, Alexander Blachly dir. DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON ARCHIV 447 772 (69 min).
Guillaume Dufay was the preeminent
composer of Renaissance Florence. This
ornate, heart -meltingly sweet mass must
have been a personal favorite of the com-
poser, for in his will he established a fund
to pay for annual performances of it at the
cathedral in his home town of Cambrai.
Pomerium, an accomplished choir based
in New York City, sings the piece beauti-
fully. though the recorded sound is a hit
too bright.

HARVEY: Concerto Antico.
GRAY: Guitar Concerto.
John Williams (guitar): London Symphony,
Paul Daniel cond. SONY 68337 (61 min).
Richard Harvey's appealing Concerto An-
tic° is the perfect folkloric suite - clean.
smooth, and charming; the folklore is
imaginary, but the suite is real enough in
this engaging performance. Steve Gray's
Guitar Concerto consists of "Dances."
"Love Songs," and "Jokes." The acoustic
guitar is smoothly set against a large. live-
ly. and colorful orchestra; the amusing h-
nale, in which it holds its own against the
noisy, bullying, raucous ensmeble, is the
most striking and original part. Most of
the rest is a bit kitschy, but it is all warmly
played and richly recorded. E.S.

MOZART: Flute Quartets; Oboe
Quartet (arr. Schocker).
Gary Schocker Milo; members or Chester
String Quartet. CHESKY 128 (66 min).
None of the four flute quartets, well made

as they are, is first-rate Mozart in my
book, though they do provide pleasant lis-
tening and fine vehicles for the soloist.
Composer -virtuoso Gary Schocker and his
partners from the Chester String Quartet
come up with expert performances, clean-
ly recorded. As a bonus we get Schocker's
adaptation of the delightful Oboe Quartet
(K. 370). The flute's broader timbre, how-
ever, deprives the work of the innate pi-
quancy of the original scoring. D.H.

MOZART: String Quartets Nos. 22
and 23.
Shanghai Quartet. DELOS 3192 (52 min).
Stylish, beautifully balanced performances
of Mozart's last two string quartets make
this the Shanghai Quartet's most fetching
release so far. For many, it will recall the
warmhearted elegance of the Budapest
Quartet and the Quartetto Italiano, with
the very welcome advantage of lustrous
sonics ideally suited to the material. R.F.

PIPELARE: Missa "L'Homme Arnie";
Chansons; Motets.
Huelgas Ensemble, Paul Van Nevel cond.
SONY 68258 (65 min).
Renaissance Flemish polyphony, we are
now learning, was one of the great schools

of Western music. Pipelare was a contem-
porary of the painter Hieronymus Bosch
in the town of s' -Hertogenbosch, where he
wrote these tinglingly beautiful love songs.
hymns to the Virgin Mary, and his master-
piece. the elaborately scored "L'Homme
Arnie" Mass, all movingly performed by
the Huelgas Ensemble in a resonant re-
cording. J../.

POWELL: Red White and Black Blues;
Old Man; Orphans; Suite Changes;
Outlaws; Loneliness; Transitions.
Tone Road Ramblers; the Ineluctable
Modality; Cleveland Chamber Symphony,
Edwin London cond.
NEW WORLD 80499 (67 min).
Morgan Powell is a trombonist and com-
poser from the Midwest, and this CD is a
little snapshot of the lively modern -music
scene at the University of Illinois and the
Cleveland Institute, where the perfor-
mances originate. The music hovers be-
tween serialism and free jazz, mostly
scored for traditional winds, brass, and
percussion but with offbeat colors, impro-
visation, and vocal sounds. It's all treated
with a dissonant energy that is sometimes
engaging, but often unrelenting. E.S.
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
by the Philadelphians themselves since Sto-
kowski's time. His latest successor on that
podium, Wolfgang Sawallisch, has taken a
welcome corrective step in recording a bak-
er's dozen of Stokowski's pieces, and just
when there appears to be some encouraging
rethinking of the whole business of shun-
ning such transcriptions and arrangements
- not only Stokowski's but also those by
Felix Mottl and others that graced our con-
cert programs some decades ago.

Sawallisch's enthusiastic commitment is
apparent throughout the program, which,
perhaps surprisingly, does not open with the
celebrated Toccata and Fugue but places it
last in the opening Bach group. He keeps
the Franck Panis Angelicas moving in a
way that informs it with a modicum of no-
bility, he insures that the excerpt from Bee-
thoven's "Moonlight" Sonata fully justifies
itself in orchestral terms, and he had the
happy thought of involving the mezzo-
soprano Marjana Lipovsek in one of the
Tchaikovsky songs whose accompaniments
Stokowski orchestrated.

Some of the more expected Stokowski
favorites are offered in similar collections,
but Sawallisch is the most thoughtful and
most consistently tasteful of the conductors
to take on this material - and he is, of
course, the only one who has the Philadel-
phians, who are true to form here and very
richly recorded.

BRYN TERFIL: Opera Arias.
Bryn Terfel (bass -baritone); Metropolitan Opera
Orchestra, James Levine cond.
DFA GRAMAMPtioN 445 866 (71 min).
Performance: Great showcase
Recording: Outstanding

Recorded
in two segments during Bryn

,Terfel's Metropolitan Opera appear-
ances in 1994 and 1995, this CD is quite a
display of the accomplishments and future
potential of an artist steadily growing in
stature. The recording benefits enormously
from James Levine's guiding hand and the
magnificent sound of the Metropolitan
Opera Orchestra.

Terfel is a presence, and the collection is
more than a studio recital of fourteen arias.
All the characters in this wide-ranging
gallery come vividly to life in vital, en-
grossing interpretations. The excellence of
his Mozart is soundly confirmed by the

arias here for Figaro (The Marriage of Fi-
garo), Leporello (Don Giovanni), and Gug-
lielmo (Cosi Fan Tune), roles in which he
has triumphed onstage, and it is easy to
imagine his Papageno (The Magic Flute)
from the mercurial portrait offered. He is
about to add the role of Don Giovanni to

his repertoire, and the insinuating Serenade
presented here is an encouraging sign.

A good Mozart singer should also find
Rossini and Donizetti congenial, and, in-
deed, Terfel infuses Don Magnifico (La
Cenerentola) with a ripe comedic sense. To
my ears he is more suited to the title role in
Don Pasquale than to Malatesta, whose
simple aria is somewhat overstated. Terfel's
dynamism sometimes causes him to over-
burden his singing with vehemence at the
expense of pure tone formation. Both dia-

bolic arias (Faust, Les Conies d'Hoffmann)
tend to suffer in that regard, as does Mac-
beth's aria, though Falstaff's monologue
comes off with the desired effect.

Wolfram (Tannhauser) is reported to be
Terfel's next Met role, and the tonal ampli-
tude and lyrical flow of his song to the
evening gar augurs well for it. His dramatic
instincts are all in place in the Dutchman's
lengthy monologue, too, but his tone loses
firmness and color when pressured in loud
passages.
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SONY DIMES Hoene Cl CALL!

Imor-...r

ti

MX-D7T
Compact
Component System
Fora great sounding. small Nrotprint,

AIWA HVMXI Converter _ 9549 system look no further than this gem
PANASONIC NVST250 BEST PRICE! from JVC: 100W, Digital Syntii. Tuner
JVC HRJ29IAS VCR $239 w/40 Station Memory, 3 CD Triple-
TRI 'S IN STOCK! Tray Changer, Dual Auto Reverse
AIWA, ORUNOIG, TOSHIBA, JVC. :Cassette, Dolby B, Twin Woofer
PANASONIC, ALL MODELS IN STOCK System, Full Function Remote, and
CALL FOR BEST PRICE! SUSS much much more.

ELECTRONICS
YAMAHA DDP1 4,
CARVER AV405 5.Cha,-. CALL!
DEMON AVP8000 SC NE

YAMAHA DSPA3090 Topa, th, . CALL!
NAD 916 r 3 Amplther CALL!
ONKYO ED901 AC.3 De- NEW!
CAMBER 2.0 Bookshe $499/pr

CALL FOR BEST PRICE!

SPEAKERS
CAMBER 3.571 4.
VELODYNE F1200R 5789/ea
VELODYNE VA1012X ' $489/ea
KEF 070 Un60 Tower CALL!
PINNACLE AC850 Booktsne" $179
CAMBER 2.0 Booksneof $499/pr
CELESTION CALL FOR FULL LINE!
CALL FOR PRODUCTS NOT LISTED!

DIGITAL
CD PLAYERS
HARMON KARDON FL84.50 CALL!
HARMON KARDON MD710 CALL!
DEMON DCM460 , CALL!
YAMAHA CDC655 $239
SONY FULL LINE IN STOCK CALL!
SONY ES CALL FOR BEST PRICE!
ONKYO DXC330 $279
NAKAMICHI MB'S " 5599

CD JUKEBOX
TECHNICS SLMC50 
KENWOOD DPJ2070 104
SONY CDPCX153 100 D.:
AIWA DXClOOM 100 Disc
TECHNICS SLMC400 II0 
JVC XLMC302 100 .7
PIONEER PDF1004 100 asc

5245
CALL!
CALL!
$225
5279
5629

CALL!

HI-Fi STEREO
SPEAKERS

IC TECH FULL LINE . . CALL!
PINNACLE AC650 bL. $199/pr
NILES OS -10 Outdoor. BEST SS
CAMBER 2 0 Bookshelf . $499/pr
BICVENTURI FULL LINE . . CALL!
CAMBER LS7 8 Woofer $449
KEF ALL MODELS BEST PRICE!
CALL FOR PRODUCTS NOT LISTED!

PRO TAPES
SONY PDP124 Pro DAT $9.49
AMPEX 488 HI -8 Auden $9.95
DIC / How DAT $6.99
AMPEX 469 4047 59.99
DENON R90 90 nn DAT 56.16
FUJI/SONY BETA 30 SP 521.50
MPEX/SONY IN STOCK
CALL FOR PRODUCTS NOT LISTED!

CASSETTE DECKS
JVC TDW218BK Dual Auto Re, NEW
SONY TCWE805S Dolby . NEW!
YAMAHA KXW5132 DSS 11299
TECHNICS RSTR575 Dual Recm . 11199

ICHI DRI Reference Ouagy CALL!
SONY TCWASESA New Model CALL!
DEMON D11117411 Dual Capstan CALL!
JVC TDW71S Path Control. CALL!

RECEIVERS
JVC RX518VBK 53W s 1 $206
YAMAHA RXV490 $299
TECHNICS SAEX4C0 $248
SONY STRDE705 r. . 'CALL!

AD -S950
Cassette Deck
Al WA's Top -of -the -Line deck. Dolt,,
S -Type, & B/C Noise Reduction.
3 -Head Design, 2 -Motor Dual
Capstan, Anti -Modulation Tape

ONKYO TX$V525 5395 Stabilizer, Dolby HX Pro, Bias Fine
TENON DRA365 $228 !Adjuster, Full Function Remote
VAD 705 E P P. CALL!
'IONEER NEW MODELS CALL FORS Control, and much more!

,Ar1 - 11 6.1.40..111400

UNCLE'S STEREO 216 W. 72nd. SL New York NY 10023 Store Hrs. Mon -Sat 10:30-7:30 Sun 11 00-5.30

BaOrnrd_emr.d7noilgl-Midnight

800-978-6253 In NYC Call 212.721.7500
Fax Your Order
212-721-7587

 NAKAMICHI  PIONEER  SCOTCH  BROTHER

to

 HARMAN KARDON 



newwestelectronics
Audio Separates  A/V  Receivers  DSS
AC3  THX  Laser Disc  VCRs  TVs
Bigscreens  Subwoofers  Speakers
Camcorders  Mobile

PIONEER  HARMAN KA RDON
CELESTION  KENWOOD  ,JVC
INFINITY  AIWA  SONY  RCA  AR
TOSHIBA  HITACHI  PREMIERE
MONSTER CABLE  VELODYNE
GO -VIDEO  PANAMAX  B&K
KIMBER  AUDIO ALCHEMY
OMNIMOUNT & MUCH MORE!

new west electronics credit card
Card holders enjoy special discounts & benefits.
Call 1-800-733-1366 for application & details.

Great Prices - Excellent Service

800-488-8877
All Prices Include Delivery

Please ask about our Return & Exchange policies
All Times PST: M -F 7:OOA to 6:00P  SAT 7:OOA to 4:00P SUN 8:00A to 4:00P

COD's & PO's Welcome!

MIIEMKNI Fedbc
A Division of Clarity Electronics LTD.

4120 Meridian  Bellingham WA 98226  Fax (360)734-3314
CIRCLE NO 27 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Looking for more info?

http://www.newest.com
It's new west on the net!



CO STORAGE
CONNECTION

The STEREO REVIEW
CD STORAGE CONNECTION

puts manufacturers of CD
storage units in touch with
the ideal audience...
CD purchasers
unsurpassed in size, buying
activity & the need for storage
of their ever-growing
CD collections!

Take advantage of this ideal
opportunity to increase your

company's sales by
participating in the next
CD STORAGE CONNECTION.

For advertising information call:

1-800-445-6066
(Monday -Friday, 9-5 EST)

or Fax 212-767-5624

2222-111-"Iy"SAGS
AN,111a)/S/11,11 c, 11/1.11,i 11111

"We will even design a piece to

your exact specifications"

[all us today for your local dealer

and a copy of our Newsletter with

product photos and specifications.

The City CD Towers

Modular (D storage.

Available in 6

different sizes.

Easy to assemble.

4147-A Transport St. Ventura, (A 93003

805. 644-2185 Fax 805.644-0434

MODULAR
Design you;Trngeenearerrtparion ;Tot ncenteTV ar Thisequpdmuleanr 7raonufjauhg taoccio6moontasteosr

STORAGE
A
B
I

N
E

S

The Look of Leather

CAN -AMThe Strength of Steel 800-387-9790 or W54754622 httpS/www.io.orgrcanam

360r videos, lasers. LPs, liquor, photos, etc. All for only 31,394.
Let your imaginahor rat wild.

Open Wide & Say Ahhhhl
This

Cabinet
holds
800
CDs

CD/VHS CASE
Feet on Holds 500 CO's

$15995
Furniture Quality
Oak Construction

 Fully Adjustable
Shelves

 Hand Rubbed
Danish 0 I Finish
Immediate Delivery
in Oak or Black

v. Free Color Photos
We oner a cornoisto ion. of

30 Day Unconditionai
303olau 00o,

c aw
Money Bock Guarantee

250 V.&ate mein

1-800-878-7458ear
kly a 1 r4403,40 - 14040 1,1.00 51 F0001"ncost Ce 80504

CD, Atilio and Video Storage Fully k-seribled!

Call or write for a jog color brochure 100% Solid Oak!

1-800-858-9005
. 30 Day Honey Back

Guarantee!
. Made in US.A.

AGM Woodworking
870 CapOolio Way *5

. . Smoked Glass Doors
. Ajustalde Shelves

San Luis Obispo, Ca. 93401 . No Hidden Costs
(805) 544-8668 bvmsgwatatVLSA Just One Jaw Prier!

CD STORAGE+

soRce
PO Box 747-21, Nutley, NJ 07110
Credit Cants, Checks and Money Orden accepted.
30 Day Mcney Back Guarantee and a Full One
Year Wcrcnty on all Models.

SOR ICE SYSTEMS Include...
Video, Cassette, LP, Laserdisc
and Component Storage Units.

Our A300 Model shown gores300 CDs.

Imbeccably crafted in these Premium Solid
Hcrdwoocs: Ock,Walnut, Teak or Cheri.

Acjustabk Shelves store an± combinatior. of
CD's, Viceoi & Cassettes - all in One Gatinet.

Adjustable Slid B -ass Bocknas keep Dscs &
Tcpes uptight and in place

t Cabinets car be stacked, wall mounted cr lzft
free stowing.

Optional X'ood cr Glass Doors are avaiialk

4, Enclosed 7ack provides dust protection.

O Compact sir!: 391/271 x 231!2"W x 71/. "D.

Cabinet comes assembled.

For FREE Color Literatwe & Prico
or. our Full Line of Qua ity Products

Call: 1-800-432-8005
Fax: 1-201-667-8688



Stereo Review

CLASSIFIED
For Advertising Information Call 1-800-445-6066, 9am-5pm EST

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us
to verify all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and exis-
tence of warranties. To confirm that an
advertiser is authorized to sell a product,
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.

RECORDS

LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPUES. Jewel boxes
jackets. sleeves, storage boxes, 78 sleeves, dividers, mdch
morel Free brochure. CABCO PRODUCTS, ROOM 641, POB
8212. COLUMBUS, OH 43201. (614) 267-8468

NEEDLES/CARTRIDGES brBells--Expert Consultations, AN Major
Brands, One of Largest Stocks in Country including Old/
Obsolete Models. NEEDLE EXPRESS. 1-800-982-2620.

AUTHORIZED

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, sub -
woofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD,
3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702.
1 (800) 283-4644.

Authorized Dealer For:

 ADCOM  KICKER  PS8
ALTEC LANSING  LEXICON

 ATLANTIC ItcHNoLoGY  MONSTER CABLE

AUDIOCONTROL  IITX

 CARVER  NAD

 CELEST1ON  NAKAMICHI

 CLARION  NILES AUDIO

.CWD  NITTY GRITTY

RADO

 HARIAAN KARDON  ONKYO

JNAO

 K

Marinette, WI 54143 (715) 735-9002

2808 Cahill Road. P.O. Box 224

 OMNIMOUNT

 PANAMAY

 POU( AUDIO

 RROAC

 RECOTON

 ROCKFORD FOSGATE

 SANUS SYSTEMS

 SONY DSS

 SONY ES

 SONY VIDEO

 SOUND ANCHORS

 SOU6DSWEAM

 STAX

 TARGET

 THORENS

1-800-826-0520

 APATURE
 CARVER
 GRADO
 HAFLER
 HARMAN-KARDON
 KIMBER
 LEXICON
 MARANTZ
 M & K *
 NAD

 NHT *
 NILES
 PANAMAX
 PARADIGM 
 PS AUDIO
 PSB
 SONANCE
 SONY
 SONY ES
 THORENS

In -Store Sales only
CAMBRIDGE - MASSACHUSETTS

6 1 7-547-2727

Q Q AUDIO
95 Vassar Street
Cambridge, MA 02139

FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING! MIRAGE, PS, KINERGEMS,
NAD, PARASOUND, KEF, AUDIOQUEST, KIMBER, JOLIDA,
STRAIGHTW1RE, CARVER, MORE!! READ BROTHERS, 593-B KING,
CHARLESTON. SOUTH CAROLINA 29403. (803)723-7276.

Straight Talk...10, 37 Yeats

"One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"

AUTHORIZED DEALER
We stock 106 brands of Audio Nideo and Ca

Stereo. only a few stores in America can
make this statement and virtually

all of us arc located in college
towns adjacent to

hi -tech Universities.

Acurue Niles Audio
Adcom Onkyo
a/d/s/ Onkyo Integra
Alon Phase Tech
Alpine Panamax
Aragon PS Audio
Atlantic Tech PSB
Audio Control Rock Solid
Audio TechinicaSanua
B&K Sennheiser
Bell'oggetti Sharp Vision
Cal Audio Lab Snell
Celestion Sony
CWD Sony ES
Dentin Sound Anchor
Dunlavy Straight Wire
Forte Sunfire
Hailer Tara Labs
harman/kardon Target
Infinity Comp Threshold
Jolida Velodyne
Kimber Kable VTI.
KEF Yamaha...&
Klipsch 47 More
Lexicon at
Magnum KIEF'S
Mirage 25th & Iowa
Mitsubishi Lamers. KS
Monster Cable
NAD 12 Showrooms
NEAR M.T-W-T lOsmapm
Nakamichi F -S lOnn-Npm

http://www.iclir.nieti-kiefsav

Aum()/vIIIFA)
9 1 3-842- 1 :4 1 1

SAVE - BUILD YOUR OWN LOUDSPEAKERS. We have
the parts you need. Meniscus Audio (616) 534-0121.
meniscus©iservnet

e: -. the . FIELD WORN
DAT

' AWL& Happy
.DSS

' SONY DST

. WORLD EMI) RADIO ' CUST01.1INSTAIIATI7.

CFROWAABLESLXIAAN Medium ' ACCESSOR E

KAIE THEATER

Emensse Elet.v ,..E

ADS

 AILANDC TECHNOLOGY

'BANG & OLUFSEN

'CARVER

'CELESTION

ENERGY

GRADO

' HARMAN KARDON

' JVC

KEF

' LEXICON

MONSTER CABLE

NAD

' NAKAMICHI

 NILES AUDIO

' ONKYO

' POLK AUDIO

' PSB

 PROAC

SANUS

' SONY DSS

' SONY ES

' SONY VIDEO

' SENNHEISER

'TARGET

'THORENS

430 State St Madison, WI 53703. FAX 1160812554425

1-800-906 HI -Fl (4434)

OUR 21"ST YEAR! CALL 1(800) 826-0520. *
NAD * SONY ES * ONKYO * CARVER * HAR-
MAN KARDON * KEF * LEXICON * ATLANTIC
TECHNOLOGY * PSB * ADCOM * NAKAMICHI
* GRADO * POLK AUDIO * SANUS SYSTEMS *
SOUNDSTREAM * THORENS * TARGET * PRO -
AC * NITTY GRITTY * JAMO * CWD * AUDIO -
CONTROL * CELESTION * CLARION * MON-
STER CABLE * PANAMAX * OMNIMOUNT *
NILES AUDIO * ROCKFORD FOSGATE * SOUND
SELLER, BOX 224, 2808 CAHILL, MARINETTE,
WI 54143-0224.

FOR SALE

PLEASE NOTE:
A * AFTER A PRODUCT INDICATES

THE ADVERTISER IS AN AUTHO-

RIZED DEALER FOR THAT PRODUCT.

LOW PR10ES!!!  *Polk-NAD-Nakamichi-B&K-
Carver-Velodyne-KEF-Onkyo-NHT-Snell-PSB-
Parasound-M&K-Denon-Sound Shop
360-692-8201. Call us for our FREE BLOW-OUT
SPECIALS LIST!

----FREE FREE FREE ----

EXODUS
NIGHTCLUB & DJ CATALOG

THE SOURCE FOR ALL YOUR
SOUND,LIGHTING & VISUAL NEEDS.

CALL TODAY

800 -2 -EXODUS
MAIL ORDER CENTER
8169 ARROYO DRIVE

SOUTH SAN GABRIEL, CA. 91770

HOME THEATER, Front LCD proiection system, stereo, color, up
to 100" screen size. Models starting at $479.013. Multimedia
Clearance 205-680-5110.

DJ & Nightclub
Sound, Lighting & Video CATALOG

FREE 88 -Page Catalog with a
huge selection of name brand
professional gear for DJ's,
Clubs & Musicians all at
discount prices!

Call Today
800-672-4268

Nail Order Center. 11711 Monarch Si,

Garden Grove, (A 92841

Rowl Super Store Music To The Mar
14200 Beach Blvd., Westminster, (A 92683

(714) 379 1994

PP&RSOTASOGUENLDIGHTINGT"
OUR 20th

YEAR!
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TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of the
claims of advertisers, including product
availability and existence of warranties.
Therefore, the following information is
provided for your protection.
1. Confirm price and merchandise Infor-
mation with the seller, including brand,
model, color or finish, accessories and
rebates included in the price.
2. Understand the seller's return and
refund -policy, including the allowable return
period, who pays the postage for returned
merchandise, and whether there is any
'restocking" charge.
3. Understand the product's warranty. Is
there a manufacturer's warranty, and if so, is
it from a U.S. or foreign manufacturer? Note
that many manufacturers assert that, even
if the product comes with a U.S. manufac-
turers warranty card, if you purchase from
an unauthorized dealer, you are not cov-
ered by the manufacturer's warranty. If in
doubt, contact the manufacturer directly.
In addition to, or instead of, the manufactur-
er's warranty, the seller may offer its own
warranty. In either case, what is covered by
warranty, how long is the warranty period,
where will the product be serviced, what do
you have to do, and will the product be
repaired or replaced? You may want to
receive a copy of the written warranty before
placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions, including
cancelled checks, receipts and correspon-
dance. For phone orders, make a note of the
order including merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery date and sales-
person's name.
5. If the merchandise is not shipped within
the promised time or if no time was
promised, 30 days of receipt of the order, you
generally have the right to cancel the order
and get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without your
express prior consent is not allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your order or
the merchandise, write a letter to the seller
with all the pertinent information and keep a
copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction
from the seller, contact the consumer pro-
tection agency in the seller's state or your
local Post Office.

If, after following the below guidelines,
you experience a problem with a mail
order advertiser that you are unable to
resolve, please let us know. WRITE to
Susan Ross, Special Marketing, 45th
floor, Hachette Filipacchi Magazines,
1633 Broadway, NY, NY 10019. Be sure
to include copies of all correspondence.

NEW WORLD
AUDIO

ADS

ALPINE

AIL. TECH.

BOSE  B&O
CARVER  DENON
INFINITY  KENWOOD
NAK  NHT  ONKYO

SONY ES  SONANCE
VELODYNE  YAMAHA

AND MORE.. .
USA WARRANTY

SOO-
311-
0392

KKJ6

ComputNi16"
t'I DL %LER

Panasonic. JVC
TOSHIBA SONY Canon

R E COTCIK
A misuesii

UBL V VIDEONICS

SHARP ( . \R\
PRICES TOO LOW TO ADVERTISE!

4 HEAD jvc
HI.FI VCR 03.41 JVC

DIGI1AL
CAMCORDERS

VCRs 8 AMPLIFIERS
CASSETTE DECKS

A/V RECEIVERS

CD PLAYERS AUDIO/MINI EDITING EQUIPMENT

SYSTEMS SPEAKERS

LASER DISC PLAIERS

CAMCORDERS

DSS 8 13"-35" TVs

HOURS :

IMO MON.  FPI. 8AM-8PM
(CST)

SAT. 9AM-SPM

800-554-2183

(800) 451-5851
NY (718) 1381021ENTERPRISES .

El=1113:121
JVC soNv QO PIONCLI1

00111/(5
10 10
111. .InJN
110

=MIMS4, W
114

21 244

204

,

11:

CIJIMLS 214

1..44 IN ALPINE gIN 44 4 :
3746.1

alx COOPIRIOITS - CALI
349 10,

(1,0 pioniEn 2 75 215

IN 254 Clarion
ItgL0 PSC >05 ,>s

511 455
130

IN 104 B LA U PUN JN
LASER &ARAM(

30 1,5 IN 219

RIMER
N11

1.4

204
5141 4. 01

.veS 551

043C MAIM
NI

111. 4. IN
W. u

na .,,v re
RADAR DETECTORS

TECHNICS 
usunINCO

50515 111

mamas
311 Ex 300 IL

100 114

15, IN
v: IN 1.40.0

cusErILEGISxi0 116

AIWA.

1111 r)It ery POICf

unicien 
243 1010 721 81le/HAMI

10 0.110
JN WHISTLER

100 - 103

226 260 212
aq

.0. U 100,01 .04

B&W. KEF. MIRAGET-IIEL. POLK, VELODYNE, N.H.T A D.S.,B&O.
DYNAUDIO. M&K, DEFINITIVE. WADIA. ADCOM, DENON,
YAMAHA, LUXMAN. CLASSE, NAKAMICHI, ONKYO. B&K, SUN -
FIRE. CROWN. BRYSTON & MORE NORCROSS. INC INCORPO-
RATED 1964. (770) 772-27(X).

'41

rti Dn,

Authorized Dealers For. .

JVC. Infinity
RCA
SONY

BEACH o

Revere, MA 02151
-1$"".-":5O Wars
1-800-562.9020

WHOLESALE CONNECTION
TO ORDER CALL 1-800-226-2800
http:!/www.wholesaleconnection.com

Receivers
JVC

RX518 Cam

RX618 Cal

SAEX500 Call
SAEX700 Call

KENWOOD
KR/6080 Call
KRV70130 Call
KR1/11080 Call

PIO
V50455 Call
VSX505S Can
VSX604S Call

AVR20 Call
AVR25 C.JI

I RX718 Call
90818 Call

SAEX900 Call
SATHX50 Call

KRV9080 Cali
KRV9900 Call
KRX1000 Call

EER
V5X0704S Call
VS 00903S Call
VSXD3S Call

AVRI30 Call
FL8300 cam

BOSE
AM5I1 Call
AM711 Call
LS12 Cal

1-S20
Cali10013K Cal
INFINITY

1152000 2 Cal
RS2000 3 Cal
RS2000 4 Cal
1152000 5 Cal
RS2000 6 Cal
RSVIDEO Cal

6.1.C.
ADATTO Call
V526 Call
V52alr Call

901 Ca
701 Cal
501 Cal
301 Cal
1518K Ca

SM65 Cal
SM85 Cal
SA4105 Ca
SM I 25 Cal
SA4155
VIDEO

Cal
I Gl

V1302 Cal
V504 Ca
V604 Cal

AVR70 C.JI FL6450 Call
Powered Subwoofer

ONKYO
DISV525 C41
T501/727 C,a1

CALL FOR 07110Illa:1;12=IIIIM
JVC

XLF152 Call
XLF252 Cam

TECHNICS
SLPD887 Cal
SLPD1010 Call II

KENWOOD
DPR4080 Call
DPR5080 Cam

DPR6080 Cam

PJONEER
P01605 call
PDF805 Call

I

CALL FOP OTHER

IMIZME:LIM=M
JVC

70W218 Call 1
TOW318 Call I

TECHNICS
RSTR252 Call I
RSTR373 Call

KENW000
KXW4080 Call I

PIONEER
CTINS05 Call I

ONKYO
TARW41 I Call I

CALL FOR OTHER

I 00C220 Call
1 DXC320 Call

BRANDS

XU.12111 CallI
MAWS Cam

I SLMC400 Call
SLMC50 Call

DPJ1070 Call
DPJ2070 Call

PDF905 Can
PDF1005 Call

BRANDS

TOW718 Call
10V662 Call

RSTR575 Cali

IDCW6080 Cam

CTW704RS Call

TARW505 Call
BRANDS

INFINITY
INFINITY
MIX
KENWOOD
KENWOOD
BIC
8 1 C
AIWA
AIWA

IMMI=MEMI
AIWA

14SXV8000 Cal
NSXV9000 Cal

PIONEER
CCS205 Call
CCS305 Call

JVC
11%00 Call
MXD47 Call

Elliii=1:111=M1
JVC

KSRT404 Call
K5117414 Call
KOMK78FIF Cam

PIONEER
KEHP404 Call
KEHPSOS Call
KEMPEN Call
KEHP808 Call
DEH49 Call
DEH59 Coil
DEHO Call

KENWOOD
KRC302 Call

BU1 Cal
BU2 Cal
PSW101 Cal
SW200 Cal
SW300 Cal
V1000 Cal
V1203 Cal
TSWS Cal
TSW9 Cal

I NSXAVSCO Call
1 NSXAV900 cam

PANASONIC
SCCH64 Co
SCCH94 cam

I MXD7T Call
MXD8T Call

KOGS71; Cal
KOGS911 Cam

I KDOAK79FIF Call

DEH53 Cal
0641625 Call
DEHP725 Call
DEHP82S Cam

DEXP118 Cal
CDXF1467 Call
CDHIA128 Call

KDC5035 Cam
DAT RECORDER

P01:11,1, s , . . CJII
KRC5132 Call
KRC702 Call

KCC6005 Cam

KDC7005 Call

MINI MSC RECORDER
Poilable & Hume CJii

KRC802 Call
KRC902 Call

KOC./005 Call
KOCPS905 Call

Call
ONO - Non avaitible

KOCC604 Call NOCC.803

Radar DetectorsIlEa=.11===
JVC

GRAX810 :all GRAX1010 CallI
GRAX910 :all GRVDI Call

PANASONIC
PV0406 :all I PVD506 Call

SHARP
VLE39 Call I VLE49 Call

CANON SONY
ES5000 : Iall CCDTRV30 Call

BEL
840' Can 945. Call
Mo. Can 615111 call
15550 Cali

WHISTLER
1430SWH Cam II 1490SW1.1 Cam

1465Sm4 Call I
UNIOEN

LRD6199 Call I1806499 Call
L906399 Cal

IM:=1=1.11
SONY

0247 Call i 08, call

D242CK Call I 08411 call
CENWOOD

DPC662 Call I DPC861 Cali

PANASONIC
SLS24IC Call I SLSW202 Call
SLS341C Call SLSW404 Call

CALL FCR OTHER BRANDS

SONY
SPP0120 Call I SPPD900 Call
SPP025 Call 1 SPPID910 Cam

PANASONIC
K519900 Call I KaT9550 Call
KXT9520 Call KXTC930 Cal.

1.1.111=MIE
PIONEER

CLDD505 Call I CLDID704 Call

Call for Brands EL Models Not Listed
24 HR. FAX (718) 997-6852 P.O.'s Welcome
We accept mC V. Amex 6 C 0 0 We sap UPS A FEDEX

WHOLESALE CONNECTION 63 48 10815 St Forest Hills NY 11375

SHOP US
LAST

FACTORY AUTHORIZED DEALERS

HOME THEATER
CAR STEREO

SINCE 1979

ADS  ALPINE  ATLANTIC TECH 
BOSE  CARVER  DENON  INFINITY

KENWOOD  NAKAMICHI
ONKYO  SONANCE  SONY ES

VELODYNE  YAMAHA
and many we can't print!

The Sound Approach
6167 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725

800-368-2344



Buy the
perfect system.
Call us first and ask us how to buy

the perfect system. Our staff is widely
recognized in the industry as being
highly knowledgeable and the most

courteous. From state-of-the-art audio
to sophisticated home theater systems,
we carry only what we feel is the best.

To get started, call us today...
and a ow.
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800 947- loEb
310 517-1700 SO. CALIF.
310 517-1732 F A X
18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT 5
GARDENA, CA 90248
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SINGERS! 0511227
Background Music from Standard
Unlimited Low Cost, InstantlyAvailable

Recondings!

Vo l Elim

Does Everything Karaoke

Thoroon
does... _tter and gives
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you the

ca
Free Brochure & Demo Tape.
LT LT Sound Dept SR -15 /
7980 LT Parkway,Lithonia,GA 30t4 d
Internet-http:// Itsound.com
24 Hour Demo/Info Request Line (770)482.2485-Ext 50
When You Want Somethin Better Than Karaoke!
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1-800-349-4699
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CAR STEREO

CALL FOR CHEAP PRICES - FREE SHIPPING on
ADS, Alpine, Audio Control, Bazooka, Blau,
Clarion, Denon, Kenwood, Kicker, Orion, Pioneer,
Polk, PPI, Quart, Soundstream & Sony.
SOUND IDEAS, (516) 864-6548, E MAIL:
sound-ideas@htp.com, P.O. BOX 124, COM-
MACK, NY 11725. FAX: (516) 225-6664.

WANTED TO BUY

LP's & CD's. BOUGHT & SOLD: Classical, Rock, Jazz, Audiophile,
Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tub* St., Princeton,
NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881.

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP. BUYING and SELLING by
PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST QUOTE. (215)886-1650 Ext. SR. Since
1984 The Stereo Trading Outlet. 320 Old York Road, Jenkin-
town, PA 190415.

LASER VIDEO

WIDE SCREEN
MOVIES

ON LASERDISC
NEW RELEASES BOX SETS

IMPORTS OLD FAVORITES

ES 00 -iS 9 3 -0390
FREE IN STOCK CATALOG

LASERTOWN VIDEO DISCS
50 SCHOOL HOUSE RD BOX 406A
KUPLSV1LLE, PA 19443

21S-721-8'68'8 FAX 215-721-4539
"HOME ENTERTAINMENT AT ITS BEir

CABLE TV

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS/CONVERTERS. BUY DIRECT-ROCK
BOTTOM PRICES! # 1 IN CUSTOMER SERVICE & LOW PRICES. ALL
MAJOR BRANDS, MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE. THE CABLE CON-
NECTION: 1-800-411-2662.

Best Buys
Best Service
Full Warranty

C.D. ELECTRONICS IS NOW SELLING CONVERTERS/
DESCRAMBLERS DIRECT TO THE PUBUC AT WHOLESALE PRICES!
30 -DAY TRIAL QUANTITY DISCOUNTS! 1-800-842-9670.

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS:
Replacements for most models. 30 Day Trial -
1 Year Warranty! Dealer Inquiries Invited. Visa/
MC/Disc./Amex/COD FOR QUALITY, PRICE & SER-
VICE CALL: 1-800-259-1187. Eagle Electronics
Inc., #1, 1301 Railhead Blvd., Naples, FL
33963. No Florida Sales.

WIZARD COMPONENTS
DESCRAMBLERS

VOW/
ea to

All !lakes
And Models Available

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS-We beat all
prices...get cable direct! Boxes Guaranteed 2
years!! Professional, Friendly & Quick Service.
Order Toll Free: 1-888-595-5456; Ext. 41.

CALL 1(800) -72 -BOXES FOR UNBEATABLE
PRICES ON CABLE CONVERTERS & DE -
SCRAMBLERS. MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE. DEAL-
ERS WELCOME. VISA/MASTERCARD/DISCOVER/

C.O.D. QUALITY ENTERTAINMENT. WE WON'T BE
UNDERSOLD!!!

UNK YOURSELF TO THE FUTURE WITH OUR EXPERIENCE! CABLE TV

CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS. QUALITY, SERVICE & SATIS-
FACTION GUARANTEEDI VISA/MC/AMEX/C.O.D. ACCEPTED.
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS. CABLE UNX, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
1-800-501-0095.

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS. BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES. ABSO-
LUTELY LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED! NOBODY BEATS US!
RP ELECTRONICS: 1-800-304-3604.

In converter:,
descramblers.

Call:
FOX

ELECTRONICS

1-800 '""

FREE CATALOG - NEW TECHNOLOGY BREAKTHROUGH - T.V.

CONVERTERS AND DESCRAMBLERS SAVE 51000's. CALL NOW -
MEGA 1-800-676-6342.

NU-TEK
.4 ELECTRONICS

I V.1111111 EPIC to e IIr liar

Cable TV
Converters & DESCRANIIIII.RS

oe, I. N

(a tit UN. It It \ I 1

FREE CATAI,()(;

1-800-968-8354 [E1
CABLE DESCRAMBLERS-FM VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS: 30 -
DAY TRIAL 1 -YEAR WARRANTY. LOWEST PRICES! C.O.D., VISA,
MC, DISCOVER. 1-800-805-8464.

LOUDSPEAKERS

ROTTEN FOAM?
 Simply Speakers - Factory

Authorized Service - All Brands
JBL, Bose, Advent, EPI, CV, AR,
Infinity & Morel

 Worldwide Service - Recoiling &
Refoaming.

 Huge selection of D.I.V. Foam
Kits - We Ship Daily !

 Foam Rot Preventative KOs.

CALL TOLL FREE TODAY !
1-800-767-4041 = SIMPLY SPEAKERS. MC/VISA/NOVUS/AMEX.
11203 49TH STREET N., CLEARWATER, FL 34622. E-MAIL:
Simplyspkr @ AOL.COM. D.I.Y. KITS INCLUDE: ILLUSTRATED
INSTRUCTIONS, ADHESIVE & TECHNICAL SUPPORT. BEST PRICES /
SERVICE / WARRANTY-GUARANTEED!!

D.I.Y. NEW FOAM KITS
WISHING FOR YOUR SPEAKERS TO WORK AGAIN?

YOUR PHONE IS A MAGIC LAMP. RUB.

NEW -FOAM
CALL TOLL FREE

y Speaker Repair 8c Replacement Parts
Nationwide Service Since 1979

1 -800 -NEW -FOAM = 1-800-639-3626 NATIONWIDE SPEAKER
REPAIR, PARTS, AND ACCESSORIES. Call us with your
speaker problems. VISA/MC/AMEX/DISC. EMAIL
NEWFOAM@msn.com

.000,1

Service, upgrades, trades and new speakers. Factory direct
from Ohm Acoustics, 241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, NY
11205. (718) 783-1555; FAX (718) 857-2472; email
OhmSpeaker@AOLcom



SPEAKER
.

Parts Express is a full -line distribu-
tor of electronic parts and accesso-
ries geared toward the consumer
electronics industry and the techni-
cal hobbyist. We stock an extensive
line of speaker drivers and acces-
sories for home and car. Call for
your FREE 228 page catalog today.

Parts Express
340 E First Street Source Code SRM
Dayton, Ohio 45402-1257
Phone 513/222-0173* Fax 513/222-4644

1-800-338-0531

STATE OF THE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS. UPGRADE ANY
SPEAKER. SOFTWARE AVAILABLE. FREE DESIGN GUIDE. ALLPASS
TECHNOLOGIES. INC.. 2844 CHARMONT DR. APOPKA. FL
32703-5972. (407) 786-0623.

Repair Foam Rot Yourself!
 Save hundreds of dollars w/ong kite

 Kits to fit any speaker Advent. AR.
JBL. Bose. !Min EV etc

 Inc surrounds, adhesive & instructions
 MC/VISA /Discover No CODs
 Call last for Best Price
 Order by phone 24 hrs 704.6979001

or call Toll Free 800-747-3692
P 0 Box 1088  Flat Rock, NC 28731

STEPP
AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

SATELLITE TV

18" DSS DISH
Now riirrT1
Mthannels, Movie, Local Blackout

Sports, Special Events, aaSports
Buy New Access Card Today

Where To Get One & How Much

Send 519.50 to: DSS DESCRAMBIERS
22nd Ave No. Si Petersburg, FL 33710

G? SO?Y

INVENTIONS WANTED

INVENTIONS. IDEAS, NEW PRODUCTS' Presentation to industry/
exhibition of notional innovation exposition. Patent services
1400 -288 -IDEA, Code: EXT SR.

MOVIES/FILMS/VIDEOS

FREE SEARCH SERVICE: every title worldwide. Buy  Sell 
Trade  Rent  Auction. Anytime: 1-800-849-7309;
FAX: 1-770-227-0873.

BLANK TAPES

1 -800 -TAPE WORLD r 1-800-245-6000
Well beat an ice' 5 .,+a SHIPPING =

SONY AX LL
DA' ZS. 5 SVHS-T120 649
DAT-124 nxi 8.99 kii-S 90 1.99 SA -90 49 H18 120 5.99
T -120V 1.69 T 120 HGX 2.49 SAX -90 1.99 8MM-120 3.49
L75013111G 3.99 ST 120 6.99 SAX -10O 2.49 OCCAX) 6.99
ST -160 7.99 DAT-124ov 7.99 I 120 EHG 2.49 DR -I40 .69
CDR -74 5.99 UD35-90 8.99 DAT-120 6.49 NC ST120599

CDR -74 5.99
TAPE .',OPLD 11 21342911

Classified Advertisers...
Millions of your prime prospects

can be found in the industry
leading titles of Hachette
Filipacchi Magazines, Inc.

To place a classified ad, simply
call toll -free and reserve your

space today!
1-800-445-6066

(9am - 5pm EST)
Or

Fax your order to 212-767-5624
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TIME
DELAY
30
YEARS AGO

Hilli/Stt,te()RPViPIV
GREAT ASUMAN f OMPOSEIS SELLS OA IVGGLIFS
HOW IT INSTA11 A StIllW 1TST SWITCH  MC ART
Of Ea CANTO  HOW MICH SMITH A RECORD COST?

Eric Salzman's profile of
Yankee transcendentalist Carl
Ruggles was featured in
the September 1966 issue as
the fifth installment in STEREO
REVIEW'S Great American
Composers Series. Also, the
article "How Much Does a
Record Cost?" prophesied that
traditional record shops would
be supplanted by "discount and
chain stores, mail-order
houses, and record clubs."

New products included
Geloso's four -channel portable
microphone mixer ($99.95)
and Sylvania's RM300 AM/FM
bookshelf radio ($129.95),
which the company rated (rather

Geloso mike mixer, 1966

remarkably) for a frequency
response of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Hirsch -Houck Laboratories
tested the Harman Kardon
SC -440 music system - an all -
in -one AM/FM tuner,
turntable, and amp with two
separate speakers for $449 -
and the Marantz Model 7T
preamp ($295), which was "too
good to criticize without
resorting to sheer nit-picking."
Meanwhile, in Best of the
Month, George Jellinek praised
Tito Gobbi's performance
in Verdi's Nahucco on London.
and Gene Lees touted Billy
Byers's arrangements of Greek
composer Manos Hadjidakis's
Gioconda's Smiles.

Stop, you're killing me: In a
letter to the editor, Alec Austin
of Centerline, Michigan, waxed
ironic over Gene Lees's
May review of two albums by
Frank Sinatra. "Please," Austin
wrote, "let Mr. Lees review
all of Sinatra's work in the
future; we, in a world so lack-
ing in humor, need the laughs."

20
YEARS AGO
Associate technical editor
Ralph Hodges's report from
the Summer Consumer
Electronics Show was the
centerpiece of the September
1976 issue. Previewed were
such products as Teac's
Esoteric 860 cassette deck
(leading an "inundation" of
three -head models at the
show), the Technics SP -I0 MK
II record player ("1977 will
indisputably be the year of the
direct -drive turntable"), and
Sansui's QSD-2 Vario-matrix
decoder, one of the last
gasps of the QS quadraphonic
format. Hirsch -Houck Labs

132 STEREO REVIEW SEPTEMBER 1996

tested Sony's TC-880-2 open -
reel tape deck ("For many,
$2,500 probably seems like a
lot of money for a tape
recorder, [but] the Sony looks
to us like a lot of recorder for
the money") and the ADC
Accutrac 4000 ($499.95), the
first programmable turntable.

Reacting to what seemed
a national craze, we pondered
the question "What Is This
Thing Called Disco?" Clifford
Terry's feature concluded,
"Whether disco as a music
will go the way of the Twist,
only time will tell. In the
meantime, you can ... Dance
Your Ass Off." And Eric
Salzman looked at the history
of "The Great American
Symphony," noting it would be
"naive to pretend" that the

Stereo Review
REPORT' TIM '76 CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SNOW
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genre was alive and well. In
fact, if it "comes back in a big
way," he wrote, "something
will have to have happened to
the symphony orchestra and
its audience."

Reviewing the album "I'm
Easy" by actor Keith Carra-
dine, Noel Coppage declared,
"An actual musician could
have made this recording, but
he wouldn't have."

Keith Carrodine, 1976

Stereo Review

YEARS AGO
Celebrating the 25th anniver-
sary of Julian Hirsch's associa-
tion with STEREO REVIEW,
the September 1986 issue
included a profile in which he
mused about his life in hi-fi,
from the first amplifier he ever
built (a 12 -watt model in 1949)
to his basic philosophy: "Don't
go off the deep end." Hirsch
also contributed his picks
for "Hi-Fi Landmarks," starting
with the Klipschorn folded -
bass -horn speaker of 1946.

Debuts at the Summer CES
included Aiwa's imposing
CT-X500II high -end car -stereo
system ($599). Julian Hirsch
conducted a special test of
Yamaha's DSP-I Digital
Sound Field Processor ($849),

Aiwa car stereo system, 1986

which he called "much more
than a mere time -delay device."
And Best of the Month
endorsed Steve Earle's debut
album, "Guitar Town," and
a Benjamin Britten program by
Simon Rattle on Angel.

The Lady Vanishes: Reviewing
Madonna's laserdisc "Live -
the Virgin Tour," Louis
Meredith observed that the
once and future Material Girl
"turns the act of tossing a
tambourine into an exercise in
suspense worthy of Hitchcock."

- Steve Simels



Boston Acoustics
Home Theater Options

AC -3 really gives speakers
a workout. Luckily,

we've had time to train.

This Lynnfield VR system includes our

award -winning VR40 mains and VR12

center channel, plus our new VRS Pro

surrounds and VR2000 303 -watt powered

subwoofer. (This system reproduces

21-20,000Hz ±3dB and an astoLnding

105dB at normal listening position.)

SubSat Three -Piece Systems

Tiny satellites and big theater sound.

Compact Reference Series
Incredible sound from compact
speakers.

Lynnfield VR Series
Audiophile sound with the ful,
impact of AC -3.

Boston Acoustics THX' System
Dubbing studio quality sound.

INTRODUCING THE NEW AC -3 -READY HOME THEATER
SYSTEM FRCM BOSTON ACOUSTICS

When we started working with the specs for AC -3, Dolby Labs' new digital home theater format, two things

were apparent: One, AC -3 is nothing short of spectacular. And two, to realize the advantages of AC -3,

speakers must work a lot harder than before.

First, AC -3's improved definition means if your front stage speakers aren't tonally matched, your ears will

know it. That's why both our Lynnfield mains and center channel speakers use identical VR tweeters and

matched midranges for uniform tonal balance and dispersion. So they easily reproduce the dialog clarity

and stunning front soundstage effects that AC -3 promises.

Another AC -3 consideration: Since all speakers may be fed bass extending to 80Hz, centers and surrounds

must play low. Good thing our VR10 and VR12 center channels and new Lynnfield VRS Pro surrounds were

built to handle this very spec. Finally, a subwoofer must cleanly reproduce five discrete bass channels, plus

AC -3's thunderous LFE (low frequency effects) channel - something our new VR2000 300 -watt powered

subwoofer can do without breaking a sweat. Get the whole scoop on our new AC -3 -capable speaker

system. Call 617 592-9000. Just remember to do some stretches before dialing.

BostonAcoustics
70 Broadway, Lynnfield, MA 01940. Dolby aid AC -3 are registered tademarks of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.



A Breakthrough!
"Definitive's New
BP2002 Achieves

An Impossible
Dream."

-Peter Moncrieff, International Audio Review

At $999 ea., the bipolar BP2002 with dual built-in 125 -watt
powered 12" subwoofers approaches the ultimate

performance of Definitive's reference flagship BP2000.
Your Dream Comes True

When Stereo Review's Julian
Hirsch wrote of the BP2000, "...I
would choose these speakers for
myself," we were thrilled and honored
by this highest of compliments. In
fact, since its introduction last year,
Definitive's top -of -the -line BP2000 has
clearly established itself as the most
award -winning and highly reviewed
speaker of all time.

Now, our newest breakthrough, the
BP2002, incorporates similar cutting -
edge technologies in order to achieve
mind -boggling sonic performance
which closely approaches that of our
flagship BP2000. And most important-
ly, the BP2002's significantly lower
price and more compact size will
allow many more lucky listeners like
yourself to own speakers of this
ultimate quality level. Experience sonic ecstasy! Hear for yourseff why by high and guru

Peter Moncrieff raved the "BP2002 achieves an impossible dream"
CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See our dealer list on page 34

Music & Movie Perfection
The extraordinary BP2002s incorpo-

rate bipolar technology, which turns
your whole room into a sweet spot
with three-dimensional depth and a
huge sonic image ideal for music and
movie perfection. Truly a unique com-
bination of delicately detailed musical-
ity and totally controlled brute force
for your ultimate listening pleasure!

Whether incorporated in a super
audiophile stereo music system or
combined with matching CLR2002
Center Channel ($499 ea.) and our
bipolar rears for a truly remarkable
AC -3* ready home theater system,
Definitive's magnificent BP2002 will
achieve your impossible dream, too.

nitive Tech
The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers..

11105 Valley Hts. Dr.  Baltimore, MD 21117  (410) 363-7148
Visit us at http:/Avunv.soundsite.corn/detinitive. 'Rekkaered Trademark


